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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

  

Introduction 

i. This report provides an Employment Land Review Study to inform the next Blackburn 

with Darwen Local Plan. The purpose of the Study is to understand the supply and 

market demand side of employment land requirements within Blackburn with Darwen 

Borough (the Borough). It is developed in support of the Housing and Economic 

Needs Assessment (HENAS), being completed by GL Hearn, for Blackburn with 

Darwen and Hyndburn Boroughs, that sets out forecast scenarios for housing and 

economic growth. The study, combined with HENAS, updates previous employment 

land evidence base documents for the Borough. Based on the Brief, the overall 

objectives of the study are: 

• “To provide an up to date robust qualitative assessment of the current 

supply of employment land within the Borough;  

• To provide market intelligence on employment demand trends focusing on 

the local economy of the Borough with a comparative analysis to sub-

regional (Pennine Lancashire and Lancashire); regional (North West 

England) and national trends; and 

• Consider the economic growth forecasts developed in the Housing and 

Economic Needs Assessment Study and provide an analysis of the 

Borough’s economy to identify the strengths/ weaknesses/ opportunities/ 

threats that should be taken into account in developing economic policies 

within the emerging Local Plan.” 

 

Methodology 

ii. A number of research methods have been used, including site visits, property market 

data analysis and interviews with property market stakeholders such as developers, 

investors and their agents.  A survey of 50 private sector employers was completed 

and key public and business sector agencies, were consulted.  Finally, the land 

supply has been assessed and measured against need, as forecast in HENAS. The 

methodology follows the National Planning Policy Framework and relevant Planning 

Practice Guidance. 

 
Findings 

iii. Manufacturing remains a strength of Blackburn with Darwen’s local economy, 

accounting for 17.3 percent of jobs locally in 2017 (10,934 jobs), well above wider 

averages. A significant decline, of some 2,400 jobs is forecast in manufacturing to 
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2036, although this will not necessarily result in a reduction in land needs for 

B1(c)/B2 space and even with this reduction, manufacturing will remain a key focus 

of the local economy. Decline in manufacturing jobs is also somewhat offset by a 

gain of 350-510 construction jobs. 

 

iv. Taken as whole the main private sector office-based sectors employ almost as many 

in the Borough as manufacturing – 11,205, 16.7 percent of employment of the 

workforce. Private sector office employment is forecast to grow significantly to 2036, 

a gain of some 3,190-3,240 jobs. 

 

v. Blackburn with Darwen’s dependence on public sector employment is somewhat 

above wider averages, with 28.9 percent of the Borough’s workforce employed in 

public administration, education and health, in 2017. Any future employment growth 

is expected to be focused in the health sector. 

 
vi. Some six years after the end of the recession, large companies which had pent up 

growth requirements have mostly met those requirements or found other ways to 

meet their space needs. Other large firms have put their plans on hold until the 

uncertainty over Brexit is ended. Thus short, and likely medium term, growth is 

focused in smaller businesses seeking primarily budget/moderate quality industrial 

space. Reflecting this, property market stakeholders suggest current market demand 

is focused at the smaller end of the market, up to 464 sqm. In comparison, historic 

transactions were for properties in a range of sizes of up to 5,000 sqm.  Demand is 

for a mix of freehold and leasehold options. Reported rents extend up to £70/sqm, 

with £108 achieved for good quality trade options. 

 

vii. In terms of the local office market, a key strength can be found in the Borough’s 

serviced schemes. The average office deal transacted was for 297 sqm of 

floorspace. Property market stakeholders, who describe a mostly local and small-

scale office market, with demand for smaller, leasehold suites of no more than 93 

sqm. Rents of £108 – 150/ sqm are identified as achievable, although past 

transaction evidences suggest the current average is at the bottom of that scale, at 

around £108/sqm. 

 
viii. There is little doubt that the preferred location for businesses is the M65 Corridor 

area. Future development should be based around the motorways. This is most 

important for industrial units where easy HGV accessibility is key and where links to 
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existing industrial estates of Shadsworth, Whitebirk, Walker Park and Roman Road 

and Blackburn Interchange can be made. The view of agents was that schemes 

should focus on smaller B1(c)/B2 industrial space rather than larger units of the kind 

currently being provided for at Frontier Park.  

 
ix. Views were mixed as to where new office space should be located. The Town Centre 

with its strong transport options, but constrained parking, is one option. Larger 

offices, which will need greater parking, should be focused in business parks, which 

are more likely to be delivered at the motorway junctions. However, there appears 

little appetite for the delivery of larger offices at present so it is expected that new 

space, delivered through refurbishment or new build, will focus towards Central 

Blackburn. 

 

Employment Land Supply and Need 

x. The maximum employment land supply, from sites put forward for analysis in this 

Study, is 79.97 ha in 19 sites. However, a review of site conditions and owner 

intentions suggests a realistic supply of 47.04 ha in 14 sites. This includes an 

estimated residual land supply of 24.00 ha at Frontier Park, of which 9.60 ha (40 

percent) can be attributed to Blackburn with Darwen.  

 

 

xi. The HENAS Study provides an assessment of Objectively Assessed Needs for 

Blackburn with Darwen, using recognised forecast methods. It identifies needs of 

54.1 ha over 2018-2036, of which some 56 percent should be for B8 uses, around a 

third for B2 uses and 11 percent for B1 uses. However, HENAs only applies a 5-year 

buffer, for choice, flexibility and an allowance for losses to the B1 need (5.8 ha). The 

B2 and B8 figures given are gross. If a 5-year buffer is applied to the B2/B8 sectoral 

need as well, the overall employment land requirement over 2018-36 increases by 

13.4 ha to 67.5 ha.  

 
xii. Against this need, Blackburn with Darwen has a realistic employment land supply of 

47.04 ha. This gives a supply shortfall of 7.1 ha, against needs. If the assumption, set 

out above, that a full 5-year buffer should be applied to need in all B-Class sectors, is 

accepted, then this gives a further need of 20.5 ha against the realistic land supply. 

 

Recommendations 

xiii. This report has had full regard to the requirements of the NPPF and the PPGs to 

encourage and deliver growth through the planning system.  The key 
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recommendation is that: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

xiv. Other Recommendations include that: 

• Protection of the remaining employment land for B1/B2/B8 development, 

particularly key sites and defined employment areas, needs to be considered a 

policy priority. Further losses in the land supply, to alternative uses, should be 

resisted 

• Areas of search for new employment land allocations should focus on sites with 

strong M65 access 

• It is not generally recommended that, outside of Blackburn Town Centre at least, 

allocations be made specifically for B1, B2 or B8 uses, rather that land be made 

available to accommodate all three 

• The Council should particularly protect five employment areas to be safeguarded 

for B-Class Uses and other employment uses which achieve economic 

enhancement. These are: 

o Land at M65, J4 Commercial Road, Darwen 

o Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn 

o Roman Road/Davyfield Road, Blackburn 

o Walker Park, Blackamoor Road, Blackburn 

o Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn. 

• Review and monitor the employment land and premises position and undertake 

this study again in approximately 3-5 years, as 2036 is a long time in the future 

and much will happen before then. 

• The Council should work with neighbouring authorities on issues in which 

interests will overlap. 

7.1 ha of additional B1/B2/B8 employment land is required to 
2036, to meet the identified Objectively Assessed Needs.  
However, it is recommended that 7.1 ha be considered the 
minimum additional employment land required in Blackburn 
with Darwen, to 2036, to ensure the Borough retains a choice 
of sites for businesses and allows for any further losses in 
supply.  If the requirement for a 5-year buffer across all B-
Class sectors is accepted the needs increase to 20.5 ha, 
which can be considered the maximum additional land need 
for the Borough, to 2036. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 This report provides an Employment Land Review Study to inform the next Blackburn 

with Darwen Local Plan. It has been carried out on behalf of Blackburn with Darwen 

Borough Council (the Council, BwDBC). 

 

1.2 The purpose of the Study is to understand the supply and market demand side of 

employment land requirements within Blackburn with Darwen Borough (the 

Borough). It is developed in support of the Housing and Economic Needs 

Assessment (HENAS), being completed by GL Hearn, for Blackburn with Darwen 

and Hyndburn Boroughs, that sets out forecast scenarios for housing and economic 

growth. 

 

1.3 BE Group, economic development and property consultants, compiled this report 

during January-February 2019. The study, combined with HENAS updates previous 

employment land evidence base documents for the Borough, including relevant 

elements of the Commercial Property Market Study, completed by BE Group in 2015 

and the Employment Land Review, completed by the Council in 2013. 

 

1.4 Based on the Brief, the overall objectives of the study are: 

• “To provide an up to date robust qualitative assessment of the current 

supply of employment land within the Borough;  

• To provide market intelligence on employment demand trends focusing on 

the local economy of the Borough with a comparative analysis to sub-

regional (Pennine Lancashire and Lancashire); regional (North West 

England) and national trends; and 

• Consider the economic growth forecasts developed in the Housing and 

Economic Needs Assessment Study and provide an analysis of the 

Borough’s economy to identify the strengths/ weaknesses/ opportunities/ 

threats that should be taken into account in developing economic policies 

within the emerging Local Plan.” 

 

Methodology 

1.5 Research methods used include site visits, and face-to-face and telephone interviews 

with property market stakeholders such as developers, investors and their agents.  A 

survey of 50 private sector employers was completed and key public and business 
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sector agencies, were consulted. Desktop analysis of national, sub-regional and local 

reports and strategies has also been undertaken. Stakeholder engagement has been 

combined with a review of property market data, including property enquiries, past 

transactions and the supply and an area based economic overview, which considers 

forecasts of economic growth, by sector, as discussed in the HENAS. 

 
1.6 The suitability, deliverability and viability of 18 sites identified for B-Class use (or 

relevant mixed-use) development in Local Plan Policy have been reviewed. Land 

supply and market based recommendations are provided. 

 

1.7 Appendix 1 contains a list of all consultees.  

 

Employment Land Review Guidance 

1.8 Since 2014, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, see Section 2.0) has 

been complimented with the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG). The PPG notes 

Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment and Housing and Economic 

Needs Assessment provide relevant guidance on land assessment in employment 

land reviews and is relevant to this Study. Both were updated in 2018/19, to reflect 

the revised NPPF issued in July 2018 of that year.  

 

1.9 The Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment process takes the form of 

a four-stage methodology under the following headings: 

• Stage 1: Identification of sites and broad locations to provide an audit of 

available land of 0.25 ha and above. The area selected for the assessment 

should be the  Functional Economic Market Area (FEMA). This could be the local 

planning authority area or multiple local authority areas or areas covered by a 

Local Enterprise Partnership. The assessment should be undertaken and 

regularly reviewed in partnership with other local planning authorities in the 

relevant FEMA, in line with the duty to cooperate. 

This will be a desk top review identifying as wide a range as possible of sites and 

broad locations for development (including those existing sites that could be 

improved, intensified or changed). The outcome of this stage is to understand 

key employment land supply issues and generate a portfolio of potential 

employment sites to take forward for more detailed review.  

• Stage 2: Site/broad location assessment to estimate the development 

potential.  This will include a re-appraisal of the suitability of previously allocated 

land and the potential to designate allocated land for different or a wider range of 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/housing-and-economic-development-needs-assessments
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/duty-to-cooperate
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uses. This stage entails a qualitative review of all significant sites and premises 

for their ‘suitability’, ‘availability’ and ‘achievability’ in order to confirm which of 

them are unsuitable for/unlikely to continue in B1/B2/B8 employment use; to 

establish the extent of ‘gaps’ in the portfolio; and if necessary, identify additional 

sites to be allocated or safeguarded.  

Assessing the ‘Suitability’ should be guided by: 

o The development plan (where up to date), emerging plan policy and national 

policy.  

o The presence of outstanding planning consents on sites, where site 

conditions have not significantly altered from the time of that consent 

o Market and industry requirements in that FEMA 

o Physical issues including: 

o “Physical limitations or problems such as access, infrastructure, ground 

conditions, flood risk, hazardous risks, pollution or contamination 

o Potential impacts including the effect upon landscapes including 

landscape features, nature and heritage conservation 

o Appropriateness and likely market attractiveness for the type of 

development proposed 

o Contribution to regeneration priority areas 

o Environmental/amenity impacts experienced by would be occupiers and 

neighbouring areas.” 

A site is considered ‘Available’ for development, when there is confidence that 

there are no legal or ownership problems. This may mean that the land is 

controlled by a developer or landowner who has expressed an intention to 

develop, or the landowner has expressed an intention to sell (and those parties 

have a reasonable record of past delivery). Because persons do not need to 

have an interest in the land to make planning applications, the existence of a 

planning permission does not necessarily mean that the site is available. Where 

potential problems have been identified, then an assessment will need to be 

made as to how and when they can realistically be overcome.  

A site is considered ‘Achievable’ for development where there is a reasonable 

prospect that the development will be delivered at a point in time. This is a 

judgement about the economic viability of a site, and the capacity of the 

developer to complete and let or sell the development over a certain period. 

• Stage 3: Windfall assessment Not applicable as relates to housing only. 

• Stage 4: Assessment review Once the sites and broad locations have been 

assessed, the development potential of all sites can be collected to produce an 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/viability
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indicative trajectory. This should set out the amount of economic development 

that can be provided, and at what point in the future. An overall risk assessment 

should be made as to whether sites will come forward as anticipated. 

 

1.10 Table 1 shows how this Employment Land Review Study aligns with that Guidance. 

The link between the report and the PPG methodology is not always clear cut, with 

different sections overlapping, indeed certain steps overlap.  

 

Table 1 – Employment Land Reviews – PPG Guidance 

PPG Stage Coverage in Employment Land Review Study 

Stage 1 – Site / Broad Location Identification 

Step 1 – Determine assessment 
area and site size 

Undertaken by Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Step 2 – Desktop review of 
existing information  

Review of current policy position, socio-economic position, 
local/sub-regional property market and the current (2018/19) land 
supply  

(Covered in Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 

Step 3 – Call for sites / broad 
locations 

Call for Sites exercises completed internally by  Blackburn with 
Darwen Borough Council 

Step 4 – Site / broad location 
survey 

Review of available employment sites. Broad locations to meet 
future land needs completed in Conclusions and 
Recommendations. 

(Covered in Sections 6, 7, 8 and Appendices) 

 

 

Stage 2 – Site / Broad Location Assessment 

Step 5 – Estimating the 
development potential in parallel 
with assessing suitability, 
availability, achievability – 
including viability 

As with Step 4, estimates of site delivery and developability 
completed. 

(Covered in Section 6 and Appendices) 

Stage 3 – Windfall Assessment 

Step 10 – Determine housing / 
economic development potential 
of windfall sites (where justified) 

Review of opportunity sites, to meet future employment land needs, 
to be completed internally. 

Stage 4 – Assessment Review 

Step 11 – Review assessment 
and prepare draft trajectory; 
enough sites / broad locations? 

Forecasting of OAN utilising recognised methods completed in 
HENAS. Reviewed in this Study, as required. Concluding chapters 
of this Study compare need and supply and gave broad locational 
views on where new allocations could best be sited to meet market 
needs. 

(Covered in Sections 7,8)  

Step 12 – Evidence Base and 
monitoring  

Employment Land Review Study produced by BE Group, HENAS 
by GL Hearn and monitoring undertaken by Blackburn with Darwen 
Borough Council 

Source: BE Group, 2019 
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2.0 STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

 

 Introduction 

2.1 This section focuses on national, sub regional and local reports and strategies that 

have a relevance to the allocation of employment land and premises. An 

understanding of the strategies and reports contained in this study is needed to show 

strategic alignment and a holistic approach to promote sustainable development. The 

recommendations follow the general principles set by this strategic policy framework.   

 

National Policy  

 

National Planning Policy Framework (2018) 

2.2 This Study is completed under the guidance of the Revised National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF) which was published in July 2018. The main economic objective 

of the NPPF is “to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by 

ensuring that sufficient land of the right types is available in the right places and at 

the right time to support growth, innovation and improved productivity; and by 

identifying and coordinating the provision of infrastructure.” 

 

2.3 At the heart of the new NPPF is the ‘presumption in favour of sustainable 

development’ (Paragraph 11). For plan making, this means:   

a. “Plans should positively seek opportunities to meet the development needs of 

their area, and be sufficiently flexible to adapt to rapid change 

b. Strategic policies should, as a minimum, provide for objectively assessed needs 

for housing and other uses, as well as any needs that cannot be met within 

neighbouring areas, unless:  

i. The application of policies in this Framework that protect areas or assets of 

particular importance [AONB, National Park, etc.] provides a strong reason for 

restricting the overall scale, type or distribution of development in the plan 

area; or  

ii. Any adverse impacts of doing so would significantly and demonstrably 

outweigh the benefits, when assessed against the policies in this Framework 

taken as a whole.” 

 

2.4  In drawing up local plans, the NPPF requires local authorities to: 

• Be prepared with the objective of contributing to sustainable development 
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• Be prepared in a way that is aspirational but deliverable 

• Be shaped by early, proportionate and effective engagement with communities, 

local organisations, businesses, infrastructure providers and operators and 

statutory consultees 

• Contain policies that are clearly written and unambiguous 

• Be accessible using digital tools  

• Serve a clear purpose, avoiding unnecessary duplication of policies that apply to 

a particular area.  

 

2.5 Strategic policies should be produced which look ahead for at least 15 years 

(Paragraph 22). The NPPF recommends plan reviews every five years (Paragraph 

33). 

 

2.6 In terms of employment uses, Paragraph 81 states that local plans should: 

a. “Set out a clear economic vision and strategy which positively and proactively 

encourages sustainable economic growth, having regard to Local Industrial 

Strategies and other local policies for economic development and regeneration;  

b. Set criteria, or identify strategic sites, for local and inward investment to match 

the strategy and to meet anticipated needs over the plan period;  

c. Seek to address potential barriers to investment, such as inadequate 

infrastructure, services or housing, or a poor environment; and  

d. Be flexible enough to accommodate needs not anticipated in the plan, allow for 

new and flexible working practices (such as live-work accommodation), and to 

enable a rapid response to changes in economic circumstances.” 

 

2.7 Policies should address the specific locational requirements of different sectors 

(Paragraph 82). “This includes making provision for clusters or networks of 

knowledge and data-driven, creative or high technology industries; and for storage 

and distribution operations at a variety of scales and in suitably accessible locations.” 

Policy should also support a growing and diversified rural economy (Paragraph 83). 

“Planning policies and decisions should recognise that sites to meet local business 

and community needs in rural areas may have to be found adjacent to or beyond 

existing settlements, and in locations that are not well served by public transport” 

(Paragraph 84). 

 

2.8 Key for employment, and other sites, is Section 11 on ‘Making Effective Use of Land.’ 
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Para 120 encourages reallocating land where there is no reasonable prospect of an 

application coming forward for the allocated use, specifically Local Planning 

Authorities should: 

a. “… as part of plan updates, reallocate the land for a more deliverable use that 

can help to address identified needs (or, if appropriate, deallocate a site which is 

undeveloped) and 

b. in the interim, prior to reviewing the plan, applications for alternative uses on the 

land should be supported, where the proposed use would contribute to meeting 

an unmet need for development in the area.” 

 

2.9 “Local planning authorities should also take a positive approach to applications for 

alternative uses of land which is currently developed but not allocated for a specific 

purpose in plans, where this would help to meet identified development needs. In 

particular, they should... support proposals to use retail and employment land for 

homes in areas of high housing demand, provided this would not undermine key 

economic sectors or sites or the vitality and viability of town centres, and would be 

compatible with other policies in this Framework.” (Para 121). 

 

2.10 Additionally, planning policy should “…support the development of under-utilised land 

and buildings, especially if this would help to meet identified needs for housing where 

land supply is constrained…(for example converting space above shops, and 

building on or above service yards, car parks, lock-ups and railway infrastructure.)” 

(Para 118). 

 

2.11 The above paragraphs update the 2012 NPPF, which similarly discouraged Local 

Planning Authorities from holding onto sites over the long term, where deliverability 

prospects were unclear (Paragraph 22).   Experience of some six years of that policy 

was that it increased pressure from land and property owners (and their advisors) for 

non-B class uses in existing employment areas as well as on allocated sites that 

have remained undeveloped.   

 

2.12 To address the increased pressure from alternative uses, local authorities need to be 

more prescriptive in their planning policies to ensure the protection of employment 

areas and sites. This includes defining the key sites to be protected, and clearly 

stating the process and conditions under which non-key sites could be released to 

non-employment uses.  
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Sub-Regional – Lancashire 

 

Strategic Economic Plan: A Growth Deal for the Arc of Prosperity – Lancashire 

Enterprise Partnership (2014) 

2.13 The Lancashire Enterprise Partnership (LEP) was established in April 2011. It was 

one of the last Local Enterprise Partnerships to be agreed by Government. 

 

2.14 The Lancashire Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) establishes the LEP’s ambitions for 

growth up until 2024. It looks towards realising Lancashire’s international investment 

and development potential and the region’s capacity for growth and provides the 

framework to the LEP’s Growth Deal with Government. 

 

2.15 Lancashire's Growth Deal establishes a set of key priorities that the LEP believe will 

be instrumental in the creation of 50,000 new jobs, 40,000 new houses and £3 billion 

additional economic activity. The five relevant key priorities are as follows: 

• “Sector Development & Growth – realise the full potential of Lancashire's 

competitive economic strengths and business base 

• Innovation Excellence – maximise the economic value of Lancashire's centres 

of research and innovation excellence and globally competitive business 

clusters 

• Skills for Growth – refocus Lancashire's approach to skills provision, ensuring 

it is responsive to business needs and demands 

• Business Growth & Enterprise – strengthen and refresh Boost, Lancashire's 

business growth hub, and improve our strategic marketing capacity to attract 

new investors and occupiers 

• Releasing Local Growth Potential – create the right conditions for business 

and investor growth, unlock development and employment opportunities 

across Lancashire.” 

 

2.16 In Pennine Lancashire, investment is focused on infrastructure schemes including 

the Blackburn to Bolton Rail Corridor Capacity Improvements; M65 Gateway 

Improvements Junctions 2 to 6; Blackburn Town Centre Orbital Route Completion; 

Blackburn Town Centre Improvements and the Darwen East Distributor Route. Most 

of these projects are now live, with at least some works underway. Overall 

interventions in the sub-region will cost some £111 million, of which £46.5 million 

would come from the Growth Deal to supplement £64.6 million from local 
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contributions.  

 

2.17 The SEP also highlights that Pennine Lancashire has the potential “to generate 

almost 10,000 jobs and over £500 million in GVA through delivery of key employment 

sites located along the M65 Growth Corridor. “ 

 

Local – Blackburn with Darwen  
 
Core Strategy – Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council (2011) 

2.18 The Core Strategy was established in order to set out “the priorities for the future 

planning and development of the Borough for the next 15 to 20 years.” The focus of 

new development will be in the urban areas of Blackburn and Darwen, with a 

concentration on promoting development in inner urban housing, employment areas 

and town centres. Blackburn town will continue to house larger scale developments, 

particularly those of regional/sub-regional significance. Darwen will accommodate 

smaller, more focused developments, appropriate to its status as a market town but 

with greater focus on economic growth including provision of starter units. 

Development in more rural areas will mainly be limited to that which meets local 

needs for housing, employment or to encourage rural diversification. 

 

2.19 The broad strategy for employment land provision can be summarised as follows: 

• Giving priority to sites for the housing of higher-value added industries. This 

will involve supporting existing manufacturing industries, and the growth of the 

Borough’s service sector. It will also involve developing the roles of both 

knowledge-based industries in the economy and of public administration in 

Town Centres 

• Helping to realise these aims by “filling the gaps” in the current range of 

available sites 

• Recognising areas beyond the Borough’s boundary as an important feature of 

both Blackburn and Darwen’s labour markets – particularly for areas such as 

Hyndburn 

• Supporting existing business through the re-location or refurbishment of older 

business premises. 

 
2.20 The Council aims to work towards a “full range of types of employment development” 

during the course of the Core Strategy. The five areas of focus are detailed in Table 

2 below: 
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Table 2 – Core Strategy Development Sites – Areas of Focus 

Development Site Comments 

Prestige Sites These will be large sites within a category of both type and location which are 
attractive to developers – mainly focused around Junctions 5 and 6 of the 
M65. Prestige site developments will be restricted to sites that will “contribute 
to increased Gross Value Added and wage levels in the Borough” and those 
that “cannot be accommodated on other categories of site, due to locational 
or site requirements.” The BAE site at Samlesbury in South Ribble/Ribble 
Valley has been identified as a site of potential future Prestige site 
development. 

Town Centre Sites Either stand-alone or mixed-use developments will be identified for 
employment development in both Blackburn and Darwen Town Centres. In 
this case, employment uses are identified as “office, other service sector, 
public administration or other uses appropriate to a Town Centre location.” 

Urban Hub/Gateway 
Sites 

These will be identified on the edges of the centres of both Blackburn and 
Darwen, all to be found on major transport routes. Some of these sites have 
already been located in the Freckleton Street and Furthergate/Burnley Road 
areas of Blackburn. 

Neighbourhood 
Opportunity Sites 

These sites will be “within or close to residential areas where employment 
uses can be accommodated without adversely impacting on amenity” and, as 
with Town Centre sites, can be a stand-alone or mixed-use development and 
will include both vacant sites and those suitable for reuse. 

Rural Renaissance 
Sites 

These will be rural sites that “are accessible to a range of transport options, 
shops and other services.” These sites can “either support the viability of 
villages by providing local employment or can assist in diversifying the rural 
economy.” 

Source: Blackburn with Darwen Council, 2011 

 

2.21 Policy CS3: Land for Employment Development made provision for up to 105.5 ha 

additional employment land between 2011 and 2026. However, following the 2013 

Employment Land Review (discussed below), a more precise requirement of 66 ha 

was identified, taking account of factors affecting the take-up of employment land 

such as the economic recession, changes in the intensity of employment patterns, 

higher job densities, potentially lower land requirements and the impact of 

neighbouring authorities. 

 

2.22 Finally, Policy CS4: Protection and Re‐Use of Employment Sites states that 

redevelopment of land in employment use will not be permitted unless the current 

use causes an unacceptable loss of local amenity or “it is demonstrated that the land 

is no longer capable of beneficial use for employment purposes”. However, policy 

also recognises that the Borough contains a range of other older employment sites 

which, while physically capable of housing B-Class uses, still fall vacant due to the 

unsuitability of existing premises against demand requirements. In such cases the 

Council will “work with partners to secure their reuse or the redevelopment of the site 

for a new employment use.” Where there are viability issues for B1/B2/B8 
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development the policy allows flexibility in consideration of an element of 

higher‐value ‘enabling’ development. 

 

Local Plan Part 2: Site Allocations and Development Management Policies – 

Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council (2014) 

2.23 The Local Plan Part 2 was adopted in December 2015. This Local Plan, and the 

above Core Strategy, set out the Borough’s framework for development. The strategy 

is to target actions on six themes which will deliver overall objectives. These include 

the provision of a range of sites for commercial development. For each of these 

themes, the Plan identifies the strategic land allocations essential to delivering the 

Council’s objectives; and sets out Development Management policies which will be 

used in assessing planning applications. It should be noted that this review covers 

the latest version of this document, which was submitted to the Planning 

Inspectorate. Earlier versions of this Plan and any supporting documents which do 

not provide significant additional information, are not reviewed in this section. 

 

2.24 As noted above and in relation to the 2013 Employment Land Review, Blackburn with 

Darwen’s land need to 2026 was identified as 66 ha. A range of 12 suitable sites has 

been identified in Policy 13 of this document (Table 3), providing 43.5 ha of this 

requirement. These 12 sites, plus land at Whitebirk, are considered in Section 4.0 of 

this Study. Table 4, taken from the Site Allocations and Development Management 

Policies: Employment and Retail Position Paper (2014), then details how the balance 

of 22.5 ha can be met, including 12.8 ha provided at the Whitebirk Strategic 

Employment Site, which is shared with Hyndburn. 

 
Table 3 – Local Plan Development Sites  

Site Ref. Address Size, ha 

 13/1  Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn   6.1  

 13/2  Furthergate Phase 2 – Imperial Mill Business Park, 
Blackburn  

 2.0  

 13/3  Furthergate Phase 1 – New Development Plots, Blackburn   4.2  

 13/4  St Peter’s Quarter, Freckleton Street, Blackburn   3.3  

 13/5  The Wranglings Employment Site, Blackburn   1.6  

 13/6  Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn   3.8  

 13/7  Plot C, Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn   1.9  

 13/8  Waterside Employment Site, Blackburn   6.3  

 13/9  Premier Way, Walker Park, Blackburn   2.6  
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 13/10  Commercial Way, Blackburn   3.4  

 13/11  Hollins Grove Development Site, Darwen   1.3  

 13/12  Darwen Chapels Park – New Development Plots  7.0  

Total 43.5 

Source: BWDBC, 2014 

 

Table 4 – Employment Development Land, Meeting Needs 

Development Size, ha 

Employment completions 2011/12-2012/13 1.2 

Whitebirk Strategic Employment Site 12.8 

Employment Sites Not Allocated in the Plan (less than 1 hectare) 4.1 

Area to be delivered within Development Opportunity sites 4.4 

Total 22.5 

Source: BWDBC, 2014 

 
2.25 Policy 14. Primary Employment Areas protects the Borough’s defined Primary 

Employment Areas for B-Class uses and appropriate supporting uses, including 

cafés/canteens, small scale convenience shopping, crèches, and financial services, 

“provided that the scale of such uses, and their location and arrangement within the 

employment area, means that they will primarily serve those employed in that Area.” 

Proposals for other uses will be granted planning permission where “it is clearly 

demonstrated that the development is required to secure the development of the 

wider site.” 

 

2.26 Policy 15 sets out the policy for the Secondary Employment Areas, where planning 

permission will be granted for B1/B2/B8 uses, “and for other uses with a clear 

requirement to locate in a commercial area, provided that an appropriate overall 

balance of uses will continue to be maintained in that Area.” 

 

Blackburn with Darwen: A Plan for Prosperity 2014 - 2020 – Blackburn with 

Darwen Partnership (2014) – 2016 update 

2.27 A 2016 update has been provided for the Local Strategic Partnership of Blackburn 

with Darwen’s commitment to ‘delivering a more prosperous Borough by 2020 

through its Plan for Prosperity’. The update looks to outline any achievements of the 

plan thus far. 

 

2.28 The Plan looks at accomplishments achieved in the five key priorities; Infrastructure 

and Housing, Business Investment and Innovation, Employability, Quality of Life, 

Image and Marketing. Since 2014, 530 new jobs have been created and 710 new 
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apprentices meaning 70 percent of the working age population are now in 

employment. Additionally, unemployment rates have achieved a six-year low. 

 
2.29 Regarding Business Investment, a network has been created with 250 business 

leaders in order to promote growth. Industry support has been provided through the 

creation of the HIVE Manufacturing Excellence Group. 

 

2.30 Further specific targets for ‘Employment’ and ‘Business Investment and Innovation’ to 

2020 are still looking to be reached including: 

• Increasing the economic activity rate of 16-64 year olds to Lancashire 

average 

• Reducing the unemployment rate of 16-64 year olds to North West average 

• Reducing the economic inactivity rate of 16-64 year olds to Lancashire 

average 

• Increasing the percentage of residents with qualifications (specifically Level 4 

or above) to Lancashire average level 

• Increase annual change in GVA levels/ net business growth and decline/ 

number of private sector jobs 

 

Housing and Economic Need Assessment - Blackburn with Darwen and 

Hyndburn Councils (2018) 

2.31 The purpose of the Housing and Economic Need Assessment Study (HENAS) is to 

assess future development needs for housing and employment across the Blackburn 

with Darwen and Hyndburn joint Housing Market Area. The Study provides Blackburn 

with Darwen with an assessment of employment land needs which is complimented 

by the assessment of employment land supply in this Study.  

 

2.32 HENAS utilises Oxford Economics forecasting, along with a ‘policy-on’ Economic 

Growth Scenario, which incorporates local and regional strategies, and past 

completion trends to forecast employment needs. The outputs of that forecasting are 

considered further in Section 3.0 of this Study. Economics forecasting is translated 

into Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employment and then into floorspace and land at 

standard ratios (see Table 5).  
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Table 5 – Blackburn with Darwen Labour Demand Floorspace Change (sqm), 

2016-36 

Use Class Baseline Growth 

B1(a/b) 24,274 32,909 

B1(c) (29,140) (8,576) 

B2 (55,796) (25,111) 

B8 5,031 43,624 

B-Class Total (55,631) 42,847 

Source: BWDBC, 2018 

 
 

2.33 These are net changes that do not take account of replacement demand, such as 

from existing companies requiring upgraded floorspace. In considering how much 

employment land to allocate, HENAS includes a margin to provide some flexibility 

within the supply, to account for these issues.  

 

2.34 To calculate an appropriate margin of flexibility HENAS used post-2012 gross 

completions in the Borough. The past completions data shows an annual average 

delivery of 14,363 sqm/year of floorspace. Five years’ worth of completions is thus 

71,815 sqm and this has been included as a buffer in the labour demand forecast 

(Table 6). Table 6 also provides a projection based on employment land completions 

only. The Economic Growth Scenario and Completions models suggest strong needs 

for B8 accommodation in the Borough.  

 
 

Table 6 – Blackburn with Darwen Labour Demand Floorspace (sqm) (Inc. 5 

years past completions buffer)/ Employment Projections based on Gross Past 

Completions, 2016-36 

Use Class Baseline Growth Completions 
Projection 

2016-36 

B1 47,191 55,827 93,933 

B2 (66,286) (15,037) 72,338 

B8 35,281 73,874 120,997 

B-Class Total 16,186 114,664 287,269 

Source: BWDBC, 2018 
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2.35 The average annual growth rates of each of the projections to the historic growth 

rates for office and industrial uses as recorded by VOA. When compared to the 

growth projections of the three forecast models, this shows that the labour demand 

reflects better the historic growth for office floorspace, and the completions trend 

reflects better the industrial and warehouse growth growth. Therefore, HENAS 

predicts a growth of office floorspace similar to the labour growth scenario and an 

industrial and warehouse growth similar to the past completion trends (See Table 7). 

Residual requirements are also presented which take account of the last two years 

(2016-18) completions. Both are then then translated to land by applying plot ratios 

similar to those of the existing stock across the area – 60 percent for offices, 40 

percent for industrial and warehouse developments. 

 

Table 7 – Blackburn with Darwen Employment Floorspace (sqm) and Land 

Requirements (ha), 2016-2036 and 2018-2036 (Residual) 

Use Class Requirements, 
sqm 

Requirements, 
Ha 

Residual 
Requirements, 
sqm 

Residual 
Requirements, 
ha 

B1 55,827 9.3 34,847 5.8 

B2 74,599 18.6 72,507 18.1 

B8 120,999 30.2 120,826 30.2 

B-Class Total 251,425 58.2 228,181 54.1 

Source: BWDBC, 2018 

 

2.36 The figure for office development is a net figure taking into account that there will be 

some losses in certain office-based sectors and also includes a flexibility margin.  

However, the warehousing and factory numbers are based on gross trends and 

make no allowances for choice of sites by size, quality and location, the loss of land 

to other uses, and to provide a continuum of supply beyond the end of the 2036 

period. This is considered further in Section 7.0 Conclusions.  

 

Commercial Property Market Study – Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

(2015) 

2.37 The Commercial Property Market Study was completed by BE Group with the goal to 

“provide a rigorous supply and demand assessment for the borough of Blackburn 

with Darwen”. 
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2.38  Work included a visual survey of 2,618 relevant B-Class properties in Blackburn with 

Darwen, (2,155,591 sqm of floorspace) of which almost three quarters are found in 

Blackburn. Within Blackburn, 54.5 percent of the stock can be found in the 20 main 

Employment Areas including Shadsworth, Whitebirk, Walker Park and Roman Road. 

 
2.39 This supply, which is primarily industrial/warehouse in nature, was around 90 percent 

occupied by floorspace, 80 percent by premises overall. Industrial schemes are 

generally better occupied than offices, partly reflecting the fact that older mill 

properties are being used by businesses right up to the end of their lives. Better 

quality older business space is in use by traditional manufacturing and engineering 

businesses, poorer quality buildings, by motor repair businesses and ultimately for 

storage/open storage uses. 

 

2.40 There was a modest issue with stock which is vacant but not marketed in the 

Borough. Around six percent of the Borough’s total stock (148 units, 69,626 sqm of 

floorspace) was felt to fall into this category. In Blackburn this issue was most 

focused in Furthergate (Stanley Street Mill and Bright Street Mill) and in a portion of 

the Town Centre office stock. 

 

2.41 The Borough’s highest graded industrial and warehouse stock, which is marketable 

at the sub-regional/regional level and includes a range of larger options, is mostly 

found in Walker Park, Roman Road and Shadsworth, as well as Blackburn 

Interchange. It is mostly fully occupied. Blackburn’s supply of high graded offices is 

found at Walker Park, Blakewater Road and Challenge Way, in Greenbank and 

Glenfield Park.  

 

2.42 The Borough’s employment land supply, as defined in the Local Plan Part 2 

Document, noted above, was analysed. The outcomes of that analysis are 

summarised in Table 8.  

 

2.43 The study reviewed the latest forecast jobs growth using Oxford Economics 

Forecasting. This data source indicated that total jobs across the Borough were 

expected to grow by 2.5 percent to 2026, or 1,900 extra jobs. The strongest growth is 

likely to be in the office sectors, with some 2,500 extra jobs expected in the 

remainder of the Local Plan period. This can be translated into a floorspace 

requirement of 30,000 sqm and a land requirement of 7.70 ha. The transport and 

storage sector will see 300 new jobs, requiring 21,000 sqm, on 5.4 ha. 
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Table 8 – 2015 Land Supply Analysis 

Site 
Ref. 

Name  Size, 
ha 

Development Opportunities 

13/1 Whitebirk 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Blackburn 

 

6.10 Council owned 

Strong interest from an existing large occupier on Whitebirk Industrial Estate 
Discussions are ongoing and plans for development are being created 

Site is being opened up through the Council Growth Programme 

Some 24,000 sqm of floorspace could be delivered here. 

13/3 Furthergate 
Phase 1 – New 
Development 
Plots, 
Blackburn 

 

4.2 Council owned 

Site will be split in two by the Pennine Reach road scheme, currently under 
construction. Result will be two highly prominent roadside development sites 
on a gateway location into central Blackburn. 

Emerging gateway sites would suite higher quality uses where prominence 
and customer access is key. 13,000-14,000 sqm of floorspace could be 
delivered here. 

13/4 St Peter’s 
Quarter, 
Freckleton 
Street, 
Blackburn 

 

3.3 Council owned 

Within the Freckleton Street Masterplan area, site is being opened up by the 
Pennine Reach road scheme 

The Council has also had initial discussions with one developer about the 
site. Initial views suggest it would be suitable for incubation/starter units 
linked to Blackburn College and possibly cross funded by some higher value 
uses 

Some 7,400 sqm of premises could be delivered here 

13/5 The 
Wranglings 
Employment 
Site, Blackburn 

1.6 Network Rail own 

Now proposed for mini rail depot for 13-14 trains, to be delivered by 2017 

 

13/7 Plot C, 
Shadsworth 
Business Park, 
Blackburn  

1.9 Council owned 

GAP Building Products shortly to purchase a 125 year long lease on the site 

Land will be used for the expansion of this business 

 

13/8 Waterside 
Employment 
Site, 
Haslingden 
Road, 
Blackburn  

6.3 United Utilities own 

Split into two sites which are on the market, for sale as Waterside Business 
Park 

Site is large enough to support a mix of uses. Its prominent location would 
make it well suited to deliver office uses on a location with good M65 access 
and close to the other office centres of Shadsworth and Walker Park 
Location and site size could also favour a development for larger B2 or B8 
operations, at least on the larger northern site 

Overall, the two sites together could deliver some 24,600 sqm of premises. 

13/9 Premier Way, 
Walker Park, 
Blackburn  

2.6 WEC own 

Outline consent for a 12,000 sqm industrial unit and offices 

WEC has confirmed its commitment to develop this land, with likely 
development to include a HQ facility and a training academy for the wider 
engineering industry. 

13/10 Commercial 
Way, 
Blackburn 
Interchange  

3.4 Alden Greene own 

Hybrid consent on site – full planning permission for a B1/B2 development of 
3,835 sqm The wider site is currently out to tender for developers with 
delivery of phase one expected to commence by the end of 2015. 

N/A Whitebirk 
Strategic Site, 
Blackburn  

12.8 Burnhope own 

Part of a wider site of some 34.48 ha extending into Hyndburn 

Whole site has outline consent for industrial and logistics space totalling 
92,415 sqm, plus a range of services 

Commencement is expected by September 2016. Completion of the whole 
development is likely by 2021 

Developer reports a healthy level of enquiries from sub-regional and regional 
logistics operators, for properties of 10,000 sqm. 
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Site 
Ref. 

Name  Size, 
ha 

Development Opportunities 

28/3 Blackburn 
Cathedral 
Quarter  

1.5 Completed development by Maple Grove as No. 1 Cathedral Square 
comprising 2,613 sqm of offices, over five floors, plus ground floor retail and 
leisure options.  Another 5,110 sqm of offices is proposed on land to the 
north as a Phase Two 

No. 1 Cathedral Square was bought for £9.1million as an investment 
purchase by Legal and General in March 2015, a record price of £3,057/sqm 
and a yield of 4.6 percent. It is let to the Council on a 25-year head lease and 
open for sub-letting.  Agents argue that rents of £150/sqm are achievable 
here.  

28/5 Ewood – New 
Development 
Plots, 
Blackburn  

4.8 Council owned 

Site will be split in two by the Pennine Reach road scheme, currently under 
construction. Result will be two highly prominent roadside development sites 
on a gateway location into Blackburn 

Emerging gateway sites would suite higher quality uses where prominence 
and customer access is key. 15,000-16,000 sqm of floorspace could be 
delivered here. 

28/8 SAPPI 
Development 
Site, Blackburn  

27.20 Black Pearl Capital Partners own 

An outline planning application for a mixed-use development was submitted 
in June 2015. Within this 2.3 ha is proposed for 12,416 sqm of office and light 
industrial uses. Early discussions with potential occupiers have been 
encouraging.  

28/11 Former Waves 
Leisure 
Centre, 
Blackburn  

0.4 Council owned 

The Former Waves Leisure Centre is now confirmed for demolition in 2016 
Site will then be sold by the Council following an appropriate marketing 
campaign and subject to a development agreement to ensure a scheme of 
the appropriate quality. Amongst other uses, the site could provide up to 
1,560 sqm of offices. 

Source: BE Group and BwDBC, 2015     

  

2.44 The local property market was assessed, and the following property needs identified 

(Table 9).  

 
Table 9 – Needs by Property Type 

Type Meeting Needs 

Micro Businesses Small/Medium Businesses Large Businesses 

Industrial 

 

Units of up to 500 

sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Locations with good 

M65 access are clear 

priority 

 

Grow on units of up to 1,000 

sqm 

Mid-range options of 500-

5,000 sqm to provide grow-on 

space for established local 

firms and allow some 

relocation within and to 

Pennine Lancashire 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable leasehold 

options 

Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

Larger 5,000-50,000 sqm 

units to meet major 

growth requirements and 

be competitive in the sub-

regional and potentially 

regional markets 

Good quality freehold 

options, both 

speculatively built and 

design and build. 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Warehousing Local warehouse 

options in excess of 

2,000 sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Local warehouse options in 

excess of 2,000 sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable leasehold 

options 

Locations with good M65 

Big shed options of 

20,000 sqm+ 

Good quality freehold 

options, both 

speculatively built and 

design and build. 
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Locations with good 

M65 access are clear 

priority 

access are clear priority Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Offices Serviced, leasehold 

suites of 20-75 sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

 

 

Larger self-contained options, 

unlikely to exceed 500 sqm 

each 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable leasehold 

options 

Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

 

Occasional larger office 

requirements, up to 

around 2,000 sqm each. 

For the foreseeable 

future it is assumed these 

will be design and build 

options rather than 

speculative schemes. 

Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

Source: BE Group, 2015 

 
 

Employment Land Review – Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council (2013) 

2.45 The purpose of the Employment Land Review (ELR) was to help inform the 

production of the Council’s Local Plan by providing “a robust and credible evidence 

base of the demand for and supply of land for employment.”  

 

2.46 The study included extensive market research. Key findings from this were as 

follows: 

• Blackburn is the dominant commercial development market within Pennine 

Lancashire. It benefits from being situated further west along the M65 than 

other Pennine Lancashire towns and is close to the M6 corridor 

• Specific local strengths include a critical mass of manufacturing businesses, 

including advanced flexible materials businesses of national significance.  

Lower land values and development costs make the area competitive even 

though they do make achieving development viability more challenging 

• The local development market operates over a discrete Pennine Lancashire 

footprint, separate to Central Lancashire. For this reason, the development of 

the Samlesbury Enterprise Zone is not expected to draw business away from 

Pennine Lancashire 

• Current demand for employment land in Pennine Lancashire is being driven 

by distribution/logistics uses close to the M65 motorway junctions 

• The Whitebirk Strategic Employment Site was seen as being the highest 

profile and attractive site in the local area, particularly given the lack of 

alternative sites with direct motorway access, both locally and across the 

region. The scale of the opportunity would be challenging for local level 

developers to deliver though and a strategic level investor is needed. 

Distribution, logistics and higher value manufacturing were identified as the 
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most suitable uses here and it was considered that the site would compete 

with compatible strategic sites in the region, notably Cuerden. However, 

Whitebirk is at a strategic disadvantage when compared to land in the ‘prime’ 

location for B8 uses regionally, which was identified as the convergence point 

between the M6 and M62 

• Other established employment areas located close to the M65 motorway 

junctions would also be attractive to developers 

• Regeneration sites including Furthergate and the Freckleton Street Area will 

likely meet local needs. Potential employment uses include flexible start-up 

space and incubator units 

• It is not clear if the town centre can attract knowledge-based “light” industries, 

as suggested in Knowledge Zone plans, given the strength of competing 

locations, including Manchester and Preston 

• In 2013 at least, speculative development was not viable. Joint ventures were 

identified as a useful model for bringing development forward. Flexible parking 

standards, phased planning obligations, enabling development, cross-

subsidisation of sites, and allowing for a mix of uses at sites were all tools 

which could help stimulate development. 

 

2.47 In terms of forecasting, six models are used. Of these, a historic take-up model, with 

a ten percent buffer, was judged most robust. As noted previously, this generated the 

need for some 66 ha of land to 2026 (see Table 10).  

 
Table 10 – Historic Land Take-up plus Buffer 

 2005/6 – 2012/13 Monitoring Data 

Current net take-up per annum (8-year average) 4 ha 

Need 2011-2026 (4.0 x 15) 60 ha 

Buffer 10% 

Need 2011-2026 66 ha 

Source: Blackburn with Darwen Council, 2013 

 

2.48 The Review analysed all of Blackburn with Darwen’s employment land, both 

developed employment areas and existing/potential future undeveloped employment 

sites. This included consideration against the land typologies set out in the Core 

Strategy (see Table 2 above). A perhaps surprising finding of this analysis is that 

most of the Borough’s 632 ha of mostly developed employment land (industrial 

estates, business parks, solus sites, etc) falls within either the Prestige (37 percent) 
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or Urban Hub/Gateway (44 percent) categories. Lower value neighbourhood areas 

only account for 17 percent of the actual stock of land, even if the proportion of 

premises they contain may be higher. 

 

2.49 Within that total developed stock, a realistic land supply of 60.36 ha is identified 

including potential supply within the above developed employment areas and new 

sites such as Whitebirk Strategic Site and Evolution Park, Shadsworth. Again this is 

almost exclusively of a Prestige (38.68 ha, 64 percent) or Urban Hub/Gateway (20.88 

ha, 35 percent) nature. 

 

Blackburn with Darwen Development Market Study – Blackburn with Darwen 

Borough Council (2012) 

2.50 This Study is an assessment of development market conditions across the Borough. 

It heavily informed the subsequent Site Allocations and Development Management 

Policies - Plan Viability Assessment (2014) and accordingly the findings of that study 

are not repeated here.  

 

2.51 Key findings on the industrial market, in 2012, can be summarised as follows: 

• There is an oversupply of industrial floorspace on the market 

• Industrial take up was negligible in 2012 

• If Q1 2010 take up rates were consistent, the current oversupply of 

accommodation would disappear in less than three years 

• Rent levels were £3.75/sqft for new build. Capital values were struggling to 

reach £50/sqft. Construction costs were at around £35/sqft 

• Latent demand for small to medium sized units (50-500 sqm). This demand is 

not being met, due to a combination of the high cost of remediation of sites, to 

banks being unwilling to lend to developers without pre-lets in place and to a 

lack of available land 

• Potential demand for larger units for local manufacturing companies 

• New development does not “stack up” 

• No funding for speculative development 

• Mismatch between available employment land and demand 

• There was a lack of available employment land in the medium to long term 

• The development of the Whitebirk site is essential to maintain the local supply 

of available employment land. 
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2.52 In terms of offices, the relevant comments were: 

• Blackburn is the largest office centre in East Lancashire and second only to 

Preston in Lancashire 

• Oversupply in 2012 – rents depressed 

• Office dropped over 2009-2012 from around £12.50 to £7.50/sqft. 

Construction costs were at around £85/sqft 

• “Silly” deals being done to cover empty property rates/finance 

• Rents were too low to enable new development 

• Almost no take up of space in 2012 

• Developers were not coming to the town centre unless there is a pre-let or 

significant public sector assistance 

• Council addressing lack of town centre sites through proposals for Freckleton 

Street and Cathedral Quarter 

• No funding for speculative development. 

 
2.53 Despite the above constraints, there remains significant developer and occupier 

interest in the local and sub-regional market. Blackburn has a resilient industrial 

market due to a number of factors – “a strong, reliable workforce generally attuned to 

industrial sector employment; a number of major industrial sites along the M65; and 

closer proximity to Preston/M6 than Burnley or other eastern Lancashire towns.”  The 

logistics and distribution markets, however, view Blackburn as a peripheral location.  

 
2.54 The Blackburn with Darwen office market was viewed far less favourably than the 

industrial market, with no study respondents considering Blackburn to be a key 

location for office development. Despite the range of office uses in the Town Centre, 

the Borough was still considered to lack the critical mass of occupiers to support 

significant speculative development. 

 
2.55 A range of potential employment sites were reviewed, with land at Blackburn 

Interchange, Junction 4, M65 being the highest scoring location. The site – whilst 

relatively small in terms of remaining developable land – “is already a proven location 

for employment, and with its combination of excellent accessibility, relatively trouble-

free topography, and coherent ownership, few consultees felt that there would be any 

issue in the site eventually being built out.” Land at Whitebirk offers far greater long-

term opportunity due to its scale, but it is not necessarily immediately deliverable. 

The poorest scoring sites are mills and ancillary buildings at Lorne Street in Darwen 

(Europlast); Waterfall Mill (MDA) and Lower Darwen Paper Mill.  
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2.56 The study did not support Community Infrastructure Levy charges for office or 

industrial uses, only for suburban housing and retail uses. 

 

Summary 

2.57 Priorities in national planning policy are: 

• Setting a clear target and vision for local economic growth  

• Supporting development in sustainable locations to meet the full range of 

business needs, with policy actions based on a clear and up to date evidence 

• Avoiding long term protection of sites/properties not deliverable for B-Class 

use whilst, conversely, strengthening protection of key employment 

sites/areas. 

 

2.58 LEP area targets, to 2024, are for: 50,000 new jobs, 40,000 new houses and £3 

billion additional economic activity. In Blackburn with Darwen LEP plans, and the 

related Growth Deal, are driving a range of interventions (primarily) in transport 

infrastructure. 

 

2.59 The identified land need behind the Core Strategy is 66 ha to 2026. A range of 12 

suitable sites has been put forward to meet this need, providing 43.5 ha of this 

requirement. The balance will be met through a mix of existing completions, windfall 

sites and, most importantly, 12.8 ha of provision within the Blackburn with Darwen 

portion of the Whitebirk Strategic Employment Site. 

 
2.60 The 2018/19 HENAS provides an updated assessment of need giving residual land 

requirements, over 2018-2036 of 54.1 ha, comprising: 

• B1 need – 5.8 ha 

• B2 need – 18.1 ha 

• B8 need – 30.2 ha. 

 

2.61 In terms of property market analysis, at the strategic level, Blackburn with Darwen 

benefits from its prominent position in the west of the M65 Corridor. Accordingly, the 

Borough is well placed to attract sub-regional requirements for distribution and 

logistics uses, if it can secure the land stock to meet such requirements. Delivery 

of the Whitebirk Strategic Employment Site, is therefore key to meeting strategic 

level needs. 
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2.62 Specific local strengths include a critical mass of manufacturing businesses, 

including advanced flexible materials businesses of national significance.  Lower land 

values and development costs make the area competitive even though they do make 

achieving development viability more challenging. The local development market 

operates over a discrete Pennine Lancashire footprint, separate to Central 

Lancashire. For this reason, the development of the Samlesbury (Lancashire) 

Enterprise Zone is not expected to draw business away from Pennine Lancashire  

 
2.63 In terms of offices, Blackburn is the largest office centre in Pennine Lancashire and 

second only to Preston in Lancashire. In 2012 at least, the local office market was 

depressed and a significant drop in rental levels was recorded over 2009-2012 from 

around £125.0/sqm to £75.0/sqm. However, past research cannot show us to what 

degree demand and rents have recovered since the economic recovery began in 

2013.  

 
2.64 In terms of land, site deliverability and viability are clearly issues. However, it is 

important to note that only a small proportion of Blackburn with Darwen’s total stock 

of developed and undeveloped land is in lower grade neighbourhood locations. This 

was found in both the 2013 and 2015 reviews of the Borough’s premises supply. The 

Borough’s highest graded industrial and warehouse stock is mostly found in Walker 

Park, Roman Road and Shadsworth, as well as Blackburn Interchange. Blackburn’s 

supply of high graded offices is found at Walker Park, Blakewater Road and 

Challenge Way, in Greenbank and Glenfield Park.  

 
2.65 The Commercial Property Market Study (2015) provides the most recent assessment 

of the office and industrial/warehouse markets in the Borough. This identified the 

following needs (Table 11). 

 

Table 11 – Needs by Property Type 

Type Meeting Needs 

Micro Businesses Small/Medium Businesses Large Businesses 

Industrial 

 

Units of up to 500 

sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Locations with good 

M65 access are clear 

priority 

 

Grow on units of up to 1,000 

sqm 

Mid-range options of 500-

5,000 sqm to provide grow-on 

space for established local 

firms and allow some 

relocation within and to 

Pennine Lancashire 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable leasehold 

options 

Larger 5,000-50,000 sqm 

units to meet major 

growth requirements and 

be competitive in the sub-

regional and potentially 

regional markets 

Good quality freehold 

options, both 

speculatively built and 

design and build 

Both good quality and 
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Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Warehousing Local warehouse 

options in excess of 

2,000 sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Locations with good 

M65 access are clear 

priority 

Local warehouse options in 

excess of 2,000 sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable leasehold 

options 

Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

Big shed options of 

20,000 sqm+ 

Good quality freehold 

options, both 

speculatively built and 

design and build. 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

Offices Serviced, leasehold 

suites of 20-75 sqm 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable 

leasehold options 

 

 

Larger self-contained options, 

unlikely to exceed 500 sqm 

each 

Both good quality and 

moderate/affordable leasehold 

options 

Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

 

Occasional larger office 

requirements, up to 

around 2,000 sqm each. 

For the foreseeable 

future it is assumed these 

will be design and build 

options rather than 

speculative schemes. 

Locations with good M65 

access are clear priority 

Source: BE Group, 2015 
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3.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

 

Introduction 

3.1 This section provides a summary profile of the prevailing economic conditions in 

Blackburn with Darwen. It aims to provide the context which shapes employment 

land demand and supply factors in the study area to facilitate sustainable growth. It 

also provides an important context for understanding economic demand/need, having 

regard to the wider regional and national economies.   

 

3.2 The section considers the size and nature of the economy, what type of businesses 

they are, and how those business sectors are expected to grow, or indeed contract 

over the period of the current Local Plan from the present to 2036. It is informed by 

the findings of the HENAS and the forecasting which was used in that study – ‘The 

Employment Forecasts and Future Demand for Labour Matrix’ (2018) – developed by 

Oxford Economics. This measures employment change by broad industrial groups 

(19 sectors), two-digit sectors (85 sectors) and by occupation over 2018-2028. 

HENAS then projects that forward to the Local Plan end point of 2036. 

 
3.3 By appreciating these aspects, it is easier to facilitate economic development through 

the allocation of land and premises to meet the needs of the different business 

sectors in quantitative terms and also potentially on a geographic basis, particularly 

where a sector specific business park might be required. This section also looks at 

the actual take-up of employment land in the Borough over 2000-2018, as discussed 

in HENAS, and the patterns this shows. 

 

Economic Assessment – Population and Labour Market 

3.4 The scale, quality and efficiency of the local labour market are acknowledged as key 

factors that will influence the ability of an area to capture economic growth and in turn 

have implications for both housing and employment land requirements. Being able to 

access a pool of suitably qualified and experienced workers is important to both new 

and existing businesses, including those who are well established within an area and 

seeking to grow. The composition of the labour market, and in particular the skills, 

occupational profile and associated wages are also likely to influence the type of 

housing that is required, and when combined with travel to work patterns, the 

preferred geographical distribution of housing supply.  
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Population  

3.5 The Blackburn with Darwen local authority area had a population of 148,800 as at 

2017 (ONS mid-year estimate), which represents about 12 percent of the Lancashire 

population. As an indicator for the future strength of the workforce, there are some 

mixed signals. The latest, 2016-based, Population projections suggest a larger, 

younger population than the rest of the County. If that population can be retained it 

will provide a larger workforce in the short to medium term.  

 

3.6 However, the same population growth forecasts suggest that the Borough’s 

population will get smaller – a projected reduction of some 2,000 people, to around 

146,500, over 2018-2036, a 1.3 percent decline – and older – all projected population 

growth is in the 60 plus age categories, an increase of 7,500 over 2018-2036. By 

comparison Lancashire as a whole will grow by some 33,000 people (2.7 percent) 

over 2018-36. While the bulk of that growth will be in older age groups, the 15-24 and 

40-44 age categories will also increase. 

 
3.7 Most demographic scenarios completed in HENAS suggest that the economically 

active population will see modest overall declines of 186-340 people over 2018-2036, 

from around 68,400 today. The exception is under a 10-year migration trend, which 

would see a gain of 1,493 people to 69,988 in 2036. Whilst the changes may appear 

small, they can be significant when economic growth relies on a sufficient labour 

supply. 

 

Labour Market 

3.8 For 2018, Oxford Economics estimate a working population of around 71,458. Under 

the Baseline Growth Scenario of Oxford/HENAS this population will see negligible 

growth of 0.10 percent, to 71,532 by 2036. However, under an “Economic Growth 

Scenario”, which incorporates local and regional strategies together with past 

completion trends and produced for the HENAS, a more significant gain of 5,196 jobs 

(7.27 percent) is forecast.  

 

3.9 The local unemployment rate was 5.4 percent at September 2018. Historically, 

unemployment almost doubled over 2004-2012, from 5.3 to 10.2 percent. Since 

2012, the number of people unemployed has dropped notably, so that by 2018 the 

number of unemployed people was at roughly the same level as observed in 2004. 
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3.10 Table 12 measures local economic activity using BRES data. BRES provides details 

of the number of jobs within differing industry sectors within a local authority area. 

Table 12 looks at employment levels, by 2-digit industry sector, for relevant business 

sectors. Information is provided both for Blackburn as a whole and for some key sub 

market areas, as measured by the relevant Middle Super Output Area (MSOA) – The 

Blackburn Town Centre area, Whitebirk/Glenfield Park, Walker Park/Shadsworth and 

Darwen. 

 

3.11 The first point to note is that Blackburn with Darwen’s has a strong reliance on public 

sector employment. In 2017, 28.9 percent of the Borough’s workforce was employed 

in public administration, education and health. This compares to a Lancashire 

average of 23.2 percent, and North West and national averages of only 21.7 and 

20.9 percent respectively. Unsurprisingly, much of that employment, for particularly 

public administration and education, is concentrated in the Town Centre area, with 

the Council and Blackburn College likely to be major employers. Also, in Walker 

Park/Shadsworth, linked to the hospital. 

 

3.12 The data also shows, when measured by employment at least, the strength of the 

local manufacturing sector. Borough-wide, it accounted for 17.3 percent of jobs 

locally in 2017. In Darwen, more than a third of local employment is in manufacturing 

sectors. This is above the county and regional averages of 13.6 percent and 9.5 

percent and more than double the national average of 7.6 percent. Within the general 

manufacturing sector, some key local sub-sectors include: 

• Manufacture of rubber and plastic products, which employed 2,000 or 3.0 

percent of the total labour force in 2017. This has a strong focus in the Walker 

Park/Shadsworth areas, and to a lesser Whitebirk/Glenfield Park 

• Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment, 

which employed 1,500 or 2.3 percent of the total labour force in 2017  

• Manufacture of paper and paper products, which employed 1,375 or 2.1 

percent of the total labour force in 2017. A key component of this will be Accrol 

Papers, based at Roman Road Industrial Estate, Blackburn 

• Manufacture of food products, which employed 1,125 or 1.7 percent of the total 

labour force in 2017. Key local employers will include Pets Choice, based 

largely at Whitebirk. 
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Table 12 – Economic Activity 

Industry 
Blackburn with Darwen 

Blackburn Town Centre and 
Surrounding 

Whitebirk/ Glenfield Park Walker Park/Shadsworth Darwen 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

10 : Manufacture of food products 1,125 1.7 100 0.7 230 3.1 715 3.5 20 0.2 

11 : Manufacture of beverages 10 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 10 0.0 5 0.1 

13 : Manufacture of textiles 850 1.3 130 1.0 120 1.5 60 0.0 515 5.2 

14 : Manufacture of wearing apparel 90 0.1 5 0.0 20 0.3 10 0.1 35 0.4 

16 : Manufacture of wood products  90 0.1 0 0.0 0 0.0 30 0.2 35 0.9 

17 : Manufacture of paper and paper products 1,375 2.1 300 2.1 75 1.0 850 3.2 30 0.3 

18 : Printing and reproduction of recorded media 300 0.5 15 0.1 105 1.5 55 0.4 35 0.3 

20 : Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 750 1.1 0 0.0 75 1.1 35 0.1 630 4.8 

21 : Manufacture of basic pharmaceutical products and pharmaceutical preparations 25 0.2 0   25 0.3 0 0.0 0 0.0 

22 : Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 2,000 3.0 15 0.1 500 6.3 1,165 5.8 330 3.8 

23 : Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 300 0.5 0 0.0 50 0.6 25 0.0 25 0.2 

24 : Manufacture of basic metals 100 0.2 0 0.0 0 0.0 75 0.3 30 0.5 

25 : Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 1,500 2.3 80 0.6 570 8.1 170 0.4 475 8.4 

26 : Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products 100 0.2 15 0.1 10 0.1 55 0.2 5 0.1 

27 : Manufacture of electrical equipment 550 0.8 5 0.0 120 1.6 335 1.6 125 0.9 

28 : Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 325 0.5 0 0.0 220 2.8 35 0.3 20 0.5 

29 : Manufacture of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 450 0.7 35 0.2 0 0.0 175 1.5 20 0.3 

31 : Manufacture of furniture 900 1.4 60 0.4 100 1.3 225 1.2 240 7.5 

32 : Other manufacturing 425 0.6 0 0.0 10 0.1 370 1.8 20 0.2 

Manufacturing Total 11,265 17.3 760 5.3 2,230 29.7 4,395 20.6 2,595 34.6 

33 : Repair and installation of machinery and equipment 190 0.3 0 0.0 60 0.8 110 1.2 0 0.0 

38 : Waste collection, treatment and disposal activities; materials recovery 250 0.4 60 0.4 55 0.8 75 0.0 40 0.4 

41 : Construction of buildings 475 0.7 30 0.2 55 0.7 195 0.2 55 0.9 

42 : Civil engineering 70 0.1 5 0.0 0 0.0 25 0.0 10 0.1 

43 : Specialised construction activities 1,125 1.7 60 0.4 220 2.8 380 0.6 140 1.7 

45 : Wholesale and retail trade and repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles 1,125 1.7 220 1.6 270 3.5 250 1.8 145 1.9 

46 : Wholesale trade, except of motor vehicles and motorcycles 3,250 4.9 300 2.2 715 9.1 1,420 3.8 305 4.9 

49 : Land transport and transport via pipelines 1,125 1.7 210 1.6 10 0.2 595 6.7 160 2.2 

52 : Warehousing and support activities for transportation 1,000 1.5 50 0.4 10 0.1 915 1.5 40 0.4 

53 : Postal and courier activities 425 0.6 225 1.6 5 0.0 50 0.4 60 0.5 

58 : Publishing activities 100 0.1 100 0.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 

61 : Telecommunications 375 0.1 300 0.2 15 0.0 25 0.0 5 0.0 

62 : Computer programming, consultancy and related activities 850 0.6 70 2.1 320 0.2 300 0.0 80 0.0 

63 : Information service activities 75 1.3 0 0.5 0 4.2 0 3.0 75 1.2 

64 : Financial service activities, except insurance and pension funding 325 0.1 200 0.0 45 0.0 25 0.0 25 0.8 

65 : Insurance, reinsurance and pension funding, except compulsory social security 125 0.5 10 1.5 0 0.6 0 0.0 100 0.2 

66 : Activities auxiliary to financial services and insurance activities 300 0.2 20 0.1 85 0.0 50 0.0 10 1.0 

68 : Real estate activities 1,125 1.6 100 0.1 45 1.1 235 0.1 145 0.1 

69 : Legal and accounting activities 1,250 1.7 650 0.7 215 0.5 160 0.6 95 1.5 

70 : Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities 1,250 1.9 180 4.8 150 2.8 465 0.7 225 0.8 

71 : Architectural and engineering activities; technical testing and analysis 600 1.9 60 1.3 225 1.9 120 1.5 70 2.3 

73 : Advertising and market research 275 0.9 70 0.4 185 2.7 5 0.1 25 0.9 

74 : Other professional, scientific and technical activities 230 0.4 15 0.5 45 2.3 35 0.0 65 0.2 

77 : Rental and leasing activities 220 0.3 50 0.1 50 0.5 80 0.1 20 1.2 

78 : Employment activities 2,375 3.6 200 1.4 275 3.5 1,505 4.2 30 0.4 

80 : Security and investigation activities 230 0.3 30 0.2 90 1.1 30 0.1 60 0.6 

81 : Services to buildings and landscape activities 1,000 1.5 300 2.2 110 0.8 385 2.3 95 1.5 

82 : Office administrative, office support and other business support activities 500 0.8 80 0.6 60 0.7 200 0.4 60 0.8 

84 : Public administration and defence; compulsory social security 2,750 4.1 1,750 13.0 5 0.1 505 1.7 135 1.0 

85 : Education 7,000 10.5 1,500 11.1 1,250 10.1 1,990 11.7 1,070 14.2 

86 : Human health activities 9,500 14.3 400 0.0 145 1.4 7,790 8.3 420 3.6 

Overall Total 39,490 59.2 7,245 49.9 4,715 52.5 17,920 51 3,765 45.3 

Source: Business Register and Employment Survey, 2017 
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3.13 Darwen has a specific strength in the manufacture of chemicals and chemical 

products. 630 people, 4.8 percent of the local labour force were employed in that 

sector in 2017, with major employers including Lucite and Crown Paints. Manufacture 

of textiles, which employs 515 in the town and Manufacture of fabricated metal 

products, except machinery and equipment (475) also make contributions to the 

particular dominance of manufacturing in Darwen. 

 

3.14 Motor repair and sale and wholesale trade employ 4,375 across the Borough, 6.6 

percent of those employed. Walker Park/Shadsworth has some focus for the 

wholesale activities although, employment in these sectors is well distributed across 

the Borough.  

 

3.15 The local construction sector is less exceptional. While it does employ 1,670 locally, 

2.5 percent of the workforce, the Lancashire average is 5.7 percent and the North 

West/national average is 4.8/7 percent. 

 

3.16 In terms of office-based sectors, employment activities dominate, employing 2,375, 

3.6 percent of employment. Another local strength, and a strength in Blackburn Town 

Centre specifically, is legal and accounting activities. This sector employed 1,250 in 

2017, over half of those in, and around, the Town Centre. Other strong service 

sectors, less focused in central Blackburn include: 

• Activities of head offices; management consultancy activities – 1,250, 1.9 

percent 

• Real estate activities - 1,125, 1.6 percent 

• Computer programming, consultancy and related activities – 850, 0.6 percent. 

 

3.17 Overall, it should be highlighted that the main service sectors, ranging from 

publishing (SIC 58) down to office administration (SIC 82), and excluding non-

relevant sectors, employ 11,205 people locally. This is 16.7 percent of the workforce, 

only slightly less than manufacturing and a significant part of the economy that needs 

to be catered for. 

 

3.18 Warehousing and land transport employs 2,125 people locally, 3.2 percent of the 

total, with warehouse based employment focused at Walker Park and Shadsworth. 

This is somewhat above the Lancashire (2.8 percent) average, but below the North 

West (4.1 percent) and the national (3.6 percent), norms.  
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Business Profile 

3.19 According to ONS data, there are 4,960 businesses in the Borough. 85 percent of 

those businesses employ 10 people or less (micro businesses) and 97 percent 

employ 50 or less (small businesses), which is roughly in line with Lancashire. 

Blackburn with Darwen has 125 medium and large businesses employing over 50 

people. 

 

Future Growth  

3.20 Employment based growth forecasts use data prepared by Oxford Economics and 

interpreted in the HENAS. Oxford has modelled the forecast with 2018 being the 

base year and projected it to 2028. HENAS analysed the forecasts and projected it to 

2036 in order to align with the Council’s Local Plan period. 

 

3.21 In addition, HENAS amended the forecast based on the review of the local economic 

strategies (as presented above), past completions trends, together with local 

knowledge for the market in order to provide an “Economic Growth Scenario” (policy 

On Scenario). This scenario focuses on the area’s priority sectors and local 

strengths. Further details on this scenario can be found in Section 6.0 of HENAS. 

 
3.22 Although Oxford Economics produced a model for detailed 2-digit sectors (a total of 

90 sectors), HENAS only provides assessments of change over 2018-26 across 19 

broad industry sectors. Analysis thus covers those broad sectors. 

 
 
Employment Change  

3.23 As is noted above, negligible overall jobs growth is forecast under the Baseline 

Scenario – 74 additional jobs on a 2018 base of 71,458. Under the Economic Growth 

Scenario, 5,196 additional jobs will be gained by 2036, a 7.27 percent growth rate. 

Figure 1 shows that job growth, by sector.  
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Figure 1 – Employment Change by Sector 2018-2036, Jobs 

 

Source: Oxford Economics, GL Hearn, 2018 

 

3.24 The following trends can be noted: 

• Under both the Baseline and Growth Scenarios, Blackburn with Darwen is 

forecast to lose some 2,400 manufacturing jobs, to 2036, from 10,320 in 2018 

• Construction is forecast to be a growth area, gaining 350-510 jobs, on a base 

of 2,570 in 2018 

• Logistics (transportation and storage), is not forecast to grow significantly and 

indeed would lose jobs (minus 160) under a Baseline Scenario, from a 2018 

base of 2,840 

• Forecast growth is overwhelmingly focused on office-based sectors. The five 

sectors which normally require B1(a) accommodation are forecast to gain 

3,240 jobs under the Baseline Scenario, 3,190 jobs under the Growth 

Scenario, on a 2018 level of 12,200. Around 79 percent of that growth, 2,530-

2,570 jobs, is in professional, scientific and technical activities. This 

represents an increase of more than a third on the current employment level 
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for that sector, 7,080. Information and communication is forecast to gain 430 

jobs, under both Scenarios, on a 2018 base of 2,880. Growth in other office-

based sectors is more modest, and financial and insurance activities is 

expected to see a small decline in employment, 30 jobs under both 

Scenarios, on a 2018 base of 680. 

•  Overall, the public sector is forecast to lose 1,040 jobs, under the Baseline 

Scenario, on a 2018 base of 24,640. That loss will be focused in the 

education sector, but public administration, which can be accommodated in 

B1(a) office space, is forecast to lose 380 jobs on a 2018 base of 2,460. 

Under the Growth Scenario, human health and social work activities are 

forecast to gain 950 jobs, on a 2018 base of 15,230. Few of those jobs are 

likely to require B1/B2/B8 premises, however. 

 

Completions 

3.25 Average gross, land completion rates, in Blackburn with Darwen, over 2012-2018 are 

identified in HENAS as:  

• B1: 4,697 sqm/year 

• B2: 3,617 sqm/year 

• B8: 6,050 sqm/year 

14,363 Total 

 

3.26 This data shows that on average 42 percent of premises development is for B8 uses, 

by floorspace at least. Around a third is for B1 use and a quarter is for B2 general 

industry. 

 

Summary 

3.27 Blackburn with Darwen had a population of 148,800 in mid-year 2017. That 

population is larger and younger than the rest of the County. However, the same 

population growth forecasts suggest that the Borough’s population will get smaller – 

a projected reduction of some 2,000 people, to around 146,500, over 2018-2036, a 

1.3 percent decline – and older – all projected population growth is in the 60 plus age 

categories, an increase of 7,500 over 2018-2036. 

 

3.28 Most demographic scenarios completed in HENAS suggest that the economically 

active population will see modest overall declines of 186-340 people over 2018-2036, 

from around 68,400 today. The exception is under a 10-year migration trend, which 

would see a gain of 1,493 people to 69,988 in 2036. 
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3.29 For 2018, Oxford Economics estimate a working population of around 71,458. Under 

the Baseline Growth Scenario of Oxford/HENAS this population will see negligible 

growth of 0.10 percent, to 71,532 by 2036. The unemployment rate peaked at 10 

percent in 2010 and is nearly half that rate today at 5.4 percent. 

 
3.30 This section has examined both the present, and projected future, employment 

profile of the Borough. The findings are summarised in Table 13. The key future 

trends are: 

• A large projected decline in manufacturing employment. However, will a 

decline in jobs lead to the release of land and an end to future requirements 

for premises? Experience suggests that even where businesses are 

contracting, they will continue to hold onto sites in anticipation of future 

improvements. Also, where jobs are being lost to automation, those new 

automated processes will still require land on which to operate, as will B8 

storage uses which frequently now form a part of manufacturing operations. It 

should also be noted that a quarter of recent completions in Blackburn with 

Darwen were for B2 industrial space 

• Projected growth in construction employment – Construction businesses 

typically seek a mix of B1 and B8 space, with the latter including open storage 

options 

• Limited Storage and Distribution growth – Frontier Park is largely being 

developed outside of Blackburn with Darwen, however, evidence is that this is 

stimulating a market for larger B8 options in the M65 Corridor (discussed in 

Section 4.0), while manufacturing development will give rise to associated 

storage requirements. It should also be noted that 42 percent of recent 

development has been for B8 uses. 

• B1(a) Offices – Projected to see major employment growth although the 

market assessment, discussed in Section 4.0, still suggests more local scale 

growth in premises requirements. 

• Public Sector – Any growth is projected to be in health sectors, likely to 

generate limited B-Class land and property requirements. 

 

 
Table 13 – Local Employment, Key Sectoral Trends. 

Sector Trends 

Manufacturing Present 
Manufacturing continues to dominate the local economy, accounting for 17.3 
percent of employment in 2017, more than double the national average. The focus 
is on traditional manufacturing sectors including rubber, metal and paper 
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manufacturing, along with food products. Darwen has a specific strength in the 
manufacture of chemicals and chemical products. 
Around a quarter of take-up, over the last 4-5 years has been for B2 uses. 
 
Future 
Manufacturing is forecast to lose some 2,440 jobs over the next 18 years. 

Construction Present 
While construction does employ a not insignificant 1,670 locally, proportionately it 
has only a modest role in the local economy, comprising 2.5 percent of the 
workforce, less than half the Lancashire average.  
 
Future 
Outside the office sectors, Construction is forecast to see the most significant 
employment growth, gaining 350-510 jobs. 

Storage and 
Distribution 

Present 
Warehousing and land transport employ 2,125 people locally, 3.2 percent of the 
total, with warehouse-based employment focused at Walker Park and Shadsworth. 
This is somewhat above the Lancashire (2.8 percent) average, but below the North 
and the national, norms. However, 42 percent of recent completions, by floorspace, 
have been for storage and distribution.  
 
Future 
B8 uses are not forecast to grow, to 2036. 

B1(a) Offices Present 
Office based sectors employ 11,205 people locally, at 16.7 percent of the 
workforce. This is only slightly less than manufacturing. In terms of sectors, 
employment activities dominate, employing 2,375, 3.6 percent of employment. 
Another local strength, and a strength in Blackburn Town Centre specifically, is 
legal and accounting activities. Around a third of recent development has been for 
B1 uses. 
 
Future 
Forecast growth is overwhelmingly focused on office-based sectors. The five 
sectors which normally require B1(a) accommodation are forecast to gain 3,190-
3,240 jobs. Around 79 percent of that growth, 2,530-2,570 jobs, is in professional, 
scientific and technical activities. This represents an increase of more than a third 
on the current employment level for that sector. Information and communication is 
also forecast to see good growth. 

Public Sector Present 
In 2017, 28.9 percent of the Borough’s workforce was employed in public 
administration, education and health, above wider averages.  
 
Future 
Overall, the public sector is forecast to lose 1,040 jobs, under the Baseline 
Scenario. Under the Growth Scenario, and growth is likely to be in heath related 
uses, which will generate limited B-Class premises requirements. 

Source: BE Group, 2019 
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4.0  PROPERTY MARKET ASSESSMENT 

  

Introduction 

4.1 This section continues our consideration of the demand for land and property in 

Blackburn with Darwen. It first provides some brief comments on national and 

regional market trends which will impact on the local demand for land and premises. 

The local market is assessed through a quantitative review of the local supply of 

vacant premises alongside up to date market intelligence derived from consultations 

with a range of developers, scheme managers and property agents, as well as data 

on past transactions. 

 

National and Regional Property Markets  

4.2 BE Group has long experience operating in the commercial property market across 

the North West and UK and understands market perceptions and the conditions 

facing the industrial, logistics and office sectors, along with the wider investment 

market. Some brief comments on the wider markets are therefore provided below. 

 

 

 

 

Industrial Market 

• The national occupational market remains resilient despite the looming threats of Brexit. 

Demand outstrips supply in almost all locations, pushing larger businesses to Design and 

Build options 

• The manufacturing sector is particularly active, with requirements driven by the need to 

adapt operations in the face of the regularly changing requirements of the supply chains 

they serve 

• ‘Mid box’ units (5,000 – 10,000 sqm) were 2017/18’s star performer, recording its second 

strongest year of take-up on record behind 2015 

• Shortages are strongest for high grade space and shortfalls which, combined with rising 

land and construction costs, is putting upward pressure on rents in core locations. Well 

located and refurbished Class B stock maintained its attractiveness, achieving high rents in 

many submarkets during 2017/18 (Savills, 2018) 

• In 2017/18, the trade counter market was particularly active with notable requirements from 

Travis Perkins, HSS and Speedy Hire for both large facilities and local depots. Trade 

counter operators are willing to pay full rents to secure hub units and a small number of 

bespoke depots in very specific locations (Jones Lang LaSalle, 2017) 

• Despite the strong market generally, there are only limited prospects for speculative 

development, this will cause a further squeeze in the supply of existing stock. 
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Office Market 

• The UK office market is now recovering well in regional centres. Office based employment 

across the regional cities is forecast to grow by 4.6 percent over the next five years, equating 

to a net additional 55,000 jobs and indicating a need for around 460,000 sqm of extra 

floorspace. The strongest growth is expected to be seen in the administrative and 

professional, science and tech sectors (Savills, 2017) 

• Against growing demand, there is only some 1.8 years supply of accommodation and a limited 

development pipeline of 325,000 sqm, around half of which is pre-let (Savills, 2017). 

• The North continues to have one of the highest concentrations of SMEs of any UK region, and 

SMEs continued to dominate office letting activity, with above average take up for smaller 

units 

• LSH’s Northern Powerhouse Office Market Report shows the diversity of the region’s 

economic capabilities, with strong take up of space in sectors including Professional Services 

and Banking and Finance. In 2018, however, for the first year on record Technology, Media 

and Telecommunications made up the largest share of take-up across key Northern markets, 

accounting for 21 percent of the total.  

• Manchester dominates in terms of office development, with 2 million sqft of new-build 

development currently underway, a scale of growth which will have impacts on prospects for 

Warehouse Market 

• The logistics sector has changed significantly within the past decade. The advent of 

ecommerce, increasing consumer demands, technological advances, changes in retail 

segmentation and the drive for operational efficiencies will continue to shape the sector over 

the medium term (Lambert Smith Hampton, 2018) 

• Deal activity in the UK logistics sector slowed in 2018, but still gave the strongest year since 

2015, according to research by Cushman & Wakefield. The North West remains the logistics 

market leader in the UK, with the highest amount of supply.  The quality balance of logistics 

supply has slowly been shifting, and Grade A stock made up 30 percent of all units on the 

market in 2017/18, up from 15 percent of the market in 2016 (Savills, 2018). However, 

based upon recent take-up levels of good quality units, the region has less than 1.5 years’ 

worth of supply for Grade A units, the lowest of any region outside of the M25 

• The report highlighted that, regardless of Brexit, UK logistics property is expected to 

continue to benefit from the growth of ecommerce which reached a new high in May 2018, 

accounting for 18 percent of total retail sales 

• As with major industry, the largest logistics operators have put some investment decisions 

on hold pending decisions on key elements of the Brexit process. However, stakeholders 

report that, overall, market fundamentals are strong enough to weather any fluctuations in 

demand due to Brexit. 

• Retail logistics continues to drive demand and retail linked operations accounted for 37 

percent of ‘big shed’ take up in 2017. Again, demand outstrips supply, with a national 

vacancy rate for modern B8 at only six percent. Demand from local manufacturing sectors 

and trade operations, continues to drive demand for small and mid-sized B8 facilities in 

locations including Blackburn with Darwen. 
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delivery in surrounding sub-markets, including Pennine Lancashire. However, much of that 

new office development is aimed at larger companies with sole occupancy of larger floorplates 

• As demand for offices grows, more development, of all sizes, is needed, including serviced 

accommodation. 

 

Transactions 

4.3 A list of recorded deals between January 2009 and January 2019 has been compiled 

using data from the EGi database of industrial and office transactions within 

Blackburn with Darwen. The data is displayed in tables below. Whilst this data source 

may not be representative of all transactions which have occurred, it does provide a 

guide to the level and nature of activity within Blackburn with Darwen. 

 

Industrial 

4.4 Table 14 provides a breakdown of the 384 industrial/ warehouse deals completed in 

Blackburn with Darwen over the past decade, by size and year band. A total of 

749,390 sqm of floorspace was transacted, with an average deal size of 1,952 sqm. 

 

4.5 The years 2009-2015 saw steady growth in the number of recorded deals as 

Blackburn with Darwen recovered from the recession, with a peak of 93 in 2015. 

While no year since has exceeded this number, and market activity seems modest in 

2016, by comparison, a reasonable level of transactions has been maintained over 

2016-2018. By floorspace, 2012 and 2015 were the strongest years.  

 
4.6 In 2011, most floorspace take up, 50,056 sqm, or 90 percent of the total, comprised 

an investment deal when Greenbank Business Park, Blackburn was acquired by 

undisclosed parties. The deal completed for £6.6 million.  

 

4.7 Most transactions were for properties of up to 5,000 sqm, with a focus on units of 

201-1,000 sqm and 1,001-5,000 sqm, which remained consistently strong throughout 

the decade. 

 

4.8 Of the 384 deals, the majority, 72.1 percent, were completed under leasehold terms. 

19.5 percent were completed as freehold sales and 8.3 as investment sales.  
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Table 14 – Completed Industrial/ Warehouse Deals, By Year (2009-2019) 

  

0-100 
101-
200 

201-500 
501-
1,000 

1,001-
5,000 

5,001-
10,000 

10,001+ Unknown Total 

2019 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ ~ ~ 2,263 ~ ~ ~ 2,263 

No. of Properties ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 

2018 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 1,230 1,027 4,409 4,186 21,628 13,542   ~ 46,022 

No. of Properties 17 8 12 6 11 2   5 61 

2017 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 206 772 3,592 6,455 23,444 ~ 50,095 ~ 84,564 

No. of Properties 4 5 10 8 10 ~ 2 5 44 

2016 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 293 709 6,893 4,890 18,157 18,791 ~ ~ 49,733 

No. of Properties 6 5 19 7 10 3 ~ 3 53 

2015 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 1,334 3,109 5,799 4,830 38,500 36,309 24,363 ~ 114,244 

No. of Properties 19 22 19 7 18 6 2 ~ 93 

2014 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 353 1,632 5,204 1,189 12,404 6,375 54,722 ~ 81,879 

No. of Properties 5 11 18 2 7 1 2 1 47 

2013 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 168 138 1,234 3,771 19,849 ~ 60,504 ~ 85,664 

No. of Properties 2 1 4 5 10 ~ 2 ~ 24 

2012 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ 398 4,110 16,047 8,765 86,434 ~ 115,754 

No. of Properties ~ ~ 1 5 7 1 5 ~ 19 

2011 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ 1,279 1,192 17,795 ~ 68,223 ~ 88,489 

No. of Properties ~ ~ 4 2 8 ~ 2 1 17 

2010 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ 409 ~ 3,831 14,838 ~ 36,414 ~ 55,492 

No. of Properties ~ 3 ~ 6 7 ~ 2 ~ 18 

2009 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ ~ 3,065 6,522 ~ 15,699 ~ 25,286 

No. of Properties ~ ~ ~ 4 2 ~ 1 ~ 7 

Total 

Total 
Floorspace 
(sqm) 3,584 7,796 28,808 37,519 191,447 83,782 396,454 0 749,390 

No. of Properties 53 55 87 52 91 13 18 15 384 

Source: EGi, 2019 

 

Offices 

4.9 A total of 161 office deals have been recorded since 2009, with 47,757 sqm of 

floorspace transacted. This space has been categorised by year and size band and 

is displayed in Table 15 below. The data recorded does not include smaller lettings in 

serviced property schemes meaning this data on offices is primarily a measure of 

deals for unserviced space. 
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Table 15 – Completed Office Deals, By Year (2009-2019) 

  

0-100 
101-
200 

201-
500 

501-
1,000 

1,001-
5,000 

5,001-
10,000 

10,001+ Unknown Total 

2019 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ 294 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 294 

No. of Properties ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 

2018 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 445 776 1,707 2,174 1,586 ~ ~ ~ 6,688 

No. of Properties 9 5 5 3 1 ~ ~ 2 25 

2017 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 1,093 2,350 2,944 1,842 3,460 ~ ~ ~ 11,689 

No. of Properties 20 16 8 3 3 ~ ~ 1 51 

2016 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 494 820 1,692 1,911 2,902 ~ ~ ~ 7,819 

No. of Properties 13 5 5 3 1 ~ ~ ~ 27 

2015 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 370 822 2,918 873 4,197 ~ ~ ~ 9,180 

No. of Properties 7 6 9 1 2 ~ ~ ~ 25 

2014 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 301 815 583 743 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2,442 

No. of Properties 5 6 2 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 14 

2013 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 84 525 722 ~ 2,219 ~ ~ ~ 3,550 

No. of Properties 1 3 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ 8 

2012 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ 302 840 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1,142 

No. of Properties ~ ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 

2011 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ ~ 419 ~ 1,486 ~ ~ ~ 1,905 

No. of Properties ~ ~ 1 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 2 

2010 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) ~ 335 ~ 1,665 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2,000 

No. of Properties ~ 2 ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 

2009 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 139 ~ ~ 909 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1,048 

No. of Properties 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 

Total 

Total Floorspace 
(sqm) 2,926 6,443 11,581 10,957 15,850 0 0 0 47,757 

No. of Properties 56 43 34 15 10 0 0 3 161 

Source: EGi, 2019 

 

4.10 The average office deal transacted was for 297 sqm of floorspace. Unsurprisingly for 

offices, the smaller size bands have dominated take-up on the market over the last 

10 years, with over 60 percent of deals completed for individual suites of less than 

200 sqm. The largest single recorded deal was for 2,902 sqm of floorspace in 2016, 

let at Shadsworth Business Park.  

 

4.11 The number of recorded office deals grew from almost none in the recessionary 

period 2009-2013 to a peak of 51 in 2017. This trend reflects the fact that the UK 
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office market was much harder hit by the recession that the industrial market and 

took longer to recover. 2017 also saw the largest amount of floorspace take-up of 

11,689 sqm.  

 
Rents 

4.12 An average rent per sqm can be calculated for each year, although rental figures 

have not been listed for every recorded deal. These averages can be seen in Table 

16 for industrial/ warehouse units and Table 17 for office units. 

 

Table 16 – Industrial/ Warehouse Rents by Year (2009-2019) 

Year Number of Deals Average (£/sqm) Average (£/sqft) 

2019 1(1) 57.05 5.30 

2018 13(55) 53.83 5.00 

2017 14(35) 41.98 3.90 

2016 25(47) 41.98 3.90 

2015 54(90) 48.44 4.50 

2014 37(46) 38.75 3.60 

2013 9(23) 37.68 3.50 

2012 7(18) 34.45 3.20 

2011 5(15) 41.98 3.90 

2010 4(16) 77.51 7.20 

2009 0(6) ~ ~ 

Total/ 
Average 169 47.37 4.40 

Source: EGi, 2019 

 

4.13 In terms of industrial and warehouse deals, a peak in rents was seen in 2010 

following the recession, with an average deal completed of £77.51/sqm. However, 

this is based on only a small number of deals which may not be representative. A 

more general pattern is the steady and, largely, upward growth in average rental 

levels over 2012-2018/19, from around £34/sqm in 2012 to £54-57/sqm today. 

. 

4.14 The best performing industrial estate is Shadsworth Business Park in Blackburn. This 

out-of-town location is situated just off the M65 and has achieved some of the highest 

rents of the decade – £65-100/sqm. The overall highest rent was achieved at a level 

of £102.70/ sqm for a warehouse on Burnley Road in 2013. 

 
4.15 At the bottom end of the market, the lowest rents of below £21.50/sqm were 

achieved for some 13 older properties. While these were spread throughout a range 
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of locations, however almost a third occurred at Brookmill Complex on Branch Road, 

Blackburn. 

 
   Table 17 – Office Rents by Year (2009-2019) 

Year Number of Deals Average (£/sqm) Average (£/sqft) 

2019 1(1) 91.50 8.50 

2018 9(21) 108.73 10.10 

2017 21(45) 82.89 7.70 

2016 8(25) 125.95 11.70 

2015 10(24) 124.87 11.60 

2014 12(14) 73.20 6.80 

2013 6(8) 108.73 10.10 

2012 2(2) 86.12 8.00 

2011 2(2) 73.20 6.80 

2010 0(2) ~ ~ 

2009 1(2) 134.56 12.50 

Total/ 
Average 72 101.00 9.38 

    Source: EGi, 2019 

 

4.16 Ignoring the 2009 average, which is based on a single deal, in a period of negligible 

activity, 2016, saw the peak average rent achieved at £125.95/sqm. Over the years 

there has been considerable fluctuation in achieved rental levels. While the years 

2011-2016 saw a broad, if uneven, pattern of rental growth, rents over 2017-2019 

have not come close to matching the 2016 peak. 

 
4.17 Since 2009, at least, the highest rents have been achieved at Arkwright Court and 

Anchor Court, Commercial Road, Darwen, which provides the bulk of the Borough’s 

strategic office supply.  

 
4.18 Also enjoying high office rents is Shadsworth Business Park. Five office deals were 

completed here for £140-150/sqm, all units of less than 110 sqm, whilst the top deal 

completed here was for a 130 sqm unit for £200/sqm in 2013. However, a standout 

rent for the decade of £280/sqm was achieved for part of the first floor at St David’s 

House, 10 Strawberry Bank, just north of Blackburn Town Centre, in 2016. 

 

4.19 At the other end of the market, rents of £20-30/sqm and less are seen in various 

converted urban mills and above retail shops in Blackburn Town Centre. 
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Property Supply 

 

Vacancies 

4.20 Vacant floorspace within Blackburn with Darwen has been gathered through a 

physical survey of employment nodes, commercial property agent’s websites, 

consultations with agents and Radius Data Exchange (formally EGi) database. The 

data has been compiled into tables and full details can be found in Appendix 2. The 

data gathered must be considered as a reasonably accurate display of current 

vacancies although it must be noted that some property may not always be 100 

percent up to date and some units may be available but not currently being 

marketed. 

 

Industrial 

4.21 109 industrial/warehouse units are on the market as of January 2019, totalling 

122,268 sqm and with an average unit size of 1,260 sqm (see Table 18). 53.9 

percent of the units and over three quarters of the floorspace is within Blackburn. 

 

Table 18 – Industrial Availability by Floorspace, sqm 

Town 

 

Size Band (sqm) 

Total 0-
100 

101-
200 

201-
500 

501-
1,000 

1,001-
5,000 

5,001-
10,000 

10,000+ Unknown 

Blackburn 

Floorspace, 
sqm 

435 747 4,869 6,372 31,927 28,142 10,245 ~ 82,737 

Number of 
Properties 

6 5 14 9 13 4 1 3 55 

Darwen 

Floorspace, 
sqm 

1,192 1,145 2,051 598 20,170 ~ 14,375 ~ 39,531 

Number of 
Properties 

18 8 7 1 10 ~ 1 2 47 

Total 

Floorspace, 
sqm 

1,627 1,892 6,920 6,970 52,097 28,142 24,620 ~  122,268 

Number of 
Properties 

24 13 21 10 23 4 2 5 102 

Source: Radius Data Exchange, Individual Agent’s Websites, 2019 

 

4.22 As Table 18 shows, Blackburn with Darwen has a reasonable offer of larger, B2/B8 

units, greater than 5,000 sqm in size, available at present. Available units of 8,000-

14,000 sqm can be found at Roman Road, Shadsworth, Lower Phillips Road, 

Blackburn as well as India Mill in Darwen. This analysis excludes Frontier Park, 

which sits just outside the Borough boundary at Junction 6, M65. A further 94,315 
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sqm is currently available here, in seven units. These include FP3 at 37,157 sqm, 

FP2 at 19,972 sqm and FP1 at 17,185 sqm. Four, somewhat smaller units are 

available at Pioneer Court ranging from 1,858 sqm to 12,569 sqm. 

 

4.23 Generally, there is reasonable availability across the size ranges in both towns, 

although Darwen does have supply gaps in the 501-1,000 and 5,001-10,000 sqm 

size ranges. Conversely, Darwen has a stronger offer of 0-100 sqm units, particularly 

at Tower View, Brussels Road. The quality of available space varies, but much of the 

space being openly marketed is of average or good quality. Very low-quality space 

may be traded informally and so not register on a search of openly marketed 

properties. 

 

4.24 82 percent of the marketed space is available to let, 10 percent available for sale and 

the remaining eight percent available for sale or to let. 62 of these marketed 

properties state pricing information, and the average quoting price for 

industrial/warehousing space is of £62/sqm, with a rental range from £100/sqm plus 

for the best quality light industrial space, down to £11/sqm for low grade mill 

accommodation. 

 

4.25 Comparing the above to the findings of the 2015 Commercial Property Market Study, 

there are somewhat more units on the market today, 102 against 90 in 2015, but 

much more floorspace – 122,268 sqm today against only 58,356 sqm in 2015. This 

reflects the fact that in 2015 there was only one unit of more than 5,000 sqm on the 

market against six today. 94,315 sqm of mostly larger B2/B8 floorspace is also 

available on the Borough boundary at Frontier Park, a scheme which had not 

commenced in 2015. 

 
Office 

4.26 As of January 2019, 150 vacant office premises can be found within Blackburn with 

Darwen, providing 41,111 sqm of floorspace (see Table 19). The average suite size 

is 274 sqm. Office quoting rents range from £430-302/sqm with an average quoting 

rent of £110/sqm. Space in Wellington Street St. Johns, Central Blackburn has the 

highest quoting rents at present. Availability is far more heavily focused in Blackburn, 

than was the case for industrial space, unsurprising given the concentration of stock 

in Blackburn Town Centre and Glenfield Park/Walker Park. 92.0 percent of the units 

and 88.9 percent of the floorspace is in Blackburn Town.  
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Table 19 – Office Availability by Floorspace, sqm 

Town 

 

Size Band (sqm) 

Total 0-
100 

101-
200 

201-
500 

501-
1,000 

1,001-
5,000 

5,001-
10,000 

10,000+ Unknown 

Blackburn 

Floorspace, 
sqm 

3,429 5,202 4,738 8,467 14,714 ~ ~ ~ 36,550 

Number of 
Properties 

67 37 14 12 8 ~ ~ ~ 138 

Darwen 

Floorspace, 
sqm 

116 357 865 819 2404 ~ ~ ~ 4,561 

Number of 
Properties 

4 3 3 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 12 

Total 

Floorspace, 
sqm 

3,545 5,559 5,603 9,286 17,118 ~ ~ ~ 41,111 

Number of 
Properties 

71 40 17 13 9 ~ ~ ~ 150 

Source: EGi, Individual Agent’s Websites, 2019 

 

4.27 An office building of 2,787 sqm at Ribble Business Park is the single largest property 

available on the market. Available to let, this building in the North East of Blackburn 

lies close to the A6119 and 1km from the M65. No rent has been stated for this 

property. This is followed by Viscount House, Arkwright Court, Commercial Way, 

Darwen at 2,404 sqm. 

 

4.28 Unsurprisingly, given the scale of Blackburn with Darwen’s office market, smaller 

office suites dominate the supply, with 112 units of 0-200 sqm marketed in January 

2019. This represents nearly three quarters of the total office space on the market at 

present. The supply is dispersed, but with a focus on Blackburn Town Centre and 

Shadsworth Business Park.   

 

4.29 83 percent of these office units are available solely to lease, three percent for sale 

and nine percent have the option to buy or let. Additionally, and unlike the current 

market of industrial/ warehouse units, four percent of office properties on the market 

are included as part of investment sales. 

 

4.30 There is a big difference between available supply today and in 2015, when the 2015 

Commercial Property Market Study only identified 38 vacant units and 6,501.90 sqm 

of vacant floorspace. There is certainly far more availability in sub-200 sqm space 

today, than in 2015.  
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4.31 For offices, it is good to also have a mixture of serviced space available in order for 

businesses seeking low commitment space to enter the market. These facilities 

usually comprise reception facilities and shared spaces such as meeting rooms and 

are taken-up by start-up or relatively new companies. A full table of current serviced 

spaced availability can also be found in Appendix 2. These suites can range from 11-

186 sqm and for starting rents of £177/sqm.  

 
Valuation Office Agency Data 

4.32 The Valuation Office Agency provides data on the number of office and industrial 

premises in the whole of Blackburn with Darwen, along with the total floorspace 

which they occupy. Vacancies rates can then be subtracted from these figures to 

calculate the level of occupancy within the town. According to the statistics of 2015-

2016, there are 2,130 industrial hereditaments and 1,250 office hereditaments, 

totalling 1,674,000 sqm and 187,000 sqm respectively. 

 

4.33 As of January 2019, there are 102 available industrial units and 150 available office 

premises within Blackburn with Darwen. This equates to occupancy rates of 95 

percent for industrial units and 88 percent for office units by premises. By floorspace, 

there is an estimated 122,268 sqm of industrial and 41,111 sqm of office space 

available. This equates to 93 percent occupancy for industrial units and 78 percent 

for office units. The two different timeframes of the data collection points mean that 

the occupancy rates are estimates only but are useful for providing an indicative view 

of occupancy rates in the Borough. 

 
4.34 80-90 percent occupancy rates are considered to be a reasonable balance between 

an active market which also provides capacity for growth. A higher occupancy rate is 

an indicator of a supply shortfall, with businesses having potential difficulties in 

finding premises. Whereas a low occupancy rate would indicate lower demand and 

poor business growth. 

 
4.35 For Blackburn with Darwen, the occupancy rates are quite high for industrial and 

warehouse uses, suggesting some constraints on supply. Frontier Park will meet 

some requirements but only for very large units. By floorspace, for offices, the 

occupancy rate is slightly low, but not critically so.  

 
 
Consultations with Property Agents 
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4.36 Along with the above property information gathered above, consultations have been 

carried out with commercial property agents and developers active within Blackburn 

and Darwen. Agents were asked to discuss activity levels in Blackburn and Darwen 

for office and industrial units, in relation to spatial and size differences, interests and 

weaknesses in the market. These conversations have been summarised in the tables 

below. The names of the agents have been removed from the respective comments 

in order to respect confidentiality. 

 

Table 20 – Property Agents’ Comments, Industrial 

Contact Comment 

National Agent Marketed new units at Commercial Way, Junction 4 – new units 
of around 140 sqm – all let rapidly. Pre-let demand has been 
huge for units of 45 – 185 sqm. Good rents being achieved of £95 
– 108/sqm. 
Demand is strong for smaller space of up 185 sqm and receiving 
more freehold interest than for offices. 
Mixture of people looking to purchase units; pension funds, owner 
occupiers, owners who know they can let the space easily 
although it is mostly received from local businesses looking for a 
small amount of space. 
Car-parking – the average is about three spaces for a unit which 
is usually fine with any larger businesses tending to come from 
regional/national locations who are looking for larger units, which 
may be difficult to come by. 
Future development should be anywhere along the motorway – 
believe that small units here would let quickly. 

Regional Agent Good, top of the range quality stock is letting for £70/sqm.  High 
demand is seen for small-medium sized properties, with the 
larger units getting less demand. 
92 – 465 sqm units are the easiest to let, especially when good 
quality. Larger units, 2,300 sqm or more, face strong competition 
from Greater Manchester and Merseyside, which have stronger 
transport connections. 
Leasehold and freehold are receiving equal amount of enquiry 
whilst investors are interested in buying properties which will give 
a high rental return.  
Future development should be based around the motorways. This 
is most important for industrial units where easy HGV 
accessibility is key.   

Regional Agent Key agent at Frontier Park, and particularly Pioneer Court, which 
offers units of 1,855-2,285 sqm, plus one of 12,540 sqm. This 
larger unit is available to be sub-divided. Quoting rents are 
£75/sqm and the scheme is enjoying good demand. 
A large unit of 17,185 sqm (FP1) is about to complete 
construction. Offered at £70/sqm, several (confidential) 
discussions are underway with potential occupiers. The agent 
hopes to get it let quickly, potentially even pre-let before 
completion. 
The aim is for these buildings to attract logistics companies to the 
area. Blackburn has not previously had a large B8 offer so 
developing Frontier Park means competing regionally in a new 
market for the Borough. Under other circumstances Frontier Park 
could struggle to compete against better located sites elsewhere, 
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such as Omega at Warrington. However, constrained supply in 
these locations and a failure to bring forward the Cuerden 
Strategic Site has given Blackburn with Darwen the opportunity to 
grow into a new market.  
Assuming success of the first phase, land remains in the south 
which will be marketed for design and build, estimate that this 
would take about five years to develop. 
In terms of the future location of employment land and premises, 
the following was noted: 

• One difficulty in Blackburn and Darwen is the topography 
of the land, few large spaces of flat land 

• More units in Whitebirk could work, to accommodate 
occupiers looking for medium-sized units 

• Businesses want to be located in established areas, due 
to the reputation and the services available. Accessibility 
is also a major issue with many occupiers requiring 
motorway access to reach the rest of the North West. 
Difficult to find expansion land near to existing schemes, 
however. 

• Brownfield sites that sit on the edge of town – which 
would be ideal for smaller units – all seem to be going for 
residential developments. Most of the old mills have been 
redeveloped, however. 

Regional Agent Recently marketing units of 370 – 2,785 sqm at Tower Industrial 
Estate/Tower Business Park, Darwen Smaller units went for 
around £73/sqm, with the larger units achieving £70/sqm. This 
site sits just off the motorway, facing the M65 
These good quality, new modern units are facing not much 
competition, in terms of quality, and so all let fairly quickly. Some 
of the units were let before fully completed Quality and visibility to 
the motorway was the main appeal for these units. Businesses 
such as flooring companies, Screwfix etc have taken space. 
There is a lack of good quality space, although Frontier Park is 
addressing this at the larger end of the market. Blackburn with 
Darwen is also seeking strong demand from regional level trade 
businesses.  
Future supply could be delivered anywhere with basically direct 
motorway access, i.e. Junctions 4-6. More isolated parts of 
Darwen should be avoided. 

Regional Developer Primarily buy and refurbish distressed assets. Have a range of 
existing holdings in Blackburn with Darwen and have an interest 
in further such purchases locally. Generally, industrial premises of 
465 sqm or less are most in demand, attracting mostly local and 
sub-regional businesses. Rents of up to £50-60/sqm are 
achievable for second hand space and properties usually let 
within two months. 

Source: Various, 2019 

 

Table 21 – Property Agents’ Comments, Office 

Contact Comment 

National Agent Marketing One Cathedral Square and the proposed second 
building here. 185 sqm is left in the first building which is available 
at £155 – 162/sqm. The last suite in the building went to Northern 
Rail who took a whole floor of just under 560 sqm for £162/sqm. 
Some demand being received but not extensive. Currently talking 
to one party, who are only interested in a short lease. 5 years with 
a 3-year break. 
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The new development of the second building at Cathedral Square 
would ideally pre-let the building, or part of it at least, to provide 
the viability the developers are looking for to commence 
development. There is confidence that occupiers will be found for 
the space, given time. 
Generally, feel that office developments should be focused in 
Blackburn Town Centre and not at the motorway junctions 
because of traffic issues. The Old Thwaites brewery, once 
demolished, would be ideal for office development. There are 
new amenities in the centre which would complement an office 
development i.e. the new shopping centre, new cinema, new bus 
depo, the pub which is being turned into a Best Western hotel. All 
this new development means offices should be focused here too. 
Do not have to provide car parking as not every office is, or 
should be, reliant on cars. The local transport network is 
excellent. The train station in the centre allows connections to 
Preston, Blackpool and Manchester. 

National Agent Market all varieties of stock from new build to old buildings with 
units of 9 – 4,645 sqm. Good quality stock can go for up to £194/ 
sqm (all-inclusive serviced rates). For good quality, unserviced 
space, rents are more at £150/sqm. For older stock, rents of 
£130/ sqm can be achieved. The general build quality across the 
Business Parks in Blackburn and Darwen and mostly of 
reasonable quality. 
Demand is for smaller, leasehold suites of no more than 93 sqm. 
In the last 6 months, demand has dropped off for the larger suites 
of 280 – 465 sqm in the motorway corridor schemes. 
Future development should be anywhere along the motorway 
corridor. Office schemes are already in place and working well at 
most of the motorway junctions already so any suitable piece of 
land available in this area could be used to deliver them. Lack of 
car parking is main reason why a lot of deals fall. 

Regional Agent Marketing space of 9 – 325 sqm, across the whole of Blackburn 
and Darwen. Rents of £108 – 150/sqm are achievable and most 
schemes are well occupied.  
Demand is currently mainly for small units with a trend seen now 
of businesses wanting all-inclusive offers – main reception 
desked manned, etc. Businesses are willing to pay more for the 
fact that there is no hassle and all costs are included as one. 
Generally, more leasehold options are wanted for smaller suites 
and freehold options are wanted for larger suites. 
Blackpool/ Manchester is over an hour away which for commuting 
purposes may put people off, meaning transportation links must 
be improved. Existing space is unable to fully accommodate 
modern car-parking needs which is a major problem. 

Regional Agent Fluctuating market in recent years, with out-of-town locations 
performing better, due to the better car-parking provision. Grade 
A self-contained space is achieving rents of £108/sqm. 
In terms of the Town Centre, the lack of car parking remains an 
issue and there is a need to do more to promote offices being in 
the town centres and make use of the services here, to help keep 
the high street and retail market performing well. 
However, the Cathedral Quarter is evidence that new space can 
be delivered here, albeit with effort. The latest deal completed at 
Cathedral Quarter was for space of 464 sqm for £150/sqm. 
Requirements come from some regional occupiers such as 
Northern Rail, but the Town Centre market is primarily local.  

Regional Agent Mainly deal with the Preston market, but will do the odd letting in 
Blackburn. Currently marketing one building, Custom House, in 
Blackburn but it is too early to notice any real demand because 
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the unit has only just gone on the market. 

Local Manager Manage Appleby Business Centre which has two available units: 

• 156 sqm for £50/sqm  

• 93 sqm for £84/sqm. 
Demand is received mainly from local micro businesses, who 
want flexible leasehold space.  

Local Manager Managing Blackburn Enterprise Centre which offers offices of 35-
95 sqm which can hold 3-20 employees. Two vacant units at 
present. All kinds of businesses are in occupation within the 
Centre, including surveyors, solicitors, IT. A real-variety of office-
based businesses are attracted to the area. 

Local Manager Managing Eanam Wharf Development Centre, a refurbished 
Grade II listed building. Only one current available office of Unit 2 
of 51 sqm for £145.36/sqm. 
Demand is mainly from local micro businesses of 5/6 people, both 
start-up and established firms in a wide variety of sectors.   

Local Manager Managing India Mill Business Centre in Darwen. The wider 
building includes: 

• A manufacturing company next door have the basement, 
first and second floor of the centre.  

• The third floor is a mix of small businesses including design 
and IT companies.  

• Capita (call centre) occupy the fourth-fifth floor with 750 
employees.  

In total the centre is 90 percent occupied. 
The 10 percent of vacant space comprises two offices, but these 
are not currently available. They have been left in disarray from 
old tenants and are now in need of refurbishment.  
The asset manager is based in Scotland and manages 100+ 
buildings across the country and so they have asked him for 
funds for the refurbishment, although other buildings in his 
portfolio may take precedence.  
Of these vacant suites, one is a large suite which was initially 
three and is now combined of 185 sqm. Ideally would like this unit 
to be split again into three smaller units which would be easier to 
let. The second available suite is 22 sqm, suitable for a one-man 
business.  
Enquiries are mainly from micro firms of 1-3 employees. They 
have tried to encourage tenants to take three-year leases and 
take larger suites, which offers space more car-parking spaces. 
Demand has been received mostly from micro firms. The building 
can’t offer the car parking to support larger firms of 15-20 
employees. 
Car-Parking is a major issue with some 1,000 employees tending 
to be in the centre daily, and only 400 car-parking spaces to 
serve them. Many are parking on the main road which causes 
extra traffic related problems. 
The Kenley Haulage site includes a large area of open space, 
some 2 ha, south of Balle Street. India Mill Managers argue that It 
would benefit the Council to do something with this space. Could 
it become car parking for the centre? This would entice more and 
bigger businesses to the centre. 

Source: Various, 2019 

 
 

4.37 Demand remains strong for small/mid-sized industrial premises of 92-465 sqm, with 

rents of up to £70/sqm achievable for reasonable quality space. Where new build 

smaller space has been delivered, such as the new units and Commercial Way, 
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Junction 4, demand has been strong for smaller units of up to 185 sqm. Good rents 

of £95 – 108/sqm are being achieved. There is demand for both leasehold and 

freehold options and a healthy investment market in the Borough. Larger units, of 

2,300 sqm or more, need to compete in the regional market and can struggle against 

more strongly connected options in Greater Manchester and Merseyside, although 

Frontier Park is establishing a B8 market in the Borough, thanks, in part, to a lack of 

regional supply. Indeed, as this Study was completing, the first deal was announced 

at Frontier Park.  Machinery supplier Tek-Dry Systems has agreed a 5,667 sqm pre-

let on part of Unit 1, Pioneer Court. 

 

4.38 Future development should be based around the motorways. This is most important 

for industrial units where easy HGV accessibility is key and where links to existing 

industrial estates can be made. The view of agents was that schemes should focus 

on smaller B1(c)/B2 industrial space rather than larger units of the kind currently 

being provided for at Frontier Park.  

 
4.39 Office demand is for smaller, leasehold suites of no more than 93 sqm, larger suites 

take much longer to let. Rents of £108 – 150/sqm are achievable and most schemes 

are well occupied. Demand is primarily local, from a range of sectors, including IT 

and design. Companies are mainly seeking leasehold space and schemes which 

offer all-inclusive space tend to work well. Views were mixed as to where new space 

should be located, but generally both the Town Centre with its strong transport 

options, but constrained parking, is one option. However, larger offices, which will 

need greater parking should be focused in business parks, which are more likely to 

be delivered at the motorway junctions. 

 
4.40 The Borough’s business centres are generally performing well, mostly meeting the 

needs of local micro businesses, with less than 10 employees.   

 
Summary 

4.41 National economic uncertainty does not seem to be having an immediate impact 

upon the take-up of industrial and warehouse units, with nationally, ‘mid box’ units of 

5,000-10,000 sqm being in high demand. There is a significant shortage of both 

industrial and warehouse stock across the UK, which is not being addressed through 

speculative development. The Trade Counter market has also been active in the 

region.  
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4.42 The UK office market is now recovering well in regional centres, with demand 

outstripping supply and particularly strong in the SME market. Blackburn with Darwen 

is in the shadow of Manchester, however, where some 2 million sqft of new 

floorspace is in the pipeline. The City will provide strong competition for larger 

property requirements.  

 

4.43 Analysis of the property market has identified 384 industrial deals having had 

occurred in the past 10 years, totalling 749,390 sqm of floorspace. The largest of 

these deals took place at Greenbank Business Park with the letting of 50,056 sqm of 

space. The last 10 years saw 161 office deals completed, with 47,757 sqm of 

floorspace transacted. Of these deals, offices of a small size, less than 200 sqm, 

dominated the records, accounting for 60 percent of the total. 

 

4.44 The fluctuation of average rental figures was seen for both types of properties over 

the decade, albeit more so with offices. The latest rents for industrial units have seen 

average rents reaching £50/sqm plus, the highest figures seen since 2010, and the 

highest of these rents found at Shadsworth Business Park. For offices, the highest 

rents of the decade where achieved at suites on Commercial Road, Darwen of 

£134.50/sqm. 

 

4.45 Current supply can be found for 102 industrial units throughout Blackburn and 

Darwen, including some large 5,000 sqm plus options alongside nearby Frontier 

Park. 150 units are available on the current office market with, far more than was the 

case in 2015. 

 
4.46 Overall, occupancy rates are at 93-95 percent for industrial floorspace and premises 

in the Borough suggest a lack of choice amongst businesses looking for 

accommodation. For offices, the occupancy rate is lower at 78-88 percent by 

floorspace and premises, meaning there is a much higher level of availability in the 

stock, to meet needs. 

 
4.47 Following consultations with local commercial property agents, demand is being seen 

for small – medium sized units, with good quality space achieving rents of £70/sqm. 

There is demand for both leasehold and freehold options and a healthy investment 

market in the Borough. Future development should focus along the motorway 

junctions. A generally well-performing office market is receiving demand from local 

businesses for space at business centres and business parks alike, although most 
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demand is for smaller suites of 93 sqm or less. Rents of £108–150/sqm are 

achievable and most schemes are well occupied. Future development should be split 

between the motorway junctions, for larger offices, and in Blackburn Town Centre.  
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5.0  STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATIONS 

  

 Introduction 

5.1 This section provides commentary about Blackburn with Darwen, drawn from 

consultations with the public sector and other stakeholders, such as Growth 

Lancashire. It should be noted that each organisation’s comments are their 

perception of the situation, and may well reflect their role and involvement, rather 

than being the complete picture. 

 

5.2 The section also reviews a sample survey of 50 local businesses conducted as part 

of this study. This provides further qualitative evidence of indigenous demand for land 

and property. 

 
Public Sector Stakeholders 
 

East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce 

5.3 The wider Pennine Lancashire market is defined by an oversupply of office premises 

and a shortage of good quality light industrial space. In 2015, growth was led by 

larger manufacturing companies, which were expanding and investing as the wider 

economy recovered from the national recession. A lot of that investment has now 

occurred, while other large firms have put their plans on hold until the uncertainty 

over Brexit is ended. Thus, growth at the moment is led by micro firms, seeking 

flexible property options rather than land.  

 

5.4 Despite investment in the Cathedral Quarter, Blackburn’s office market continues to 

underperform relative to the size of the town. It is not unique in this regard and even 

Preston, the County’s core office centre, has seen little recent market growth.  

 
5.5 Issues commonly raised by Chamber of Commerce members tend to focus on skills 

shortages and finance issues. In terms of premises supply, new businesses main 

concerns tend to be the declining stock of budget premises in the sub-region, which 

are affordable for start-ups. At least in part, this is felt to be a result of Empty Property 

Rates which make it uneconomic for landowners to retain lower value, older buildings 

which are likely to have long periods of vacancy. If re-use for other uses is not viable 

then owners are increasingly seeking to demolish and redevelop the site. This has 

been seen across Blackburn with Darwen, with several older mill properties cleared, 

frequently for housing redevelopments. 
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Growth Lancashire (Formerly Regenerate Pennine Lancashire) 

5.6 Growth Lancashire’s remit has changed significantly since the completion of the 

Regional Growth Fund (RGF) projects. Lancashire’s RGF programme attracted some 

£18 million in grants, which were focused on helping large companies to grow and 

develop, thus generating land and premises requirements. 

 

5.7 Growth Lancashire now manages the Boost Growth Hub Programme and has 

recently been appointed to continue operating that programme for another three 

years. One of 38 Growth Hubs nationally, the Hub provides advice and support to 

primarily micro firms on aspects of business growth and development and provides 

linkages to further and higher education programmes. Some 1,600 businesses have 

been assisted in the last three years.  

 
5.8 The focus of Boost is on new, or early stage, micro businesses who are likely to have 

only modest property needs and are unlikely to need expansion land/property at this 

stage. The main property trend emerging from its work was a strong need for more 

managed (primarily) office workspace, including shared space and other flexible 

space options. In Pennine Lancashire, the exemplar scheme is Landmark in Burnley, 

which provides highly flexible, serviced space to a range of high-tech firms. This 

scheme is helping Burnley to retain high value local start-ups which might otherwise 

have gone to Manchester. Blackburn has the Making Rooms scheme at 1 Exchange 

Street, which does provide flexible workspace, but with several competing schemes 

emerging in Preston, some linked to UCLan, the Borough could do with more such 

space to stay competitive.  

 
5.9 In terms of Inward Investment, Growth Lancashire now has a more limited role, 

passing enquiries directly to the County Council and local authorities, which will act to 

offer sites and premises, if relevant.  

 
HIVE 

5.10 HIVE is a small and growing business network group which operates primarily in and 

for the Blackburn with Darwen area. Its work includes aiming to link the business 

community with local schools and colleges, providing school visits, 1-1 mentoring and 

apprenticeships. The aim is to provide ideas for local residents on the types of jobs 

and job opportunities which exist locally, and to provide a better understanding of the 

business market. Also have an active programme of events and networking for 

businesses.  
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5.11 Blackburn with Darwen is generally a strong and accessible location for businesses. 

HIVE is not receiving any information on businesses desperately seeking new or 

additional space. General property needs seem to be being met. 

 
5.12 The local business community is very loyal to Blackburn with Darwen. There is a 

‘strong sense of place’ amongst them. This loyalty is emphasised by Euro Garages, 

developing its new HQ in the area, despite being a multi-national business. Few 

businesses have left the area, even during the recession and all the main industrial 

estates are well occupied. A lot of development is taking place and 

occupiers/developers are creating modern units and not just relying on old stock. 

 
5.13 The business community includes a high percentage of start-ups or long-established 

family run businesses, but few multi-national operators. This is a gap in the market. 

However, Blackburn with Darwen is seeing inward investment, including Patrick 

Grant a clothing company appearing on the show ‘Sewing Bee’. It recently moved 

into Shadsworth. 

 

5.14 Feel that skills and recruitment are the key issue for businesses, not land and 

property. There is a lack of basic engineering skills, and relevant subjects are not 

being taught in schools and colleges. Those that do have such skills are often lost to 

higher paying jobs elsewhere.  

 
Lancashire County Council (LCC)/Lancashire LEP 

5.15 Although there are ongoing highways investment programmes in Blackburn with 

Darwen, LCC/the LEP are not directly delivering any commercial developments in the 

Borough at present. The focus of activity is on Growth Deal projects which are 

focused in Preston and South Ribble. The closest strategic site with direct LCC 

involvement is Huncoat, near Junction 8, Accrington. A masterplan is currently being 

prepared for this site which will be housing led, but which could include commercial 

options within a mixed-use scheme. 

 

5.16 The Enterprise Zone at Samlesbury also has substantial capacity for jobs growth, 

which will have benefits for Blackburn with Darwen. However, land take up here has 

been very slow with only the BaE training centre and logistics premises for 

Wincanton delivered to date. LCC has completed the new site Spine Road has been 

completed and it is now being more actively marketed. 

 
5.17  Progress at the Cuerden Strategic Site has been hampered by the loss of Ikea as 
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anchor occupier for the scheme. While this has implications for site delivery in the 

short term, it does not, at the time of writing at least, affect overall long-term plans for 

the Strategic Site, where initial site preparation works are underway, and a Hybrid 

Outline/Full Planning Application was consented in September 2017. Delays in 

delivery mean that Frontier Park could be fully developed and occupied before a 

significant offer of B2/B8 space is provided at Cuerden. The development of the 

Cuerden site would have implications for the future delivery of larger B2/B8 uses in 

Blackburn with Darwen, however.   

 

Local Business Needs – Business Survey 
 

5.18 In January 2019 a business survey was completed with 50 different businesses in 

Blackburn and Darwen. This information can provide further analysis into the local 

commercial property market and provides empirical evidence on the demand for land 

and property. 

 

5.19 The views discussed below are those of the individual businesses surveyed at the 

time of consultation and not the views of BE Group or the Council. 

 

Methodology 

5.20 50 businesses were contacted via telephone to answer questions from a structured 

questionnaire, with the results completed by the surveyor at the time of consultation. 

This updates a similar survey, completed for the 2015 Commercial Property Market 

Study. The target businesses types were those occupying B1, B2, B8 premises in the 

Borough. The questionnaire survey asked for basic information regarding the 

business and future land/property needs. The business survey can be found in 

Appendix 3. 

 

Survey Responses 

5.21 The responses to each of the survey questions have been consolidated, to ensure 

the anonymity of individual respondents, and are analysed in the tables/graphs 

below. 

 

Company Activity 

5.22 Companies were asked to state the main activities of their businesses which have 

then been organised into SIC classification groups below. 
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Table 22 – SIC Classification Groups 

SIC Classification Group 
Responses 

Number Percent 

Manufacturing 22 44.0 

Electricity, Air, Gas, Heating Supply 2 4.0 

Construction 4 8.0 

Wholesale and Retail Trade 8 16.0 

Transportation and Storage 1 2.0 

Accommodation and Food Services 1 2.0 

Information and Communication 1 2.0 

Professional, Scientific and Technical Services 9 18.0 

Administration and Support Services 2 4.0 

Total 50 100.0 
Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

5.23 The most common category was manufacturing, with 44.0 percent of respondents 

belonging to this classification group, unsurprising given the general strength of the 

local manufacturing sector. Professional, scientific and technical and wholesale and 

retail trade where also commonly cited by respondents and collectively accounted for 

over a third (34.0 percent) of the businesses. 

 

5.24 48 of the businesses surveyed stated their total number of employees, with a total of 

2,112 people employed between them. These are overwhelmingly full-time 

employees and only one company indicated that it employed part-time staff. The 

average number of full-time employees per businesses is 44. In comparison, the 

average number of employees per business was 72 in the business survey for the 

2015 Study, indicating that survey contacted a higher proportion of larger firms.  

 
5.25 As Figure 2 shows, most of the responding businesses (73 percent) were ‘small’, with 

10-50 staff members. The largest company surveyed employed 400 people. 

 

5.26 Businesses were asked how long they had been trading in Blackburn and Darwen. 

The results show a well-established and stable business community.  The average 

age was 27 years, while 18 firms (36 percent) had been trading for more than thirty 

years and three for more than 75 years. Only eight businesses (16 percent) have 

been trading for less than 10 years, with the youngest being 5 years old. 
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Figure 2 – Employee Numbers 

 

Source: BE Group, 2019 

 
5.27 Companies were asked if they import and export goods and services, which is useful 

in understanding how a much a business relies on other members of the market to 

function. Figure 3 below shows that 80 percent of the respondents stated that their 

business is involved in exporting goods and services. Additionally, 84 percent are 

involved in importing good and services for their business. This shows the broad 

scope of Blackburn with Darwen’s economy.  

 

Figure 3 – Levels of Importing/ Exporting 

 

 Source: BE Group, 2019 
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Current Premises 

5.28 Businesses were asked to state the type of property which their business currently 

occupies i.e. offices, industrial units, with the results displayed in Figure 4 below. 

Businesses could state multiple responses as some may operate from various 

locations within Blackburn and Darwen or occupy a hybrid unit i.e. office/warehouse. 

 

Figure 4 – Types of Accommodation, Percentage 

 

Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

5.29 Almost two thirds of respondents occupy a factory or warehouse unit, a third are in 

office accommodation. Unsurprisingly, lab space is rare in Blackburn with Darwen, 

only accounting for 1.2 percent of premises. Whilst two businesses, in the survey 

completed in 2015, stated occupation within conversion buildings from former uses 

such as mills/ barns, none of the 50 responses in this 2019 survey stated such 

occupation. 

 

5.30 Businesses were asked whether they owned or rented their property. 48 of the 

companies responded with 54 percent indicating ownership of their property and 46 

percent renting. This is similar to the position in 2015. The high ownership level is a 

positive factor as it indicates that these firms have made a strong commitment to 

remaining in the Borough for the long term. 

 
5.31 Businesses were asked to state the size of their current property, with the results 

displayed in Figure 5 below. The responses are relatively diverse, with 24 percent in 

properties of 501-1,000 sqm and 2,001-5,000 sqm respectively. With a dominance of 
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businesses located in B1(c), B2, B8 properties (65.1 percent), it is unsurprising that 

there is a large number of responses at the higher end of the size scale. Businesses 

in property of 201-500 sqm accounts for 22 percent of the responses. Six of the 

businesses occupy premises of over 5,000 sqm and none occupied a 0-100 sqm unit, 

indicating that these are mostly small/mid-sized established businesses. 

 
Figure 5 – Size of Premises 

 

Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

5.32 Businesses were asked to state whether they were satisfied with their current 

premises and if not, to give reasons why. Positively for Blackburn with Darwen, 96 

percent of businesses stated that their current property meets all their operational 

needs, with no stated constraints. Three have relocated into new premises in the last 

four years which meets all their requirements. Only two companies stated some level 

of dissatisfaction, both to do with the size of their current building/site. One business 

will be relocating shortly and the other is planning to in the future, i.e. both expect to 

address issues shortly. Of the businesses whose operational needs are being met, 

purpose built properties and the ability to expand on their current site are the main 

reasons given for their satisfaction. 

 

5.33 Whilst the majority of businesses stated satisfaction with their property, if a problem 

was to arise, 94 of respondents felt that any issue could be addressed without 

external support. 

 
Future Accommodation Requirements 

5.34 The results of this 2019 business survey are very different to the 2015 response. The 
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2015 survey indicated that 50 percent of the businesses had property requirements. 

In 2019, only one business identified a need for future property. This company 

requires bigger premises and so will be moving to the Freckleton Street area in the 

next 12 months. As the company had already identified the new space it requires, it is 

not identified in this survey as an unmet property requirement. The remaining 98 

percent of responses stated no intention to relocate in the next three years. 

 

5.35 Clearly the change between 2015 and 2019 is surprising, although it is worth noting 

that the businesses surveyed in this Study are not necessarily the same as those in 

2015. The aim was to survey a fresh and independent sample of local firms. The 

pattern does reflect trends noted elsewhere, however. In 2015, companies were 

expanding and investing extensively as the wider economy recovered from the 

national recession, and growth plans, on hold during the recession, were brought 

forward, releasing pent up market demand. A lot of that investment has now 

occurred, and companies, having secured the space they need for the foreseeable 

future have no further plans for change. Some firms have put their plans on hold until 

the uncertainty over Brexit is ended, something noted below.  

 

Local Growth Issues 

5.36 The Council was interested in understanding how local factors of the area could 

impact upon the growth of businesses within Blackburn and Darwen. Several 

constraints were presented, as options for respondents to highlight as concerns, with 

respondents allowed to state as many answers as needed (see Figure 6). However, 

the category of ‘other’ saw the highest number of responses, with the majority (59 

percent) of these highlighting Brexit. Specific concerns varied with the nature of 

company’s business, including concerns over tariffs to exporting goods, and 

associated impacts on the haulage industry, the future of UK housebuilding and UK 

consumer spending, however, all saw the uncertainty facing the economy of the UK 

over the next few years as constraining the growth of businesses across Blackburn 

and Darwen. 

 

5.37 Of the specific categories presented, issues with the skill levels of the local workforce 

are identified as a constraint to growth for almost a quarter of the businesses 

surveyed. Not all gave further detail on the skills shortages they face, but those that 

did highlighted a lack of skilled machinists and HGV Drivers (a national issue, 

regularly identified to BE Group in other studies) rather than professional or 

office/administrative roles. Several businesses highlighted that they need to recruit 
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outside of Blackburn with Darwen and indeed, outside of Pennine Lancashire, to fill 

these roles.  

 
Figure 6 – Factors constraining the growth of businesses 

 

Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

5.38 A modest number of businesses also stated constraints regarding road/ rail 

infrastructure, specifically issues with a lack of bus services to the main Employment 

Areas and general local road maintenance, and access to finance. It is important to 

note that none felt that constraints to ICT or digital infrastructure are a constraint to 

growth.  

 

5.39 The Council was keen to understand in what additional ways it may be able to better 

support business growth. 37 business gave a response to this and 72 percent those 

respondents stated that support from the Council in keeping business rates as low as 

possible would aid in the growth of their business. 

 
5.40 The maintenance of roads and up-keep and development of infrastructure are also 

key for businesses, with 44 percent of the responses stating this as a priority for the 

Council to focus on. Additionally, some comments were made for improvements to 

town centre car-parking (two respondents) and help to be given for the training of 

apprentices (three respondents). Further detail was not provided on either issue. 

 
Additional Comments 

 
5.41 At the end of the survey respondents were encouraged to state any additional 

comments/issues they had which had not been brought forward through a question in 
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the survey but deemed appropriate for the Council to be aware of. Of the businesses 

who elected to respond to this question, the majority were choosing to provide 

additional information on the history of their business in its current premises, 

company specific data which cannot be set out here without breaching confidentiality. 

 

Summary 

5.42 The local business community is very loyal to Blackburn with Darwen, as emphasised 

by Euro Garages, developing its new HQ in the area, despite being a multi-national 

business. Few businesses have left the area, even during the recession and all the 

main industrial estates are well occupied. Development is taking place, albeit mostly 

for larger owner-occupier units. The local economy includes few large 

regional/national businesses, but a modest amount of inward investment is occurring.  

 

5.43 The strongest demand is for smaller industrial space, and there is a particular 

shortage of budget options. In 2015, growth was led by larger manufacturing 

companies, which were expanding and investing as the wider economy recovered 

from the national recession. A lot of that investment has now occurred, while other 

large firms have put their plans on hold until the uncertainty over Brexit is ended. The 

office market is of a much smaller scale and still seeing modest performance 

generally, although this is not just an issue for Blackburn with Darwen. Good quality, 

flexible workspace is needed to allow Blackburn with Darwen to retain its high value 

high tech and creative start-ups.  

 
5.44 Elsewhere in Lancashire, Cuerden and the Samlesbury Enterprise Zone have the 

potential to deliver economic benefits for Blackburn with Darwen, but delivery on both 

is proving slow at present. However, slow delivery at Cuerden is beneficial as it likely 

means that Frontier Park will be developed and occupied before any competing 

strategic scale B2/B8 units can be brought forward in South Ribble.  

 

5.45 Skills shortages are an issue, with particular skill gaps for engineering workers and 

HGV drivers (a national issue).  

 

5.46 The survey of 50 businesses within Blackburn and Darwen covered a range of 

businesses in various types and sizes of premises. Two-thirds of the responses came 

from businesses in factory and warehouse units. Nearly three quarters of 

respondents were ‘small’, businesses of 10-50 people. 
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5.47 The vast majority of the businesses had no specific property requirements, and 

evidence is that the large number of property requirements observed in the 2015 

Commercial Property Market Study have since been met. Other companies appear to 

be holding off on any further expansion until the economic uncertainties of Brexit 

have passed. The only company with a need to relocate for bigger premises already 

has plans to do so in the next 12 months. 

 

5.48 The constraints facing the growth of businesses are primarily regarding the 

uncertainty in the UK economy due to Brexit. Local concerns are primarily linked to 

business rates. The maintenance of roads and up-keep and development of 

infrastructure are also key for businesses, with 44 percent of the responses stating 

this as a priority for the Council to focus on. It is important to note that none felt that 

constraints to ICT or digital infrastructure are a constraint to growth. 
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6.0 EMPLOYMENT LAND ASSESSMENT 
 

Introduction 

6.1 This section looks at the portfolio of potential employment land in the Borough, not 

only how much there is, but also its quality, type, suitability and availability. Blackburn 

with Darwen needs a balanced portfolio of land to accommodate a sustainable, 

growing economy that can respond to dynamic market conditions, changing business 

needs and working practices. The land supply established here can then be 

compared to the employment land need, as identified in the HENAS study. 

 

6.2 The 13 employment sites considered here comprise Blackburn with Darwen’s 

identified employment land supply, as defined in Policy 13 – Employment Land 

Allocations in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies Document, 

(2015). This identified 12 local sites, totalling 43.50 ha. Frontier Park (formerly the 

Whitebirk Strategic Site) is also considered. While this strategic site falls primarily 

into Hyndburn Borough, 12.8 ha of its emerging B1/B2/B8 supply is identified as 

helping to meet Blackburn with Darwen’s needs. 

 
6.3 Also reviewed are six sites which fall under Policy 28 – Development Opportunities of 

the same document. These are further sites with potential to provide B Class 

employment uses, either as standalone developments or as part of a mix of uses. 

These total 23.67 ha. Proformas for the 19 sites considered are provided at Appendix 

4. 

 

6.4 Table 23 provides the main supply analysis. It outlines site sizes and provides 

comments on current status (e.g. owner intentions), which informs an assessment of 

the amount of land realistically available for B1/B2/B8 uses. Barriers to delivery are 

considered as are any attempts to overcome those barriers. The likely development 

potential of the site is also considered in terms of type and quantity of premises to be 

delivered and main sectors which could be accommodated within that development. 

Finally, a plausible timescale for delivery is set out. 
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Table 23 – Employment Sites Schedule 

Site 
Ref. 

Name  Baseline 
Supply, 

ha 

Realistic 
Supply, 

ha 

Development Comments Barriers to Development Overcoming Barriers Likely Premises Delivered – Scale and Type Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Delivery 
Period, 
Years* 

Policy 13 – Employment Land Allocations 

13/1 Lower 
Philips 
Road, 
Whitebirk 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Blackburn  

6.07 6.07 Two proposals noted: 

• Pets Choice Production Building - Phase one, 6957 
sqm on 1.52 ha is now under construction, in the 
south of the site, following some delays over licencing 
agreements. Phase Two, 13,000 sqm on 2.72 ha 
estimated for 2023/24 

• Hippo Cars Garage – Expected to commence shortly 
in the north of the site. Works will include a new an 
access road, linking the site with Hippo’s existing 
facility, off Trident Way in the south.  Estimated take 
up 2020/21. 

Pets Choice are contracted to purchase the site, freehold, 
upon completion of its facilities. 

Backland site  
Limited access options 
Pylons cross Site 
Public rights of way cross 
site 
Former landfill site  
Possible ecological issues 

Assume limited barriers to 
development now underway 

21,807 sqm proposed overall, comprising 19,937 
sqm of primarily B2 industrial space along with 
1,850 sqm of Sui Generis motor retail. 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Wholesale and retail trade 

1-3 

13/2 Furthergate 
Phase 2 – 
Blakewater 
Road, 
Imperial Mill 
Business 
Park, 
Blackburn  

2.01 2.01 Links to land to the west, south of Greenbank Road, 
which is owned by Adhan. However, owners are showing 
limited interest in development, at present. 
Council intend to market the site in spring 2019, seeking 
interested parties. 

Irregularly shaped site, 
would likely require the 
inclusion of some adjacent 
land to be viable 
Mature trees across most 
of the site 
Flood risk associated with 
River Blakewater 
Possible contamination, 
with heavy contamination 
on adjacent land 

Blakewater Road frontage could 
support a modest development, 
with some loss of trees, 
although a linking of this site and 
the Greenbank land would still 
be desirable to support a larger 
development of up to 5 ha. 
Further assessment would be 
needed to determine the 
abnormal costs of remediating 
the wider site though and if this 
inhibits viable development of B-
Class uses. 

Current site could deliver some 7,800 sqm of 
premises at a standard developer ratio of 3,900 
sqm/ha. Despite constraints it retains a high value 
frontage onto Blakewater Road which is well suited 
to accommodate good quality manufacturing (likely 
light industry given site size and shape). Site 
currently too small for storage and distribution. 
Based on area also unlikely to be of interest for 
offices. 

Manufacturing 
 

5+ 

13/3 Furthergate 
Phase 1 – 
New 
Developmen
t Plots, 
Gorse 
Street, 
Blackburn 

4.19 4.19 Site will be split in two by the Pennine Reach road 
scheme, currently under construction (expected 
completion May 2019). Result will be two highly 
prominent roadside development sites on a gateway 
location into central Blackburn 
Upon completion of Road, site will be marketed. Looking 
to secure a good quality B2 development on site. 
Council reviewing options to relocate the allotments to the 
north east and create an additional development plot of 
some 1.2 ha, along the Road. Although this has yet to be 
agreed or confirmed. 
 

Close to housing and canal Road scheme will clear site and 
address any outstanding 
constraints 

Emerging gateway sites would suite higher quality 
uses where prominence and customer access are 
key. Allowing for some land lost to the road, 14,000-
15,000 sqm of floorspace could be delivered here, 
with another 4,600 possible if the allotment site was 
included. 
If some enabling development is needed site would 
also be suited for roadside retail, food or leisure 
uses, although these uses are now catered for at 
nearby Frontier Park. 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Wholesale and retail trade 

1-3 

13/4 St Peter’s 
Quarter, 
Freckleton 
Street, 
Blackburn 

3.30 0.49 Proposals noted: 

• Land west of Wainwright Way consented for a 
Home Bargains store – 1.03 ha of land, 3,115 sqm 
of retail floorspace. Development expected to 
commence April 2019 

• Land south of River Blakewater – 0.19 ha, 1,000 
sqm. Land being sold to adjacent business, North 
West Sweets, estimated take up 2020/21 

• Land east of Wainwright Way, north of St Peter 
Street – 0.55 ha, 2,600 sqm. Land likely to be sold 
to high value luxury car dealership, estimated take 
up 2023/24 

• Land east and west of Wainwright Way, north of St 
Peter Street – Land occupied by a Cemetery which 
cannot be developed – 0.40 ha 

• East of Wainwright Way, at the end of Weir Street 
– One remaining plot, with no development 
proposed - 0.30 ha 

Other land now taken up by road infrastructure of 
Wainwright Way. Thus, the land which appears readily 
available for/likely to be taken up by, B1/B2/B8 
development is 0.49 ha. 

Flood risk associated with 
River Blakewater 
 

Road scheme cleared the site 
and addressed most constraints 
 

Proposals include: 

• 3,115 sqm of retail 

• 2,600 of Sui Generis Motor retail 
Approx. 2,170 sqm likely to be, or remains available 
for, B1/B2/B8 uses 

Manufacturing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance 
activities 
Professional, scientific and 
technical activities 
Administrative and support 
service activities 

3-5 
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Site 
Ref. 

Name  Baseline 
Supply, 

ha 

Realistic 
Supply, 

ha 

Development Comments Barriers to Development Overcoming Barriers Likely Premises Delivered – Scale and Type Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Delivery 
Period, 
Years* 

13/5 The 
Wrangling, 
Blackburn 

1.57 0.00 Developed for a mini rail depot for 13-14 trains, of 2-3 
carriages in length. Depot is used for train cleaning, light 
maintenance and refuelling, mostly at night and employs 
20. New development includes small scale offices and 
staff welfare facilities. 

None Developed site Site is a rail maintenance depot. Transportation and storage 
 

Develope
d 

13/6 Evolution 
Park, 
Shadsworth 
Road, 
Blackburn 

3.82 3.82 Lancashire Care Foundation Trust (LCFT) have s 5-year 
option on the site, which expires in March 2019, but no 
progress toward delivery made to date. 
LCFT continue to express interest in the site, with 
proposals for Health Innovation Hub, a combined 
diagnostic and training centre. The Council is seeking a 
firm commitment from LCFT for site delivery in the next 
12-18 months. 
Alternative interest from other parties including Euro 
Garages. 
Council is currently bidding for monies from One Public 
Estate, Round Seven to develop a masterplan and 
complete other site research, expected to know outcome 
in Feb 2019 

Ecological issues 
 

Assume limited barriers to 
development 

Assumed primarily C2 medical uses (with some 
B1(a) offices and D1 training facilities) or B1/B2/B8 
development. Site could accommodate some 
14,900 sqm at standard developer ratio of 3,900 
sqm/hectare. 
 

Human health and social work 
activities 
Education 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance 
activities 
Professional, scientific and 
technical activities 
Administrative and support 
service activities 

5+ 

13/7 Plot C, 
Shadsworth 
Business 
Park, 
Blackburn 

1.92 1.92 GAP Building Products payed a deposit for the land. 
Development not delivered as GAP lacked the fiancé 
after several other acquisitions.  
Building licence expired Aug 2018, Council renegotiating 
with GAP, with the assumption of delivery by 2021. 
Delivery expected by 2022/23 
 

Ecological issues 
 

Assume limited barriers to 
development 

Likely to be used for a mixture of production, trade 
and storage.  9,267 sqm proposed 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

1-3 

13/8 Waterside 
Employment 
Site, 
Haslingden 
Road, 
Blackburn 

6.29 6.29 • North Plot –. Construction underway, despite lack of a 
planning consent, for new HQ offices for Euro 
Garages, plus a restaurant. Hoping to complete by 
November 2019. 

• South Plot – Purchased by Roundhouse 
Developments. Proposal for 4,500 sqm of commercial 
space on 1.40 ha, comprising small starter units, 
comparable to Roundhouse schemes in South Ribble. 
Estimated delivery 2021/22. 

Ecological issues 
Agents also report that gas 
pipelines cross the site 
Adjacent housing and 
green corridors associated 
with Reservoir to the west 
also issues 

Assume limited barriers to 
development now underway 

15,995 sqm of overall proposed. 11,495 sqm 
definitively offices. 4,500 sqm may include a 
broader B1/B2/B8 mix. 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance 
activities 
Professional, scientific and 
technical activities 
Administrative and support 
service activities 

1-3 

13/9 Premier 
Way, Walker 
Park, 
Blackburn 

2.61 2.61 WEC previously sought to deliver a HQ facility for itself 
and a training academy for the wider engineering 
industry, however, was unable to secure funding 
WEC has since been purchased by a foreign investor. 
WEC approached the Council in late 2018 with plans for 
a B2 manufacturing use here, for its own purposes, which 
it hopes to deliver by 2020. 

Ecological issues 
 

Assume limited barriers to 
development 

Site could provide 10,200 sqm of B2 space at 3,900 
sqm/hectare. 

Manufacturing 
 

1-3 

13/10 Commercial 
Way, 
Blackburn 
Interchange 

3.39 0.60 • Phase 1 – Now largely complete, most units occupied 
with occupiers including Euro Car Parts 

• Phase 2 – 1,131 sqm is forecast to complete in 
2018/19, 2,369 sqm in 2020/21 

Thus some 0.60 ha remaining as of February 2019. 

None Assume limited barriers to 
development now underway 

8,700 sqm in total of B1(c)/B2/B8 Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

1-3 

13/11 Hollins 
Grove 
Developmen
t Site, 
Darwen 

1.33 1.33 Proposals for B2 uses on site and housing on land to the 
south. Unclear if current owner would seek to deliver this 
or not 

Adjacent railway line 
Possible contamination 
Site size and shape 
Trees on site 
Close to housing 

Proposals for a mixed-use 
development include housing to 
cross fund the B-Class 
development and seek to 
overcome constraints. 

The current site could deliver some 5,070 sqm of 
premises at a standard developer ratio of 3,900 
sqm/hectare. 

Manufacturing 
 

5+ 
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Site 
Ref. 

Name  Baseline 
Supply, 

ha 

Realistic 
Supply, 

ha 

Development Comments Barriers to Development Overcoming Barriers Likely Premises Delivered – Scale and Type Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Delivery 
Period, 
Years* 

13/12 Chapels 
Park, 
Darwen 

7.00 3.50 Site is large and has local prominence, but its distance 
from the M65 is felt to be a barrier to attracting interest 
Past enquiries for waste related uses 
Council have now issued an Expression of Interest to the 
five developer partners under its framework. Responses 
have been requested by 4th March 2019. Subject to any 
interest, and what developers consider the site could 
support, the Council will then tender for a developer 
partner. 

Site shape irregular in 
places  
Possible contamination 
Mine shafts on site 
Aquafer under site 
Ecological issues 
Pylons cross the site  
Sloping in places 
Trees on site 
Close to housing 
Drains cross site 
Site investigations have 
revealed that half the site is 
likely to be undevelopable 

Site size and shape would 
favour splitting the site into two 
parcels, north and south of the 
Controlla Covers unit. As noted, 
the north, is heavily constrained 
and likely only suited for storage 
uses, if anything.  The southern 
plot appears less constrained as 
flat grassland but does require 
some diversion of electricity 
cabling.  

 

Site overall is large enough to accommodate a mix 
of uses. However, position is likely to favour B2/B8 
and open storage uses for whom prominence and 
motorway access is less of a priority. 
If north cannot be developed, the south could 
provide 13,650 sqm of premises at a standard 
developer ratio of 3,900 sqm/hectare. 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

5+ 

N/A Frontier Park 
(Whitebirk 
Strategic 
Site), 
Blackburn 

12.80 9.60 Development underway, although no completions yet 
recorded. B-Class development nearing completion at 
February 2019 includes: 

• FP- One – 17,234 sqm industrial/logistics unit 

• Pioneer Court – Unit 1 (1,257 sqm manufacturing 
unit) complete, Units 2-4 (7,432 sqm in units of 
1,858-2,787 sqm) 

• Non B-Class service station is also operational on 
the site. 
 

Frontage hotel, pub/restaurant and two design and build 
units in the north (FP2 – up to 19,974 sqm and FP3 – up 
to 37,161 sqm) have yet to be commenced. 
Total site area is 32 ha. It is agreed that 40 percent of the 
site take up will be applied to Blackburn with Darwen, 60 
percent to Hyndburn. A quarter of the site will be 
developed for non B-Class uses, leaving 24 ha, of which 
40 percent is attributable to Blackburn with Darwen = 
9.60 ha. 
Agents reports a healthy level of enquiries from sub-
regional and regional logistics operators. Indeed, as this 
Study was completing, the first deal was announced at 
Frontier Park.  Machinery supplier Tek-Dry Systems has 
agreed a 5,667 sqm pre-let on part of Unit 1, Pioneer 
Court. 
Rapid delivery of the site ensures it should be complete 
by the time competing locations, such as the Cuerden 
Strategic Site, South Ribble become available. Around 
five years for full delivery is estimated by the agents.  

None Assume any issues addressed 
in development 

Demand assumed to be led by larger B8 
requirements although, based on comparable sites 
elsewhere there is likely to be strong overlap 
between B8 and B2 operations on the site 
 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

3-5 

Sub-Total 56.30 42.43  

Policy 28 – Development Opportunities 

28/1 Former Site 
of East 
Lancs 
Coachbuilde
rs, Whalley 
New Road, 
Blackburn 

1.50 0.00 Cleared site, wooded in the north east 
Felt owner may have high value expectations on the site 
Owner has had pre-application discussions with the 
Council for retail uses on while site – group of 12 shops 
themed to Asian weddings 

Trees on site 
River Blakewater adjacent, 
likely flood risk 
Possible contamination 
from previous uses 

Constraints would limit 
residential options here, but it is 
assumed they could be 
overcome for commercial or 
industrial schemes 

As noted, retail and or B8 trade options are most 
likely. Industrial or warehouse businesses may also 
seek out the affordable development land here 
although it is outside of the core Employment Areas 
around the motorway junctions.  
The current site could deliver some 5,850 sqm of 
premises at a standard developer ratio of 3,900 
sqm/hectare. 

Manufacturing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Transportation and storage 

3-5 
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Site 
Ref. 

Name  Baseline 
Supply, 

ha 

Realistic 
Supply, 

ha 

Development Comments Barriers to Development Overcoming Barriers Likely Premises Delivered – Scale and Type Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Delivery 
Period, 
Years* 

28/3 Cathedral 
Quarter 
Phase II, 
Blackburn 

0.11 0.11 Maple Grove Developments received consent for a six-
storey office building of 4,331 sqm, including 2,798 sqm 
of upper floor offices and options for a restaurant bar or 
coffee shop in December 2018 
Maple Grove will not develop the building speculatively 
and are presently marketing it to possible occupiers. 
Given the slow take up of space in One Cathedral 
Square, delivery of this property is expected to be a 
longer-term prospect. The planning consent allows five 
years for delivery, before it lapses, rather than the usual 
three. 

None Assume limited barriers to 
development 

2,798 sqm of offices, plus ground floor hot food 
options. 

Information and communication 
Financial and insurance 
activities 
Professional, scientific and 
technical activities 
Administrative and support 
service activities 
 

5+ 

28/4 Witton 
Business 
Park, 
Preston Old 
Road, 
Blackburn 

10.52 0.00 Site comprises 45,290 sqm of industrial/warehouse and 
office floorspace, in seven units of 2,294-14,134 sqm in a 
refurbished industrial complex of seven units, divided in 
two by the River Darwen. 
Site is active use at present with one unit on the market, 
to let – Unit 2, 5,585 sqm 
Although premises are of a low quality, the space 
remains 88 percent occupied by floorspace, 86 percent 
by premises numbers. Owner is continuing to market the 
current buildings for occupancy, with no known plans for 
redevelopment 

Site in active use at 
present 

- Subject to changing landowner aspirations or a 
decline in scheme performance, there appears to be 
no strong need for redevelopment at this time 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance 
activities 
Professional, scientific and 
technical activities 
Administrative and support 
service activities 
 

5+ 

28/5 Ewood, 
Blackburn 

4.80 0.00 Undeveloped land now divided in two by the A666 Alan 
Shearer Way 
Western site is used for matchday parking by Blackburn 
Rovers Football Club (BRFC) 
Adjacent Albion Mill has been demolished for the 
construction of a 92 extra care apartment development 
for older people 
Various proposals have been put forward, but were 
progressed, including:  

• A training ground for BRFC 

• An unmanned Peak Storage Plan for an energy 
company 

• Options for expansion of the retail offer of the Ewood 
District Centre to the south 

Site is not judged to be viable for employment uses, due 
to site constraints’ 
One possible alternative use would be development, by 
the Council, of a Household Waste Centre on the western 
plot, consolidating existing centres in Blackburn and 
Darwen 

Close to housing and 
Travellers site. Council is 
completing a Gypsy and 
Traveller Sites review. 
Relocation of this facility 
would be an expensive and 
difficult process, however. 
Eastern plot is small, 
irregularly shaped and 
partly covered by mature 
trees 

Development plans will need to 
realistically consider the impact 
of the adjacent Travellers site on 
likely demand for land and 
property here. Without relocation 
of this facility, attracting a high 
value B-Class use to the site 
remains unlikely. 

As noted above uses, such as household waste, 
open storage and similar remain more likely, at this 
time, on the western plot 
Some 18,700 sqm of floorspace could be delivered 
here, split across the two plots at 3,900 
sqm/hectare. 

Transportation and storage 
 

5+ 

28/8 Sappi Site, 
Star Drive, 
Off Preston 
Old Road, 
Blackburn 

1.50 1.50 Consented for B2 industrial which is expected to 
comprise four small starter units of 370-380 sqm each, 
1,486 sqm in total. 
To the south, is the Blackburn Mill Combined Heat and 
Power and Embedded Generation plant, which will 
remain in use, operated by Scottish Power  
The retail and community options, mentioned in the 
Outline consent, are now not expected to be delivered. 
Owners have spent the last two years remediating the 
site and are expected to more toward delivery in the 
short-medium term, with the B-class uses as a later 
phase of development 

Various ecological, 
hydrological, 
archaeological issues 
including ground 
contamination.  
Remains of buildings on 
site 
Footpaths cross the site 
 

Remediation now largely 
completed. Assume that any 
remaining issues can be 
overcome through careful 
planning and design of the wider 
scheme 

1,486 sqm of B2 space proposed Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
 

3-5 
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Site 
Ref. 

Name  Baseline 
Supply, 

ha 

Realistic 
Supply, 

ha 

Development Comments Barriers to Development Overcoming Barriers Likely Premises Delivered – Scale and Type Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Delivery 
Period, 
Years* 

28/9 Former 
Lower 
Darwen 
Paper Mill, 
Greenbank 
Terrace, 
Lower 
Darwen  

5.24 3.00 Site was consented for offices in 2006 for a high quality 
office park, of which Phase I was for four three-storey 
buildings of 476-990 sqm. 
Two were built.  However, development coincided with 
the onset of the recession and the buildings (and the 
wider site) have stood vacant since. 
The land has been purchased as a joint venture between 
Blackburn with Darwen Council and Barnfield 
Construction. Current plans, recently submitted for 
Outline planning, are for an education and careers hub, 
some 15,000 sqm of industrial space and housing. 
 

None Assume limited barriers to 
development 

15,000 sqm of industrial space proposed. Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
 

1-3 

Sub-Total 23.67 4.61  

Total 79.97 47.04  
Source: BE Group and BwDBC, 2019 
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6.5 The full baseline supply, comprising Policy 13, relevant Policy 28 sites, plus a 40 

percent share of Frontier Park, is 79.97 ha. However, within that supply, the following 

issues can be noted: 

 

Policy 13 – Employment Land Allocations 

• 13/4: St Peter’s Quarter, Freckleton Street, Blackburn – Consented/proposed 

development plans include retail and Sui Generis car dealerships. Also 

excluding land which is undevelopable, such as the cemetery site, the 

realistically available supply of B-Class land is 0.49 ha 

• 13/5: The Wrangling, Blackburn – Land now developed as a rail depot 

• 13/6: Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn – While proposals here 

have historically been for D1 uses, linked to the hospital, any such medical 

linked development remains uncertain at this time and the land remains 

available for B1/B2/B8 uses 

• 13/10: Commercial Way, Blackburn Interchange – Extensive development 

here, since the site was surveyed in 2015, means that only 0.60 ha remains 

undeveloped, at the time of this Study 

• 13/12: Chapels Park, Darwen – Site investigations indicate that half of the 7 

ha site is likely to be undevelopable. 

 

Policy 28 – Development Opportunities 

• 28/01: Former Site of East Lancs Coachbuilders, Whalley New Road, 

Blackburn – Although B8 trade uses are possible here, a retail focused 

scheme appears most likely, given landowner aspirations 

• 28/4 Witton Business Park, Preston Old Road, Blackburn – Site remains in 

active use as a B-Class industrial estate, with all land and property in use, or 

on being marketed for occupation. No evidence that redevelopment of this 

site is likely in the short or medium term 

• 28/3: Cathedral Quarter Phase II, Blackburn – Delivery of a second large 

office building here could prove challenging given the difficulty in delivering 

the first building. However, is still assumed to be achievable if the right mix of 

occupiers and terms can be agreed 

• 28/5: Ewood, Blackburn – Land here is constrained by adjoining uses and the 

split of the site by the main road.  It is not considered a viable option for B-

Class uses. 
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• 28/9: Former Lower Darwen Paper Mill, Greenbank Terrace, Lower Darwen – 

Current proposals, submitted for outline planning, would see some 3 ha 

developed for B-Class industrial uses here. 

 

6.6 At Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic Site), Blackburn development, is underway, 

although no completions are yet recorded. The total site area is 32 ha. It is agreed 

that 40 percent of the site take up will be applied to Blackburn with Darwen, 60 

percent to Hyndburn. A quarter of the site will be developed for non B-Class uses, 

leaving 24 ha, of which 40 percent is attributable to Blackburn with Darwen, 9.60 ha. 

 

6.7 Therefore, in Table 24 scenarios are presented for Blackburn with Darwen’s land 

resource, considering the total supply initially and then adjusting it according to the 

various assumptions made above. As shown, when accounting for all these changes 

the most realistic scenario is a supply of 47.04 ha, excluding land which is developed 

and land which appears unlikely to be developed for B-Class uses, or at all. 

 

Table 24 – Blackburn with Darwen Land Supply Scenarios  

Scenario Cumulative Total 
Land Supply, ha 

Comments 

Baseline 79.97 Maximum Land Supply  

Amended Baseline, excluding 
land which is developed or will 
be developed for non B-Class 
uses 
 

75.61 • 13/5: The Wrangling, Blackburn – Land 
now developed as a rail depot - 1.57 ha 
developed 

• 13/10: Commercial Way, Blackburn 
Interchange – 2.79 ha completed here 

Amended Baseline, excluding 
land which is developed or will 
be developed for non B-Class 
uses and 28/4 Witton Business 
Park, Preston Old Road, 
Blackburn.  

65.09 28/4 Witton Business Park, Preston Old 
Road, Blackburn – Assumed this site will 
continue in its present function, with no 
redevelopment – 10.52 ha supply reduction 

Amended Baseline, excluding 
land which is developed or 
subject to development which is 
close to completion; 28/4 Witton 
Business Park, Preston Old 
Road, Blackburn and land likely 
to be developed for non B-Class 
uses. 

 

55.34 Assumes: 

• 13/4: St Peter’s Quarter, Freckleton 
Street, Blackburn – Based on known 
plans, 2.81 ha is likely to be developed 
for non B-Class uses or is 
undevelopable 

• 28/01: Former Site of East Lancs 
Coachbuilders, Whalley New Road, 
Blackburn – Although B8 trade uses are 
possible here, a retail focused scheme 
appears most likely, given landowner 
aspirations – 1.50 ha supply reduction 

• Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic Site), 
Blackburn – 24 ha to be developed for 
B-Class uses, of which 9.60 ha can be 
applied to Blackburn with Darwen, i.e. a 
3.20 ha reduction on the Baseline 
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Scenario Cumulative Total 
Land Supply, ha 

Comments 

supply 

• 28/9: Former Lower Darwen Paper Mill, 
Greenbank Terrace, Lower Darwen – 
Current proposals, submitted for outline 
planning, would see some 3 ha 
developed for B-Class industrial uses 
here, i.e. a 2.24 ha reduction on the 
Baseline supply 

Amended Baseline, as above 
and excluding two other sites 
where physical constraints are 
expected to limit the deliverable 
area of land 

(Realistic Supply) 
 

47.04 Assumes: 

• 13/12: Chapels Park, Darwen – Major 
physical constraints prevent delivery of 
B-Class uses on half the site – 3.50 ha 

supply reduction. 

• 28/5: Ewood, Blackburn – Constraints 
prevent development – 4.80 ha supply 

reduction. 

 
 

Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

Realistic Supply Analysis 

6.8 Within this realistic supply, just over a quarter is likely to provide primarily industrial 

uses and 22.0 percent mixed industrial/warehouse options (see Figure 7). This is in 

addition to the 9.60 ha (Blackburn with Darwen share) of Frontier Park, which is also 

marketed for two sub-regional and regional scale industrial/warehouse options. As 

noted, while proposals on 13/6: Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn have 

historically been for D1 uses, linked to the hospital, any such medical linked 

development remains uncertain at this time and the land remains available for 

B1/B2/B8 uses. 28/3: Cathedral Quarter Phase II, Blackburn, is Blackburn with 

Darwen’s only office site. 

 
6.9 Two sites are of a size and position to support a mix of uses, which could include 

offices, subject to overcoming constraints: 

• 13/3: Furthergate Phase 1 – New Development Plots, Gorse Street, Blackburn 

• 13/6: Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn 

 

6.10 All are Council-owned sites, giving the Council greater control over what is delivered 

here. 
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Figure 7 – Anticipated Land Use, ha 

 

 
Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

6.11 In terms of when sites will be brought forward for development, while 13/10: 

Commercial Way, Blackburn Interchange and Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic 

Site), Blackburn are delivering space, and some construction has also started on 

13/1 Lower Philips Road, Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn, none of these sites 

is expected to be fully developed in less than a year. Overall, 24.68 ha, 52.5 percent 

of the local supply, is likely to be delivered in a time frame of up to three years.  

 
6.12 Progress towards development is also being made at 13/4: St Peter’s Quarter, 

Freckleton Street, Blackburn and 28/8: Sappi Site, Star Drive, Off Preston Old Road, 

Blackburn. However, both sites are complex with multiple schemes to be delivered. A 

timeframe of 3-5 years is thus allowed for delivery. Frontier Park also has the 

potential to complete in this time period although as some plots are offered for 

Design and Build development, the real timeframe needed for completion is 

dependent on market interest. 

 

6.13 Five sites, totalling 10.77 ha (22.9 percent of the total), are unlikely to be brought 

forward in less than five years. This includes 4.83 ha in Darwen (sites 13/11 and 

13/12) and 2.01 ha in Blackburn (13/2) where a range of physical constraints need to 

be overcome, and a viable scheme needs to be agreed. 28/3: Cathedral Quarter 

Phase II, Blackburn is unconstrained but dependant on securing a number of major 
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occupiers to anchor the new office building, something which again is expected to 

take time.  

 

Figure 8 – Hectares Available, years 

 Source: BE Group 2019 
 
 

 

 
6.14 13/6: Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn is also unconstrained, but there 

has been little progress towards the preferred development here –medical, training 

and business facilities – in recent years and evidence is that it will take time to realise 

any such development, or to consider other options.  

 

Site Grading 

6.15 All sites have been graded using a standard scoring system that consists of objective 

measures (as far as possible). Each site is scored out of a 100, made up of ten 

individual measures, each scored out of ten. These are: proximity to the strategic 

highway network, proximity to routes within the local network, prominence, access to 

public transport, planning status, access to services, constraints, environmental 

setting, flexibility and availability. The detailed scores and scoring system are 

provided in Appendix 5 and 6. 
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6.16 Two scores are provided in Table 25 a total score and a market-led score, which 

reflects the locational strengths and weaknesses of each site.  The market-led score 

is made up of just strategic highway proximity, proximity to routes within the local 

network, prominence, environmental setting and flexibility. These are the 

characteristics that are very difficult to improve. The other five aspects (public 

transport, planning status, services, constraints and availability), which combine to 

make up the total score, are easier to improve and hence provide the ability to raise 

the quality of a site. 

 

6.17 The highest scoring sites (by total and market-led criteria) are found adjacent to the 

M65 Junctions, most notably Frontier Park and 13/10: Commercial Way, Blackburn 

Interchange. This is unsurprising as both have been a focus for recent, high quality 

development on main Motorway and A-Road junctions in the Borough. Both retain 

some undeveloped land although it appears unlikely that this land will remain 

available for more than a couple of years.  

 

6.18 Away from the Motorway, 28/3: Cathedral Quarter Phase II, Blackburn scores best, 

reflecting its prominent, unconstrained position in the Town Centre, close to the Rail 

Station. Scoring also reflects the longer-term delivery prospects however.  

 

Table 25 – Employment Sites Scoring 

Name Realistic 
Size, ha 

Score, 
max 
100 

Market -led 
Sub-total 

Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic Site), 
Blackburn 

9.60 92 49 

13/10: Commercial Way, Blackburn Interchange 0.60 88 42 

28/9: Former Lower Darwen Paper Mill, 
Greenbank Terrace, Lower Darwen  

3.00 78 24 

13/9: Premier Way, Walker Park, Blackburn 2.61 75 42 

13/3: Furthergate Phase 1 – New Development 
Plots, Gorse Street, Blackburn 

4.19 70 35 

28/3: Cathedral Quarter Phase II, Blackburn 0.11 70 30 

13/4: St Peter’s Quarter, Freckleton Street, 
Blackburn 

0.49 68 30 

13/8: Waterside Employment Site, Haslingden 
Road, Blackburn 

6.29 67 35 

13/7: Plot C, Shadsworth Business Park, 
Blackburn 

1.92 64 30 

13/6: Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, 
Blackburn 

3.82 64 35 

13/1:  Lower Philips Road, Whitebirk Industrial 
Estate, Blackburn  

6.07 55 27 

13/2: Furthergate Phase 2 – Blakewater Road, 2.01 50 27 
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Name Realistic 
Size, ha 

Score, 
max 
100 

Market -led 
Sub-total 

Imperial Mill Business Park, Blackburn  

13/12: Chapels Park, Darwen 3.50 50 31 

28/8: Sappi Site, Star Drive, Off Preston Old 
Road, Blackburn 

1.50 47 21 

13/11: Hollins Grove Development Site, Darwen 1.33 45 24 
Source: BE Group, 2019 

 

6.19 13/11: Hollins Grove Development Site, Darwen is the worst scoring overall. This 

reflects the fact that this land, which is more isolated from the strategic road network, 

is unlikely to be brought forward for development in the short or medium term and is 

constrained. Most of these issues can also be seen on neighbouring 13/12: Chapels 

Park, Darwen, although this site is also larger, and thus more flexible on the range 

and scale of uses it can accommodate. 

 

6.20 The scoring is intended to give a reasonably objective, transparent appraisal of the 

overall quality of the land resource. This scoring system is just one method to use 

when assessing sites. There will be exceptions that prove the rule. However, it gives 

general guidance, and those sites scoring well are the ones to be protected – at least 

more so than those scoring poorly. However, low scoring sites can still have a role to 

play in satisfying the needs of all sectors of Blackburn with Darwen’s businesses. For 

example, sites in Darwen could have a role in providing budget workshop and 

storage accommodation to local firms.   

 

Employment Areas Assessments 

6.21 BE Group has reviewed a total of 20 Employment Areas across Blackburn with 

Darwen (Table 27). These are the main industrial estates and business parks of the 

Borough, as identified as Primary and Secondary Employment Areas under Policies 

14-15 in the Local Plan Part 2 Site Allocations and Development Management 

Policies DPD. Maps of the Employment Areas are included at Appendix 7. 

 

6.22 This work updates the 2015 Commercial Property Market Study, which reviewed key 

Employment Areas. The analysis includes the following:   

• The ‘Area’ contains the local authority’s designated title for the area 

• The size in hectares is also provided 

• A brief ‘Description’ in the form of the consultancy team’s comment on the 

area, including the main use classes. Comments from the 2015 Study are 
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included, where they remain relevant, although not all 20 Areas where 

individually reviewed in that 2015 research 

• The current occupancy rate of the scheme is identified, by floorspace and 

premises numbers, using premises currently on the market. Generally, 

schemes which are more than 90 percent occupied are effectively full, when 

the normal churn of companies and premises is allowed for, and thus offer 

limited choice to business, both local and inward investors, seeking space. 

Conversely, low occupancy rates may indicate an area seeing low demand 

for land and premises 

• Any differences from the 2015 Study are highlighted. Significant areas of 

vacant or underused land, which could provide future redevelopment 

opportunities, are identified 

• The ‘Grade’ refers to BE Group’s professional opinion on the ranking that 

should be afforded to the individual area.  These are described in Table 26 

• Finally, recommendations/actions for the future role of the area are set out.   

 

Table 26 – Grades A to E Definitions 

Grade Definition Action 

A High quality, prestigious, flagship business areas due to 
their scale, location and setting. Capable of competing for 
investment in the regional market place. These are prime 
sites for marketing to a cross section of users including 
new inward investors. They can also meet the needs of 
image-conscious, aspirational companies already in the 
local authority area 

Protect strongly in the 
Local Plan as Primary 
Employment Area 

Support and expand 

B Good employment sites due to their scale, location and 
setting. Capable of competing for investment in the sub-
regional market place. These are prime sites for 
marketing to a cross section of users, B1, B2 and B8, 
including some new inward investors. 

Protect strongly in the 
Local Plan as Primary 
Employment Area 

Support and expand 

B/C Key employment sites with an influence over the whole 
local authority area, but primarily geared towards local 
businesses and B1 light industrial, B2 and B8 uses. 

Protect in the Local 
Plan as 
Primary/Secondary 
Employment Area 

Support 

C 

C/D Lower quality locations in residential areas suffering from 
poor accessibility and massing. 

Continue to 
protect/review through 
the Local Plan as 
Secondary 
Employment Area 

D 

D/E Very poor quality areas. Widespread vacancy and 
dereliction in poor environments. Or areas which have 
been, or are in the process of being, lost to other uses. 

Promote alternative 
uses if possible 

E 

Source: BE Group 2019 
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6.23 Overall, there is a local supply of 480.65 ha of developed land in, or with potential for, 

B1/B2/B8 uses in Blackburn with Darwen. 351.94 ha (73.2 percent) of this supply is 

in Blackburn, 128.71 ha (26.7 percent) is in Darwen. 

 

6.24 Inevitably, the quality of premises in Areas varies considerably but all are well 

occupied and while there remain a number of older mill and factory premises, across 

the Borough, most appear to be in active, if not full, use. Where old mill/factory land 

and premises have historically stood vacant, take up for alternative uses has usually 

followed, if not always rapidly. The ‘Science Park’, at the junction of Ordinance Street 

and Hutton Street, Copy Nook, Blackburn is the only large facility which appears 

significantly underused/largely vacant (and not being marketed), at this time without 

obvious plans for change. 
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Table 27 – Employment Area Summaries  

Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

Land at M65, 
J4 Commercial 
Road, Darwen 

(Primary) 

14.62 Description 

Mixed employment area, prominently located off the 
M65 and providing a range of industrial/warehouse 
options and office schemes. Most property is 
modern and completed in the last 20 years. The 
area incorporates motorway services and a DVLA 
Test Centre. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 76.8 percent by premises, 73.3 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 49 B Class units and 20,958 sqm of 
floorspace, 0.97 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 88 percent occupied, by floorspace.  
Of 49 identified properties, 37 (76 percent) are B1(a) 
offices, by far the most significant supply of offices 
in the Darwen area. Rents of £130-135/sqm have 
been achieved here in 2014/15. 

Part of the M65 Corridor area - Shadsworth, 
Whitebirk, Walker Park and Roman Road, 
Blackburn and Land at M65, J4 and Lower Eccleshill 
Road in Darwen – Identified as the preferred 
location for occupiers seeking space and especially 
inward investment. 

Changes Since 2015 

Site 13/10 Commercial Way, 
Blackburn Interchange – 5,200 
sqm of additional floorspace 
delivered and mostly occupied 
(seven further units). 3,500 sqm 
to be delivered over next two 
years. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

Once Site 13/10 Commercial 
Way, Blackburn Interchange is 
completed, area will be full. Area 
bound by other uses with no 
further expansion options. 

B Modern, employment area and 
key office park for the Borough. 

 

Protect strongly in the Local 
Plan as key local/regional 
employment area for B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 

 

Further refinement of the policy 
mapping could exclude areas in 
A1-A4 retail and hot food uses 
along with Sui Generis motor. 
Boundary in the west does not 
reflect the full extent of the 
Arkwright Court office scheme and 
neighbouring light industry. 

North of 
Imperial Mill 
(including 
National Grid 
Site), 
Blackburn 

(Primary) 

20.23 Description 

Dispersed industrial estate, comprising modern, 
mid-sized industrial units in the east (Greenbank 
Industrial Estate) and older property and yards in 
the west, off Gorse Street. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 95.4 percent by premises, 96.7 
percent by floorspace. 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

13/2 Furthergate Phase 2 – 
Blakewater Road, Imperial Mill 
Business Park, Blackburn and 
adjacent former National Grid site 

B/C Mixed scheme, but incorporating 
modern B2/B8 units and space for 
major employers 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Was included with Greenbank Industrial Estate, in a 
wider area referred to as ‘Greenbank’. This wider 
area comprises 65 B Class units and 61,689 sqm of 
floorspace, 2.86 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 95 percent occupied, by floorspace. 
Of 65 identified properties, 29 (45 percent) are B1(a) 
offices, most of the rest the rest mixed B1(c)/B2. 

Felt to be an undersupply of space at Walker Park, 
Roman Road, Greenbank, Glenfield Park and 
Whitebirk. 

(5 ha total) remain undeveloped 
land, discussed further above. In 
the long term, the open storage 
and older industrial areas north of 
Greenbank Road may offer 
redevelopment opportunities. At 
present all land appears to be in 
use here by Hanson Cement, 
EMR Scrap Metals and Premier 
Forklifts. 

Crown and 
Hollins Mill, 
Hollins Lane, 
Darwen 

(Primary) 

27.69 Description 

Major production facility for Crown Paints, in the 
Darwen settlement area and bounded by terraced 
housing, Hollins Mill is former Paper Mill site 
comprising dispersed older buildings and large 
areas of vacant/open storage land. 

 

Occupancy Rate: No marketed space. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 16 B Class industrial units and 
64,061 sqm of floorspace. 

Changes Since 2015 

Housing was sought on the 
Hollins Mill Site, and refused 
consent, in mid-2018. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

13/11 Hollins Grove Development 
Site, Darwen (1.33 ha total) 
remains undeveloped land, 
discussed further above. The 
wider Hollins Mill site (16-17 ha) 
appears poorly used, with 
significant areas of vacant land, 
and represents a long term 
redevelopment opportunity. 

B/C Protect Crown Paints site 
strongly in the Local plan as home 
to a key local employer. Consider 
more flexible approach Hollins Mill 
site to allow this area to provide a 
broader range of redevelopment 
options. 

Wensley 
Fold/Bank 
Top, Darwen 

(Secondary) 

12.83 Description 

Small, moderate quality industrial area to the rear of 
retail/trade uses, off a main route into Blackburn 
from the west. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 94.5 percent by premises, 87.6 
percent by floorspace. 

Changes Since 2015 

Former Newman Shoes Factory, 
Garden Street has been cleared. 
In mid 2018 the site received 
consent for 2,142 sqm of B2/B8 
industry/warehousing on 1.09 ha. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

C Moderate quality but active and 
well occupied local employment 
area. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 18 B Class units and 36,165 sqm of 
floorspace, 1.68 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 62 percent occupied, by floorspace. 
Of 18 identified properties, 8 (44 percent) are B1(c) 
light industrial, the rest B2/B8. 

As noted above. 

India Mill, 
Bolton Road, 
Darwen 

Part of 

Bolton 
Road/Hilton 
Street/Balle 
Street, 
Darwen, 
discussed 
below 

(Secondary) 

1.60 Description 

Major mill complex, sub-divided to provide a multi-
occupancy business facility plus, plus other large 
occupiers and decked parking. Prominently located, 
off the A666, in the Darwen settlement area. 

 

 

India Mill Managers consulted. Main comments: 

Current occupation at the centre. 
 Adjacent industrial company occupies the basement, 
first and second floor of the centre. Third floor is a mix 
of small businesses including design, IT companies. 
Capita (call centre) occupy the fourth and fifth floor 
with 750 employees. 
 
90 percent occupied. Two offices are vacant but not 
currently available. They have been left in disarray 
from old tenants and are now in need of 
refurbishment. 
 
Demand: 

• Last 12-18 months enquiries are mainly from 
micro, 1-3 employee sized businesses 

• Try and encourage potential leases to be on 3 
year basis and incentivise that more space taken 
means more car-parking spaces 

• Enquiries received from mostly small businesses. 
Companies of 15-20 employees require levels of 
car parking that can’t be met at the business 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

See below 

 

B/C Major, multi-occupancy business 
facility for Darwen, and a key local 
source of affordable office space 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

centre. 
 
Car-Parking: 

• 1,000 employees tend to be in the centre daily, 
yet there are roughly only 400 car-parking spaces. 
Many are parking on the main road which just 
causes extra traffic related problems 

 

 

2015 Study Comments 

5,894 sqm in size. It is by far the most significant 
single facility in Darwen. In 2015, it was 70-75 
percent occupied offering suites of 20-50 sqm, with 
20 sqm suites most popular. 

Bolton 
Road/Hilton 
Street/Balle 
Street, Darwen 

(Secondary) 

7.82 Description 

Large, moderate quality, older industrial units, 
surrounding India Mill, and accommodating several 
large local employers, in a mostly residential area 
south of Darwen Town Centre. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 87.4 percent by premises, 97.5 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 43 B Class units and 75,402 sqm of 
floorspace, 3.50 percent of the Borough’s total supply. 
It was 96 percent occupied, by floorspace. Of 43 
identified properties, 34 (79 percent) are B1(a) offices, 
most of the rest the rest mixed B2/B8. 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

Kenley Haulage site includes a 
large area of open space, some 
2 ha, south of Balle Street. India 
Mill Managers argue that It 
would benefit the Council to do 
something with this space. 
However, the site is now 
consented for an Energy 
Reserve Facility of 652 sqm, by 
STOR Power.  

B/C Group of older properties but 
including some large local 
employers. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 

 

Shadsworth 
Business 
Park, 
Blackburn 

(Primary) 

66.01 Description 

Good quality, major industrial estate, the largest in 
the Borough, accommodating mainly mid-large 
sized firms including major local employers such as 
GAP, RPC containers as well at the current Euro 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

13/7 Plot C, Shadsworth 

A One of the Borough’s major 
industrial estates, home to both 
local and sub-regional/regional 
employers. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

Garages HQ on the main road frontage. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 96.1 percent by premises, 95.1 
percent by floorspace. 

 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 195 B Class units and 193,658 sqm 
of floorspace, 8.99 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 96.4 percent occupied, by floorspace 
Of 195 identified properties, half, 97, are B1(a) 
offices, with B1(c) and B8 predominating amongst 
the rest.  

Average property sizes are 700-1,000 sqm 

Focus of market demand due to its ease of access 
to the M65 (alongside Roman Road and Walker 
Park) and the high quality of much of the space, 
particularly around Evolution Park. The Innovation 
Centre, Evolution Park is particularly identified as a 
high-quality micro business scheme 

Rents of £65/sqm were achieved for good quality 
light industrial units in locations close to the M65, 
specifically Shadsworth, Walker Park and Roman 
Road. 

Business Park, Blackburn (1.92 
ha total) remains undeveloped 
land, discussed further above 

Protect strongly in the Local 
Plan as key local/regional 
employment area for B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses 

Roman 
Road/Davyfi
eld Road, 
Blackburn 

(Primary) 

24.53 Description 

Group of modern, larger industrial units, with M65 
and main road frontage, alongside a large electricity 
substation, with two private homes on the frontage. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 100 percent occupied. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 10 B Class units and 35,575 sqm of 
floorspace, 1.65 percent of the Borough’s total 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

1.7 ha of land north of Accrol 
Papers, sold at Auction in March 
2018 with consent for a 4,552 
sqm of B1/B8 industry 

B Modern, high quality B2/B8 
business space 

 

Protect strongly in the Local 
Plan as key local/regional 
employment area for B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

supply. It was fully occupied in 2015. Six of the units 
are B2, the others B1(c) and B8. 

Part of the M65 Corridor area - Shadsworth, 
Whitebirk, Walker Park and Roman Road, 
Blackburn and Land at M65, J4 and Lower Eccleshill 
Road in Darwen – Identified as the preferred 
location for occupiers seeking space and especially 
inward investment. 

Rents of £65/sqm were achieved for good quality 
light industrial units in locations close to the M65, 
specifically Shadsworth, Walker Park and Roman 
Road. 

Bolton 
Road/Novia 
Scotia, 
Blackburn 

(Secondary) 

18.70 Description 

Large, inner urban employment area, sitting east 
and west of the A666. Comprises mostly smaller, 
moderate-budget quality units, largely in trade/motor 
trade uses, including some scrap yards. One large 
building, plus haulage yards, in the north west, 
occupied primarily by Gilbraith. Some frontage retail 
and overlap with Novia Scotia Retail park in the 
west. 

  

Occupancy Rate: 96.3 percent by premises, 95.5 
percent by floorspace 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area referred to as Hollin Bank in 2015. Boundary 
defined then may not exactly accord with the 
boundary today. 2015 area comprised 21 B Class 
units and 2,098 sqm of floorspace, 1.10 percent of 
the Borough’s total supply. It was 92.4 percent 
occupied, by floorspace. 11 of the units (52 percent) 
are B1(c), a third (7) are B8, the rest B1(a) offices. 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

Several areas of open storage 
around Sharples Street/Pomfret 
Street, which could provide long 
term infill options. All appear in 
use at present, however. 

C/D Mixed, moderate quality 
employment area, well occupied. 

 

Generally, protect in the Local 
Plan as local employment area for 
B1/B2/B8 (and appropriate 
ancillary) uses However, 
potentially recognise that this area 
is now largely in B8 trade use. 

 

Consider adjusting boundary in 
the south east to exclude areas of 
Nova Scotia Retail Park. 

 

Walker Park, 
Blackamoor 

48.67 Description 

Modern, good quality employment area, in two 

Changes Since 2015 

10,219 sqm unit built on Roman 

A One of the Borough’s major 
industrial estates, home to both 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

Road, 
Blackburn 

(Primary) 

parts. East is a linier group of modern B2/B8 units, 
frontage by a small office park. West is a major B8 
logistics facility for MDA, plus a further group of 
B2/B8 units fronting Roman Road. The latter 
includes a recently completed new unit for Mardix. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 87.9 percent by premises, 99.2 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 33 B Class units and 195,778 sqm 
of floorspace, 9.09 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. The B2/B8 units are an average of 6,000 
sqm each in size. It was 94.5 percent occupied, by 
floorspace. 10 units (30 percent) are offices at 
Walker Park, nine (27 percent) of the units are B2, 
nine are B8. 

Part of the M65 Corridor area - Shadsworth, 
Whitebirk, Walker Park and Roman Road, 
Blackburn and Land at M65, J4 and Lower Eccleshill 
Road in Darwen – Identified as the preferred 
location for occupiers seeking space and especially 
inward investment. 

Rents of £65/sqm were achieved for good quality 
light industrial units in locations close to the M65, 
specifically Shadsworth, Walker Park and Roman 
Road. 

Rents of £130-135/sqm have been achieved here in 
2014/15 for offices. 

Road, Sigma 110, and occupied 
by Mardix Group. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

13/9 Premier Way, Walker Park, 
Blackburn (2.61 ha total) 
remains undeveloped land, 
discussed further above 

local and sub-regional/regional 
employers. Also a key source of 
larger self-contained offices, not 
readily available elsewhere in 
Blackburn or Darwen. 

 

Protect strongly in the Local 
Plan as key local/regional 
employment area for B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses 

Cross 
Street/Juncti
on 
Street/Grims
haw 
Street/Water
y Lane, 

10.23 Description 

Dispersed industrial area, surrounded by housing 
and comprising a range of small to mid-sized 
industrial units, mostly moderate quality 1980s/90s 
properties but including some more recent facilities. 

 

Changes Since 2015 

N/A 

 

Opportunities for Development 

None. 

C Moderate quality but well 
occupied local space. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

Darwen 

(Secondary) 

Occupancy Rate: 100 percent occupied. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area not individually identified in 2015. 

Copy Nook, 
Blackburn 

(Secondary) 

52.07 Description 

Large, well established employment area within 
inner Blackburn. Comprises a diverse offer of mostly 
older industrial and office stock, which can vary 
considerably in quality. Properties of concern 
include what is referred to as ‘The Science Park’, at 
the junction of Ordinance Street and Hutton Street, 
which appears increasingly vacant although broadly 
well maintained. Stanley Street Mill and Bright 
Street Mill are of a very low quality but, appear to be 
in some use at present. Conversely Appleby Road 
and the mill conversion, Daisyfield Business Centre, 
provide better quality modern stock and overall the 
area, appears active and well occupied. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 99.6 percent by premises, 99.5 
percent by floorspace. Other space here may be 
vacant, but not marketed. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Referred to as ‘Furthergate’ in 2015, Area 
comprises 236 B Class units and 164,047sqm of 
floorspace, 7.61 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply (the second largest supply after Glenfield 
Park). It was 92.2 percent occupied, by floorspace. 
Of 236 identified properties, use class split is: 

• B1(a): 65 (28 percent) 

• B1(c): 80 (34 percent) 

• B2:33 (14 percent) 

• B8: 57(24 percent). 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

1.11 ha of undeveloped land is 
potentially available, north of 
Gate Street, extending up to the 
Leeds Liverpool Canal. 

Some of the lower quality 
buildings highlighted might 
represent long term 
redevelopment opportunities but 
appear in use a present. 

C/D Major employment area, a good 
source of budget quality space 
and well occupied. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
Monitor area for signs of 
further degradation in some 
lower quality buildings. 

 

Consider adjusting boundary in 
the south east to exclude Tesco 
foodstore. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

Furthergate and Glenfield Park offer substantial 
stocks of smaller industrial premises, which can 
meet micro business needs. In most of the other 
Employment Areas the emphasis is on larger units. 

Glenfield 
Park, 
Blakewater 
Road, 
Blackburn 

31.68 Description 

Large, historic factory complex, sub-divided to 
provide a budget-moderate quality business park, 
mostly for local firms. Incorporates some new build 
and refurbished premises and two modern office 
and industrial schemes on Blakewater Road. South 
of Blakewater Road is a further old factory building, 
now operated as a budget quality business centre 
by Bizspace. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 97.6 percent by premises, 86.7 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 250 B Class units and 203,611 sqm 
of floorspace, 9.45 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply (the largest employment area, by floorspace, 
in the Borough). It was 97.5 percent occupied, by 
floorspace. Of 250 identified properties, use class 
split is: 

• B1(a): 123 (49 percent) 

• B1(c): 54 (22 percent) 

• B2:17 (7 percent) 

• B8: 56 (22 percent). 

Furthergate and Glenfield Park offer substantial 
stocks of smaller industrial premises, which can 
meet micro business needs. In most of the other 
Employment Areas the emphasis is on larger units. 

Glenfield Park has seen low rents of £30-55/sqm 
since 2011. Rents for serviced office space can be 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

0.5 ha of land at the end of 
Percliff Way, currently in use for 
aggregate storage, could 
provide a long term 
redevelopment opportunity. 
Redevelopment and 
refurbishment in the wider 
Glenfield Business Park facility 
is likely to be an ongoing 
process 

B/C The largest employment area in 
the Borough, older lower grade 
space, but has enjoyed some 
investment. A key source of 
serviced and micro business 
accommodation. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 

 

Site boundary in the south, off 
Percliff Way, is currently drawn 
incorrectly, passing through some 
industrial units, and should be 
adjusted. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

as £80/sqm for the budget Glenfield Park scheme 

 

Glenfield Park Business Centre, Blackburn. 
Manager comments: 

‘The Centre provides industrial units of 100-500 sqm 
which are fully let at present. Rents are £25-30/sqm. 
Receive an average of 10 enquiries a week for both 
industrial and office space, all from local firms in a 
wide mix of sectors.’ 

Greenbank 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Blackburn 

(Primary) 

22.73 Description 

Disperse group of larger industrial units, including 
Khanjra Foods, along with a number of retail/trade 
uses in the east. South west of site currently under 
development for new road link which will open up 
land. Area split in two by the Leeds Liverpool Canal. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 95.4 percent by premises, 96.7 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Was included with North of Imperial Mill (including 
National Grid Site), Blackburn, in a wider area 
referred to as ‘Greenbank’. This wider area 
comprises 65 B Class units and 61,689 sqm of 
floorspace, 2.86 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 95 percent occupied, by floorspace. 
Of 65 identified properties, 29 (45 percent) were 
B1(a) offices, most of the rest the rest mixed 
B1(c)/B2. 

Felt to be an undersupply of space at Walker Park, 
Roman Road, Greenbank, Glenfield Park and 
Whitebirk. 

 

Changes Since 2015 

New road development 
underway/partially completed, 
which is opening up land in the 
south. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

13/3 Furthergate Phase 1 – New 
Development Plots, Gorse Street, 
Blackburn (4.19 ha) remains 
undeveloped land, which will be 
available on completion of the 
road, discussed further above. 
Some undeveloped land in the 
North West, between the River 
Blakewater and the Canal 
(approx. 2.3 ha). Unclear if this is 
developable unless land to the 
north, 13/2 Furthergate Phase 2 – 
Blakewater Road, Imperial Mill 
Business Park, Blackburn and 
adjacent former National Grid site, 
is developed first. It also sits on a 
disused waste site (Imperial Mill). 

B/C Mixed scheme, but incorporating 
modern B2/B8 units and space for 
major employers. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 

 

Consider separating out premises 
to the east, in trade/retail use from 
the B1/B2/B8, to discourage 
further encroachment of these 
uses into the Employment Area 

Chapels, 30.70 Description Changes Since 2015 C/D Although quality is low overall, 
area does continue to perform a 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

Darwen 

(Primary/Seco
ndary) 

Large area of brownfield land on the eastern edge of 
Lower Darwen, comprising large areas of vacant 
land, surrounding two main waste/scrap processing 
sites, a manufacturing facility for Lucite International 
and several smaller uses. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 100 percent occupied. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Referred to as ‘Goose House Lane (incl. Chapels 
Park)’ in 2015, Area comprises 7 B Class units and 
17,369 sqm of floorspace, 0.81 percent of the 
Borough’s total supply. It was fully occupied, 
comprising mixed B1(c)/B2 space.  

 

In the north of the area, Suez 
Recycling and Recovery UK is to 
submit a planning application for 
an energy-from-waste facility, 
capable of processing 500,000 
tonnes a year of waste, and 
process enough electricity from it 
to power more than 60,000 
homes. 

Opportunities for Development 

13/12 Chapels Park, Darwen 
(7.0 ha total) remains 
undeveloped land, discussed 
further above 

function, accommodating several 
bad neighbour, noisy/polluting, 
uses that could not operate in the 
denser urban areas of Blackburn 
and Darwen. One operator has 
significant plans for growth. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 

 

Eccleshill 
Road, Darwen 
(Primary, part) 

11.39 Description 

Mixed employment area comprising, in the west, a 
large B8 warehouse for CPC, fronted by a 
pub/restaurant, hotel and further development land. 
The east comprises some 9 ha of unused brownfield 
land, the site of the cleared Lower Darwen Paper 
Mill. There were two vacant office buildings on the 
western part of the site, part of the scheduled Axis 
Park scheme, that have never been occupied and 
have now been cleared. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 100 percent occupied. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Not individually reviewed. 

 

Changes Since 2015 

See below. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

• 28/9: Former Lower Darwen 
Paper Mill/Axis Park, 
Greenback Terrace (3 ha) – 
Site of a failed office park and 
unsuccessful application for 
housing. The land has been 
purchased as a joint venture 
between Blackburn with 
Darwen Council and Barnfield 
Construction. Current plans, to 
be submitted for planning 
shortly, are for an education 
and careers hub, some 12 
industrial units and 70 to 80 
homes. 

• Land east of pub/Premier Inn, 

C Protect based on current major 
occupier and future potential for 
growth and new development 
here. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
Primarily on future potential rather 
than current offer. 

 

Adjust boundaries to remove any 
non B-Class uses which are 
delivered in the east. Consider 
also excluding the existing hotel 
and pub/restaurant. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

south east of CPC (0.3 ha) – 
One plot appears to remain 
available on the east side of 
Riversway Drive. This could 
support a small office or light 
industrial scheme or provide 
more motorway-linked 
services. 

Stancliffe 
Street, 
Blackburn 

(Secondary) 

20.16 Description 

Established group of older, mostly budget quality 
industrial and warehouse units, accommodating a 
range of small-mid size local employers in a urban 
area, partly bounded by the River Darwen. Units 
east of Stancliffe Street are mostly in B8 trade use, 
including Waterfall Trade Park. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 97.4 percent by premises, 97.4 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 39 B Class units and 67,063 sqm of 
floorspace, 3.11 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 93 percent occupied, by floorspace, 
with one B1(a) office, 15 B1(c) light industrial units 
(38 percent), nine B2 industrial units (23 percent) 
and 14 B8 warehouses (36 percent). 

In 2015, a vacant industrial unit here had the 
Borough’s lowest quoting rent at £21.53/sqm. 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

None – Open land in the north of 
the site (south of River Darwen) is 
in use as sports pitches. To the 
north of this, north of Stancliffe 
Street, there is some underused 
land north of the electricity 
substation. However, this 
backland appears largely 
inaccessible.   

C/D Established, well occupied local 
employment area. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
Monitor area for signs of 
further degradation in some 
lower quality buildings. 

 

Consider adjusting boundary in 
the east to separate out the Trade 
Park and look to discourage B-
class uses to the west from being 
taken up by trade uses as well. 

 

Orchard Mill, 
Duckworth 
Street, Darwen 

(Secondary) 

7.03 Description 

Linier, urban employment area, running along the 
A666 through Darwen. Most land and property, 
south of Bright Street comprises a major production 
and office facility for Lucite International. North of 
Bright Street are several budget quality B2/B8 units, 
to rear of shops and housing. 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

 

Opportunities for Development 

None  

C Established, well occupied local 
employment area. 

 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 
Protect major Lucite facility as a 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

 

Occupancy Rate: 100 percent occupied 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Not individually reviewed. 

 

priority. Monitor area for signs 
of further degradation in some 
lower quality buildings. 

 

Consider adjusting boundary 
around Bright Street/A666 
Blackburn Road to remove the 
housing and frontage shops/trade 
uses.  

Whitebirk 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Blackburn 

(Primary) 

47.16 Description 

Major industrial estate, in an edge of settlement 
location, mostly comprising larger, low density, 
industrial and warehouse complexes. Although 
mostly comprising older, moderate quality space, 
the area accommodates a number of the Borough’s 
major employers, including Pets Choice.  

 

Occupancy Rate: 88.1 percent by premises, 86.7 
percent by floorspace. 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Area comprises 42 B Class units and 84,418sqm of 
floorspace, 3.92 percent of the Borough’s total 
supply. It was 94.5 percent occupied, by floorspace. 
Of 42 identified properties, use class split is: 

• B1(c): 11(26 percent) 

• B2:12 (29 percent) 

• B8: 19 (45 percent). 

 

Contains a high proportion of Blackburn’s higher 
quality warehouse stock.  

Changes Since 2015 

Some commencement of 
development on site 13/1, as 
noted above. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

13/1 Lower Philips Road, 
Whitebirk Industrial Estate, 
Blackburn (6.07 ha total) remains 
undeveloped land, discussed 
further above. 

B One of the Borough’s major 
industrial estates, home to both 
local and sub-regional/regional 
employers. 

 

Protect strongly in the Local 
Plan as key local/regional 
employment area for B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses 

Branch Road, 
Lower Darwen 

(Secondary) 

6.40 Description 

Local scale, moderate quality, estate of older 
industrial and warehouse properties and open 

Changes Since 2015 

None 

C Established, well occupied local 
employment area. 
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Area 
(Primary/Sec
ondary 
Employment 
Area) 

Size, 
ha 

Description/Occupancy Rate/2015 Study 
Comments 

Changes Since 
2015/Opportunities for 

Development 

Grading Recommendations 

storage sites, on an edge of settlement location. 

 

Occupancy Rate: 100 percent occupied 

 

2015 Study Comments 

Not individually reviewed. 

 

Opportunities for Development 

None 

Protect in the Local Plan as 
local employment area B1/B2/B8 
(and appropriate ancillary) uses. 

Total 480.65  

Source: BE Group 2019 
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6.25 Given the high occupancy rates, the supply of readily available brownfield land, 

within the boundaries of the 20 Employment Areas is limited. Also, much of the land 

which is available is already identified as Local Plan employment sites and discussed 

above. However, looking at the long term, research has identified several 

‘redevelopment opportunities’ which have the potential to provide at least some 

‘windfall’ employment sites which could meet an element of need, these are: 

• 1.7 ha of land north of Accrol Papers, sold at Auction in March 2018 with 

consent for a 4,552 sqm of B1/B8 industry 

• Copy Nook, Blackburn – 1.11 ha of undeveloped land is potentially available, 

north of Gate Street, extending up to the Leeds Liverpool Canal 

• Glenfield Park, Blakewater Road, Blackburn – 0.5 ha of land at the end of 

Percliff Way, currently in use for aggregate storage. It is understood the 

owner has long term aspirations for an industrial development here 

• Greenbank Industrial Estate, Blackburn – Some undeveloped land in the 

North West, between the River Blakewater and the Canal (approx. 2.3 ha). 

Unclear if this is developable unless land to the north, 13/2 Furthergate Phase 

2 – Blakewater Road, Imperial Mill Business Park, Blackburn and adjacent 

former National Grid site, is developed first.  

 
 
Summary 

6.26 At the time of this Study, February 2019, Blackburn with Darwen’s baseline land 

supply comprised 79.97 ha in 19 sites. 12 of these are established undeveloped 

employment allocations, previously identified for B-Class uses under Plan Policy 12. 

In addition is the 12.8 ha share of Frontier Park, identified as forming part of 

Blackburn with Darwen’s supply. Six further sites fall under Plan Policy 28 – 

Development Opportunities. These are further sites with potential to provide B Class 

employment uses, either as standalone developments or as part of a mix of uses. 

 

6.27 However, the 79.97 ha supply includes areas of land which are developed, unlikely to 

be developed or likely to be developed for non B Class uses. Removing such land 

reduces the net supply to 47.04 ha.  

 

6.28 Around 69 percent of the supply is mostly suited to industrial and warehouses uses, 

including the remaining strategic supply at Frontier Park. 28/3: Cathedral Quarter 

Phase II, Blackburn, is Blackburn with Darwen’s only office site, although three other 

sites could potentially provide offices, likely as part of a mixed-use scheme.  
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6.29 Overall, 16. 24.68 ha, 52.5 percent of the local supply, is likely to be delivered in a 

time frame of up to three years. Frontier Park also has the potential to complete in 

this time period although as some plots are offered for Design and Build 

development, the real timeframe needed for completion is dependent on market 

interest. Five sites, totalling 10.77 ha (22.9 percent of the total), are unlikely to be 

brought forward in less than five years as they have physical and market-based 

constraints to overcome.  

 
6.30 Site scoring shows that Blackburn with Darwen’s most valuable sites are located 

near the Motorway junctions and it is unsurprising that these are also the sites where 

recent take up has occurred. Conversely, the lowest scoring land is found in Darwen, 

where older industrial sites have a range of physical constraints to overcome. 

 

6.31 A review of Blackburn with Darwen’s allocated employment areas indicates that most 

are established office and industrial areas, and while quality can vary, and their 

remains a high proportion of older stock, occupancy rates are high, which a good mix 

of local scale premises and larger options for regional and national operators. 

Blackburn with Darwen’s flagship (A or B Grade) locations are: 

• Land at M65, J4 Commercial Road, Darwen 

• Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn 

• Roman Road/Davyfield Road, Blackburn 

• Walker Park, Blackamoor Road, Blackburn 

• Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn. 

 

6.32 These are the Borough’s most modern Employment Areas. Alongside what is being 

delivered at Frontier Park, they contain the bulk of Blackburn with Darwen’s larger, 

good quality office, industrial and warehouse premises, which accommodate existing 

large businesses and could be marketed to inward investors. With the exception of 

Whitebirk Industrial Estate, all are close to, and accessible from, the M65. 

 

6.33 Over the Local Plan period, there are several potential redevelopment/regeneration 

opportunities, which might deliver additional land supply, should it be required. 

However, these are caveated in that owner/developer aspirations for B1/B2/B8 

development on these sites has not been tested. 
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS 

 

Introduction 

7.1 This study has included a wide-ranging look at the factors affecting Blackburn with 

Darwen’s economy, with particular reference to those that are likely to affect the 

future need for, and supply of, land and property within the Borough. This section 

draws together the main issues that will need to be addressed as a preliminary to the 

more detailed recommendations set out in Section 8.0. 

 

7.2 The study has been undertaken in line with the Revised NPPF and relevant Planning 

Practice Guidance notes Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment and 

Housing and Economic Needs Assessment. It is developed in support of the Housing 

and Economic Needs Assessment (HENAS), for Blackburn with Darwen and 

Hyndburn Boroughs, that sets out forecast scenarios for housing and economic 

growth. Both this study and HENAS inform and update the Local Plan evidence base, 

on matters of B-Class land need and supply. 

 

Economic Profile 

7.3 In terms of existing employment, the strength of local manufacturing is noted. 

Borough-wide, it accounted for 17.3 percent of jobs locally in 2017 (10,934 jobs), 

more than double the national average of 7.6 percent. In Darwen, more than a third 

of local employment is in manufacturing sectors. Specific local strengths include the 

manufacture of rubber and plastic, fabricated metal, paper products and food. 

Darwen has a specific strength in the manufacture of chemicals and chemical 

products. 630 people, 4.8 percent of the local labour force were employed in that 

sector in 2017. 

 

7.4 The local construction sector is less exceptional. While it does employ 1,670 locally, 

2.5 percent of the workforce, the Lancashire average is 5.7 percent and the North 

West/national average is 4.8/7 percent. Warehousing and land transport also has a 

somewhat modest role, employing 2,125 people locally, 3.2 percent of the total. 

While this is reasonable in the Lancashire context, where it accounts for 2.8 percent 

of local employment, it is still below the North West (4.1 percent) and the national 

(3.6 percent), averages.  

 

7.5 Blackburn with Darwen’s has a strong reliance on public sector employment. In 2017, 

28.9 percent of the Borough’s workforce was employed in public administration, 
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education and health. This compares to a Lancashire average of 23.2 percent, and 

North West and national averages of only 21.7 and 20.9 percent respectively. 

 

7.6 Taken as whole the main private sector office-based sectors employ almost as many 

in the Borough as manufacturing – 11,205, 16.7 percent of employment of the 

workforce. Blackburn Town Centre has a particular strength in legal and accounting 

activities. 

 
7.7 There is also quantitative evidence for growth prospects in the service sector. This 

Study has analysed Oxford Economics Forecasting, developed and expanded for the 

HENAS study, for the Local Plan period 2018-2036. It should be noted HENAS has 

produced two forecast scenarios, a ‘policy-off’ baseline forecast and a ‘policy-on’ 

economic growth forecast. That forecasting indicates growth of some 3,190-3,240 

jobs in office-based sectors to the end of the Local Plan Period. Construction is also 

forecast to be a growth area, gaining 350-510 jobs.  

 
7.8 Transportation and Storage, in comparison, would see negligible or slightly negative 

change, over the same period. In the public sector, any growth is projected to be in 

health and social work, which will generate only limited requirements for B-Class 

premises. 

 

7.9 Most significantly, a decline in manufacturing employment of 2,400 jobs is forecast 

for the same period. However, such forecasts need to be treated with a degree of 

caution as they are ultimately based on national and regional trends with some local 

adjustments, which means, at a local level economic activity is not always accurately 

represented.  

 

7.10 Also, merely translating jobs to land needs will not always reflect local property 

trends. Certainly, the forecast large scale decline in manufacturing employment does 

not reflect recent development patterns. Over 2012-2018, a quarter of completions 

have been for B2 floorspace and 42 percent for B8 floorspace. As is noted below, 

market demand remains strongly focus in the industrial sector. In addition, even if the 

local manufacturing sector was losing jobs this would not necessarily result in a 

reduced land needs or a loss of existing sites. Past experience suggests that even 

where businesses are contracting in employment terms, they will continue to hold 

onto sites in anticipation of future improvements. Also, where jobs are being lost to 
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automation, those new automated processes will still require land on which to 

operate. 

 
7.11 However, the forecast does provide evidence of national/regional prospects for 

growth in both office sectors and construction, which will ultimately impact on the 

local market, even if it is not to the degree suggested. If a long term view is taken, 

across the whole Plan period and beyond, then there is still a need to account for 

growth in office sectors and storage and distribution.  

 

Property Market Assessment 

7.12 The national market remains resilient despite the looming threats of Brexit. Growing 

demand for industrial, warehousing and, to a lesser degree, office properties is 

generating supply shortages which are not being met by the current market. 

However, high development costs mean that speculative development is a remains 

challenging outside of prime city economies. 

 

Industrial Market 

7.13 The national manufacturing sector active, with requirements driven by the need to 

adapt operations in the face of the regularly changing requirements of the supply 

chains they serve. Mid box’ units (5,000 – 10,000 sqm) are most desirable nationally, 

with shortages of high grade space.  

 
7.14 Most past transactions were for properties of up to 5,000 sqm, with a focus on units 

of 201-1,000 sqm and 1,001-5,000 sqm. However, property market stakeholders 

suggest current market demand is focused at the smaller end of the market, up to 

464 sqm. This is felt to reflect the fact that many large local businesses have 

achieved their current expansion goals at present, while others have placed growth 

on hold until the national uncertainties of Brexit are addressed. Thus, growth is 

focused in smaller businesses, evidenced by recent take up at Commercial Way, 

Blackburn Interchange, where units of 185 sqm or less have been most successful. 

 
7.15 Reflecting the above, larger units, of 2,300 sqm or more, are harder to let, and face 

strong competition from schemes in Greater Manchester and Merseyside. Average 

rents are £54-57/sqm at present, improved from £34/sqm in 2012, for second hand 

space. £70/sqm is achievable for good quality space, while of £95 – 108/sqm has 

been secured for light industrial/trade options at Commercial Way. 
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7.16 There is little doubt that the preferred location for businesses is the M65 Corridor 

area. Future development should be based around the motorways. This is most 

important for industrial units where easy HGV accessibility is key and where links to 

existing industrial estates of Shadsworth, Whitebirk, Walker Park and Roman Road 

and Blackburn Interchange can be made. The view of agents was that schemes 

should focus on smaller B1(c)/B2 industrial space rather than larger units of the kind 

currently being provided for at Frontier Park.  

 
Warehouse Market 

7.17 The national logistics market continues to grow, driven by the retail/e-retail sectors 

and a significant shortage of strategic B8 space in the North West, something 

Frontier Park (which is outside of the Borough boundary but part of Blackburn’s 

market area) appears to be capitalising on at present. 

 

7.18 Current completions at Frontier Park range from 1,855 sqm up to 37,157 sqm, with 

quoting rents of £70-75/sqm. Discussions with potential occupiers are underway and 

the chances of early lettings are likely, with one pre-let now secured. 

 

7.19 The aim is for these buildings to attract logistics companies to the area. Blackburn 

has not previously had a large B8 offer so developing Frontier Park means competing 

regionally in a new market for the Borough. Under other circumstances Frontier Park 

could struggle to compete against better located sites elsewhere, such as Omega at 

Warrington. However, constrained supply in these locations and a failure to bring 

forward the Cuerden Strategic Site has given Blackburn with Darwen the opportunity 

to grow into a new market.  

 
7.20 Elsewhere, there is a steady local B8 market in locations including Shadsworth and 

Walker Park. For the most part this is linked and ancillary to the main B2 

manufacturing markets in these areas. 

 

 

Office Market 

7.21 The UK office market is now recovering well in regional centres, with particular 

strengths in administrative and professional, science and tech sectors. In the North 

West, Manchester dominates in terms of office development, with 2 million sqft of 

new-build development currently underway, a scale of growth which will have impacts 

on prospects for delivery in surrounding sub-markets, including Pennine Lancashire. 

However, much of that new office development is aimed at larger companies with 
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sole occupancy of larger floorplates. As demand for offices grows, more 

development, of all sizes, is needed, including serviced accommodation. 

 
7.22 In terms of the local office market, a key strength can be found in the Borough’s 

serviced schemes. Around Greenbank, Glenfield Park, Furthergate and Blackburn 

Town Centre (as well as India Mill, Darwen), Blackburn with Darwen now has a 

selection of good quality schemes which are approaching, or at, capacity and still 

attracting interest.  

 
7.23 The average office deal transacted was for 297 sqm of floorspace. Unsurprisingly for 

offices, the smaller size bands have dominated take-up on the market over the last 

10 years, with over 60 percent of deals completed for individual suites of less than 

200 sqm.  

 
7.24 This broadly reflects the views of property market stakeholders, who describe a 

mostly local and small-scale office market, with demand for smaller, leasehold suites 

of no more than 93 sqm. Rents of £108 – 150/ sqm are identified as achievable, 

although past transaction evidences suggest the current average is at the bottom of 

that scale, at around £108/sqm. 

 
7.25 Most schemes are well occupied, with demand from a range of sectors, including IT 

and design. Companies are mainly seeking leasehold space and schemes which 

offer all-inclusive space tend to work well.  

 

7.26 Views were mixed as to where new space should be located. The Town Centre with 

its strong transport options, but constrained parking, is one option. Larger offices, 

which will need greater parking should be focused in business parks, which are more 

likely to be delivered at the motorway junctions. However, there appears little appetite 

for the delivery of larger offices at present so it is expected that new space, delivered 

through refurbishment or new build, will focus towards Central Blackburn. 

 
 

Stakeholder Engagement 

7.27 Consultation with various stakeholders was conducted as part of the market 

research, which comprised a telephone survey of 50 local businesses and 

organisations including the Chamber of Commerce, Growth Lancashire, HIVE, and 

the County Council/LEP. 
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7.28 The larger organisations emphasised that the local business community is very loyal 

to Blackburn with Darwen, with the example given of Euro Garages, which is 

developing its new HQ in the area, despite being a multi-national business. Few 

businesses have left the area, even during the recession and all the main industrial 

estates are well occupied. Since 2015, many large firms have invested in new or 

expanded premises, which has comprised the bulk of recent development in the 

Borough, outside if Blackburn Interchange and Frontier Park. Blackburn does attract 

some inward investment interest, although the scale of most business activities is 

sub-regional rather than regional and national. 

 

7.29 Some six years after the end of the recession, large companies which had pent up 

growth requirements have mostly met those requirements or found other ways to 

meet their space needs. Other large firms have put their plans on hold until the 

uncertainty over Brexit is ended. While it is hoped the immediate issues of Britain 

leaving the EU will be addressed in 2019, the longer-term impacts of this on the 

national business economy are impossible to know at this time. Thus short, and likely 

medium term, growth is focused in smaller businesses seeking primarily 

budget/moderate quality industrial space. 

 
7.30 The office market is of a much smaller scale and still seeing modest performance 

generally, although this is not just an issue for Blackburn with Darwen. Again, 

demand is primarily for smaller suites and does not support significant development 

of new larger offices. Good quality, flexible workspace is also needed to allow 

Blackburn with Darwen to retain its high value high tech and creative start-ups, in the 

face of competition from Manchester and Preston.  

 
7.31 Elsewhere in Lancashire, Cuerden and the Samlesbury Enterprise Zone have the 

potential to deliver economic benefits for Blackburn with Darwen, but delivery on both 

is proving slow at present. However, slow delivery at Cuerden is beneficial as it likely 

means that Frontier Park will be developed and occupied before any competing 

strategic scale B2/B8 units can be brought forward in South Ribble.  

 

7.32 Skills shortages are an issue, with particular skill gaps for engineering workers and 

HGV drivers, although the latter is a national issue. 

 
7.33 The survey of 50 businesses within Blackburn and Darwen covered a range of 

businesses in various types and sizes of premises. Two-thirds of the responses came 
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from businesses in factory and warehouse units. Nearly three quarters of 

respondents were ‘small’, businesses of 10-50 people. 

 

7.34 Most of the businesses had no specific property requirements. This is very different 

from the equivalent survey completed for the 2015 Commercial Property Market 

Study when around half of 53 businesses surveyed had property requirements. It 

reinforces the view, that much of the suppressed growth demand of the recession 

period has now been addressed while other companies have put growth on hold until 

national economic uncertainties are addressed.  

 

7.35  Aside from the national issue of Brexit, local concerns are primarily linked to 

business rates. The maintenance of roads and up-keep and development of 

infrastructure are also key for businesses, with 44 percent of the responses stating 

this as a priority for the Council to focus on. It is important to note that none felt that 

constraints to ICT or digital infrastructure are a constraint to growth. 

 

Employment Land Supply 

7.36 Blackburn with Daren’s current potential employment land resource, as defined in 

adopted Local Plan documents, is 79.97, located across 19 sites. This comprises: 

• 12 Local Employment sites, as defined in Policy 13 – ‘Employment Land 

Allocations’ in the Site Allocations and Development Management Policies 

Document, (2015) – 43.5 ha 

• Frontier Park (formerly the Whitebirk Strategic Site), a 40 percent share of 

this site, which falls primarily into Hyndburn Borough, as identified in Plan 

Policy – 12.8 ha 

• Six sites which fall under Policy 28 – Development Opportunities of the Site 

Allocations and Development Management Policies DPD. These are further 

sites with potential to provide B Class employment uses, either as standalone 

developments or as part of a mix of uses.) – 23.67 ha. 

 

7.37  This supply has been reviewed in detail and the following sites judged unlikely to 

come forward for B-Class development: 

 

Policy 13 – Employment Land Allocations 

• 13/4: St Peter’s Quarter, Freckleton Street, Blackburn – Consented/proposed 

development plans include retail and Sui Generis car dealerships. Also 
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excluding land which is undevelopable, such as the cemetery site, the 

realistically available supply of B-Class land is 0.49 ha 

• 13/5: The Wrangling, Blackburn – Land now developed as a rail depot 

• 13/6: Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn – While proposals here 

have historically been for D1 uses, linked to the hospital, any such medical 

linked development remains uncertain at this time and the land remains 

available for B1/B2/B8 uses 

• 13/10: Commercial Way, Blackburn Interchange – Extensive development 

here, since the site was surveyed in 2015, means that only 0.60 ha remains 

undeveloped, at the time of this Study 

• 13/12: Chapels Park, Darwen – Site investigations indicate that half of the 7 

ha site is likely to be undevelopable. 

 

Policy 28 – Development Opportunities 

• 28/01: Former Site of East Lancs Coachbuilders, Whalley New Road, 

Blackburn – Although B8 trade uses are possible here, a retail focused 

scheme appears most likely, given landowner aspirations 

• 28/4 Witton Business Park, Preston Old Road, Blackburn – Site remains in 

active use as a B-Class industrial estate, with all land and property in use, or 

on being marketed for occupation. No evidence that redevelopment of this 

site is likely in the short or medium term 

• 28/3: Cathedral Quarter Phase II, Blackburn – Delivery of a second large 

office building here could prove challenging given the difficulty in delivering 

the first building. However, is still assumed to be achievable if the right mix of 

occupiers and terms can be agreed 

• 28/5: Ewood, Blackburn – Land here is constrained by adjoining uses and the 

split of the site by the main road.  It is not considered a viable option for B-

Class uses. 

• 28/9: Former Lower Darwen Paper Mill, Greenbank Terrace, Lower Darwen – 

Current proposals, submitted for outline planning, would see some 3 ha 

developed for B-Class industrial uses here. 

 

At Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic Site), Blackburn development, is underway, 

although no completions are yet recorded. The total site area is 32 ha. It is agreed 

that 40 percent of the site take up will be applied to Blackburn with Darwen, 60 
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percent to Hyndburn. A quarter of the site will be developed for non B-Class uses, 

leaving 24 ha, of which 40 percent is attributable to Blackburn with Darwen, 9.60 ha 

 

7.38 Accounting for the above gives a realistic employment land supply of 47.04 ha in 14 

sites.  

 

Employment Areas 

7.39 The Borough’s existing 20 Local Employment Areas have been appraised and 

graded A-E, as defined in Table 28. Collectively they provide 480.65 ha of developed 

land in, or with potential for, B1/B2/B8 uses in Blackburn with Darwen. 351.94 ha 

(73.2 percent) of this supply is in Blackburn, 128.71 ha (26.7 percent) is in Darwen. 

 

Table 28 – Grades A to E Definitions 

Grade Definition Action 

A High quality, prestigious, flagship business areas due to 
their scale, location and setting. Capable of competing for 
investment in the regional market place. These are prime 
sites for marketing to a cross section of users including 
new inward investors. They can also meet the needs of 
image-conscious, aspirational companies already in the 
local authority area. 

Protect strongly in the 
Local Plan as Primary 
Employment Area 

Support and expand 

B Good employment sites due to their scale, location and 
setting. Capable of competing for investment in the sub-
regional market place. These are prime sites for 
marketing to a cross section of users, B1, B2 and B8, 
including some new inward investors. 

Protect strongly in the 
Local Plan as Primary 
Employment Area 

Support and expand 

B/C Key employment sites with an influence over the whole 
local authority area, but primarily geared towards local 
businesses and B1 light industrial, B2 and B8 uses. 

Protect in the Local 
Plan as 
Primary/Secondary 
Employment Area 

Support 

C 

C/D Lower quality locations in residential areas suffering from 
poor accessibility and massing. 

Continue to 
protect/review through 
the Local Plan as 
Secondary 
Employment Area 

D 

D/E Very poor quality areas. Widespread vacancy and 
dereliction in poor environments. Or areas which have 
been, or are in the process of being, lost to other uses. 

Promote alternative 
uses if possible 

E 

Source: BE Group 2019 

 

7.40 Table 29 summarises the Employment Areas by each of the above grades. It is 

assumed that future growth will be focused around the five flagship locations (Grade 

A or B). Areas graded B/C and C generally represent the Borough’s supply of 

B1/B2/B8 premises for meeting local needs. They should be protected for that use. 
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Table 29 – Employment Areas’ Appraisal by Category 

Category Number of Sites Comments 

A and B 

Key/ Flagship areas 

5 • Land at M65, J4 Commercial Road, Darwen 

• Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn 

• Roman Road/Davyfield Road, Blackburn 

• Walker Park, Blackamoor Road, Blackburn 

• Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn. 
The Borough’s current ‘flagship’ locations, the 
focus for growth proposals and inward 
investment enquiries. 

B/C and C 

Fit-for-purpose local 
Employment Areas 

11 Active and established industrial 
estates/business parks in the area, primarily 
catering to local business needs. 

C/D and D 

Lower quality and/or 
in residential/rural 
areas 

4 Incorporates: 

• Bolton Road/Novia Scotia, Blackburn 

• Copy Nook, Blackburn 

• Chapels, Darwen 

• Stancliffe Street, Blackburn 

The weakest areas overall, in terms of the 
quality of the stock. These areas should be 
monitored for further signs of decline, however, 
for the most part the budget quality stock here 
appears well used and continuing to provide an 
economic function. 

D/E and E 

Areas of concern, 
requiring immediate 
attention or areas 
lost to other uses 

- No areas suffer from widespread vacancy 
and/or dereliction. 

TOTAL 20  

 Source: BE Group, 2019 

 
7.41 Inevitably, the quality of premises in Areas varies considerably but all are well 

occupied and while there remain several older mill and factory premises, across the 

Borough, most appear to be in active, if not full, use. Where old mill/factory land and 

premises have historically stood vacant, take-up for alternative uses has usually 

followed, if not always rapidly. The ‘Science Park’, at the junction of Ordinance Street 

and Hutton Street, Copy Nook, Blackburn is the only large facility which appears 

significantly underused/largely vacant (and not being marketed), at this time without 

obvious plans for change. 

 

7.42 As a result, the amount of unused brownfield land in Blackburn with Darwen is not as 

extensive as it might first appear. This study has only identified five small scale 

‘regeneration opportunity’ sites which have the potential to provide 
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additional/alternative employment land, meet the growth needs of existing local firms 

or other requirements, specifically: 

• 1.7 ha of land north of Accrol Papers, sold at Auction in March 2018 with 

consent for a 4,552 sqm of B1/B8 industry 

• Copy Nook, Blackburn – 1.11 ha of undeveloped land is potentially available, 

north of Gate Street, extending up to the Leeds Liverpool Canal 

• Glenfield Park, Blakewater Road, Blackburn – 0.5 ha of land at the end of 

Percliff Way, currently in use for aggregate storage. It is understood the 

owner has long term aspirations for an industrial development here 

• Greenbank Industrial Estate, Blackburn – Some undeveloped land in the 

North West, between the River Blakewater and the Canal (approx. 2.3 ha). 

Unclear if this is developable unless land to the north, 13/2 Furthergate Phase 

2 – Blakewater Road, Imperial Mill Business Park, Blackburn and adjacent 

former National Grid site, is developed first. 

 

Need Verses Supply 

7.43 The HENAS Study provides an assessment of Objectively Assessed Needs for 

Blackburn with Darwen, using recognised forecast methods. It identifies needs of 

54.1 ha over 2018-2036 (see Table 30), of which some 56 percent should be for B8 

uses, around a third for B2 uses and 11 percent for B1 uses. 

 

Table 30 – Blackburn with Darwen Employment Floorspace (sqm) and Land 

Requirements (ha), 2018-2036   

Use Class Residual 
Requirements, 
sqm 

Residual 
Requirements, 
ha 

B1 34,847 5.8 

B2 72,507 18.1 

B8 120,826 30.2 

B-Class Total 228,181 54.1 

 Source: BWDBC, 2018 

 

7.44 It is worth noting that within the three need figures identified, only the B1 figure (5.8 

ha) includes a buffer of five years past completions to provide a choice of sites by 

size, quality and location and to provide a continuum of supply beyond the end of the 

2036 period.  This also makes some allowance for the loss of further employment 

land to non B-Class uses over the period to 2036. 
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7.45 The industrial and warehouse need projections, 18.1 ha and 30.2 ha respectively, are 

gross and do not have such a buffer. In the 48 employment land studies completed 

by BE Group over the last 12 years, a buffer of five years has usually been applied 

evenly across the three B-Use classes.  This has been identified as an acceptable 

margin in Local Plan Examination’s in Public (EIP’s), in which BE Group’s 

employment needs assessments have been appraised.  

 
7.46 If a five-year buffer was applied to the B2 figure (1 ha/year buffer, 5 ha total), needs 

increase to 23.1 ha.  Applied to the B8 figure (1.68 ha/year buffer, 8.4 ha total), 

needs increase to 38.6 ha. Overall needs, including the B1 figure which already has a 

buffer increase to 67.5 ha. This is given as an indicative figure only but does indicate 

the level of extra need which might emerge if a full flexibility factor was included in 

the calculations. 

 

7.47 Against this need, Blackburn with Darwen has a realistic employment land supply of 

47.04 ha. This gives a supply shortfall of 7.06 ha (rounded to 7.1 ha), against the 

need of 54.1 ha identified in Table 30 above. If the assumption, set out above, that a 

full 5-year buffer should be applied to need in all B-Class sectors, is accepted, then 

the overall employment land need over 2018-36 increases by 13.4 ha to 67.5 ha. 

This gives a further need of 20.46 ha (rounded to 20.5 ha) against the realistic land 

supply.  

 
 

7.48 Thus, the range of need, additional to current supply is 7.1-20.5 ha. 
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8.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

  

 Introduction 

8.1 This section sets out the consultants’ recommendations arising from the Employment 

Land Review Study. The recommendations in this report have had full regard to the 

requirements of the NPPF to encourage and deliver growth through the planning 

system.  

 

Employment Land Supply 

 

Recommendation 1 – Employment Land Supply 

8.2 For the purpose of this study, the Baseline land supply in Blackburn with Darwen is 

defined as 19 sites as at February/March 2019. These comprise a supply of 79.97 

ha. Employment land site proformas for the 19 sites are included within Appendix 4. 

 

8.3 However, study analysis has identified that 32.93 ha (41.2 percent) of this land is now 

developed, at an advanced stage of development, undevelopable or proposed for 

non B-Class uses. Excluding this land leaves 47.04 ha in 14 sites. It is 

recommended that this is considered the Borough’s realistic employment land 

supply. It should be noted that this makes assumptions about the remaining supply 

at Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic Site) and that 40 percent of that remaining 

supply will continue to be applied to Blackburn with Darwen. 

  

Recommendation 2 – Future Employment Land Need 

8.4 The HENAS Study identifies an Objectively Assessed Need for Blackburn with 

Darwen of 54.1 ha over 2018-2036. When measured against the realistic 

employment land supply, a land supply shortfall of 7.1 ha emerges, i.e. 7.1 ha of 

additional B1/B2/B8 employment land is required, to 2036, to meet the 

identified Objectively Assessed Needs.  

 

8.5 However, it is recommended that 7.1 ha be considered the minimum rather 

than the maximum additional employment land required in Blackburn with 

Darwen, to 2036, for the following reasons: 

• To provide businesses and developers with a choice of sites by size, quality 

and location 
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• To ensure land is available to both meet local needs and to allow Blackburn 

with Darwen to compete for inward investment in the regional economy 

• To provide a continuum of supply beyond the end of the 2036 period 

• To allow for the loss of further employment land to non B-Class uses over the 

period to 2036 

• To allow for uncertainties on the deliverability of some sites within the realistic 

supply. 

 

8.6 In addition, the HENAs study only applies a 5-year buffer, for choice, flexibility and an 

allowance for losses to the B1 needs. If a 5-year buffer is applied to the B2/B8 

sectoral need as well, the overall employment land requirement over 2018-36 

increases by 13.4 ha to 67.5 ha. This gives a further need of 20.5 ha against the 

realistic land supply. 

 

8.7 Thus, it is recommended that 7.1 ha of additional B1/B2/B8 employment land be 

considered the minimum requirement and 20.5 ha the maximum, if the above 

assumptions are accepted. 

 

Recommendation 3 – Protecting Key Local Plan Employment Sites  

8.8 The needs calculations above show that Blackburn with Darwen has a land supply 

shortfall to 2036. This shortfall is likely to get worse, in the short term, as the land at 

13/10: Commercial Way, Blackburn Interchange and Frontier Park is taken up. Given 

the low, and reducing, land supply against need, there is a strong incentive to protect 

the remaining employment sites for B1/B2/B8 uses. 

 

8.9 Protection of the remaining employment land for B1/B2/B8 development, 

particularly key sites and defined employment areas, needs to be considered a 

policy priority. Further losses in the land supply, to alternative uses, should be 

resisted.  

 

Recommendation 4 – Areas of Search for New Employment Sites 

8.10 As noted, a minimum need of 7.1ha, above current supply levels, is identified. A key 

task for the Local Plan will therefore be to identify further locations for B1/B2/B8 

provision. Identifying specific sites for future allocation is beyond the scope of this 

Study and will be the subject of further research by the Council. However, in 

considering new allocations the following points can be made: 
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Industrial Land 

• In discussions, property market stakeholders overwhelmingly highlighted that 

new allocations should be close to the M65 as modern businesses prioritise 

strategic road access, particularly for HGVs. This is demonstrated by the 

success of development at J4 Commercial Road, Darwen and delivery at 

Frontier Park 

• Businesses want to be located close to established employment areas, i.e. the 

A-B Graded Employment Areas noted in this Study due to these Areas’ 

reputation, critical mass/links to existing businesses, and the services available 

• Present demand is for sub-500 sqm industrial space, but over the lifetime of the 

Local Plan there will be requirements from businesses of all sizes, including 

larger inward investments, seeking units of greater than 2,300 sqm on sites of 1 

ha or more 

• Away from the Motorway, there was support for growth to Whitebirk Industrial 

Estate, a popular and successful local scheme with mid-sized and larger 

businesses, although it is not clear if any flat development land remains in that 

area 

• There is comparatively little brownfield land remaining in Blackburn with 

Darwen, outside of the Policy 13/Policy 28 allocations. Although the Borough 

has a legacy of older mill accommodation, a high proportion of that stock 

remains in B1/B2/B8 use or has now been redeveloped for other uses. This 

Study has identified some 5-6 ha of underused and vacant land within the 

Employment Areas, which could meet some needs, but it should be noted this 

mostly comprises lower value backland sites of sub-2 ha each, which are 

unlikely to be desirable to any other than budget B2/B8 occupiers, including 

those seeking open storage land. The sites would not be competitive in the 

County or Regional markets. 

 

Warehousing Land 

• B8 needs are essentially the same as industrial needs given that local 

warehousing options generally serve, or are served by, local manufacturing 

uses. Thus, B2 and B8 uses will want to be in similar locations 

• Although still being completed and occupied, the view of stakeholders is that 

Frontier Park is establishing Blackburn with Darwen as a location for strategic 

level B8 uses, at a time when there is a significant shortage of larger B8 
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premises across the North West. Evidence is that Frontier Park will complete 

and be fully occupied within a five-year timeframe and there is appetite for 

consideration of a phase II scheme after that time. This would be subject to 

consideration of the regional B2/B8 market at that time and the status of 

competing sites, particularly if strategic space was then being delivered at 

Cuerden. If progressed, a large-scale site, would be needed and with equality 

strong access to a main M65 junction as Frontier Park I 

• 24-hr operation is also essential for many modern manufacturing and logistics 

operations and this, combined with the scale of likely buildings proposed 

means that locations close to housing, or other sensitive uses, should be 

avoided 

• Relevant local and internal access roads will also need to be able to support 

activities with high levels of HGV and general traffic. 

 

Office Land 

• It should be noted that most demand is for suites of 93 sqm or less, and most 

transactions are for units of less than 200 sqm, from start-ups and established 

micro firms. Such businesses are seeking premises not land, including space in 

refurbished buildings and serviced accommodation  

• Micro firms, employing ten or less, will be willing to seek space in Blackburn 

Town Centre and local business centres, which offer good access to services 

and public transport. Infill and refurbishment opportunities for further office 

provision in the Town Centre should therefore be encouraged 

• However, for larger office businesses car parking is key and good strategic 

road access is key. This favours larger locations at the M65 Junctions, rather 

than more tightly defined inner urban sites 

• Large business will seek their own self-contained units, with enough parking for 

their needs 

• The modest local market and competition from Preston and Manchester makes 

a speculative development of larger offices unlikely, but local and sub-regional 

firms could still seek design and build options in the same way Euro Garages is 

presently building its own premises in Shadsworth  

• Sites for such uses will need to be of a size and scope to allow the 

development of individual office plots of up to 0.5 ha each which could be 

brought forward individually, or in combined schemes, and have the flexibility to 

combine or sub-divide, to meet specific requirements. The quality of 
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infrastructure and general environment would need to be high to allow the 

location to be competitively marketed and provide strong strategic transport 

links and links to services. 

 

Recommendation 5 – Employment Needs by Sector 

8.11 Although the HENAS study splits needs by sector, it is not generally recommended 

that, outside of Blackburn Town Centre at least, allocations be made 

specifically for B1, B2 or B8 uses, rather that land be made available to 

accommodate all three.  

 

8.12 Ultimately, Blackburn with Darwen will need land to support industrial, warehouse 

and office growth and developers will want flexibility to develop land to meet demand 

as it emerges. In terms of industry, forecasts are for a reduction in manufacturing 

employment (slightly offset by improvements in Construction employment). However, 

market evidence is that most property demand remains for industrial uses, even if 

national economic uncertainty is constraining some growth in the short term. Also, 

even if the local manufacturing economy does decrease by some 2,000+ jobs over 

2018-36, it will still account for around 15 percent of local employment, well above 

wider averages. Warehousing in Blackburn with Darwen is mostly linked to local 

manufacturing, so will want to co-locate with industrial uses, outside a few possible 

strategic options. The office sector is forecast to expand significantly in employment 

terms, but a lot of that growth is likely to be in micro businesses that require premises 

not land. Larger office requirements are likely to be infrequent, but will occur, and 

occupiers/developers will want to locate them on business park sites close to 

motorway junctions.   

 

Recommendation 6 – Employment Areas to be Retained 

8.13 Based on this Study’s grading of Local Employment Areas, the following locations are 

above average in quality and could be designated as ‘key’ sites for the Borough’s 

economy: 

• Land at M65, J4 Commercial Road, Darwen 

• Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn 

• Roman Road/Davyfield Road, Blackburn 

• Walker Park, Blackamoor Road, Blackburn 

• Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn. 
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8.14 Frontier Park would be included in this list, although it falls primarily outside of the 

Borough. 

 

8.15 Within these areas, only applications for B-Class use should generally be permitted.  

Non-B Class uses should only be allowed if an applicant can demonstrate 

exceptional circumstances and that the proposals will not have a significant adverse 

impact on surrounding local uses. Such development should however not prejudice 

the efficient and effective uses of the remainder of the employment area. 

 

8.16 General retail uses should not normally be supported on employment areas unless 

justified by exceptional circumstances and clearly ancillary to the main B-Class uses.  

Where alternative uses are considered, the general priority should be linked uses 

such as car showrooms, tyre and exhaust centres, or trade counters, providing the 

employment areas have good access to a range of sustainable transport options.   

 
8.17 Where non-B Class uses are proposed for, or within, such areas then the Council 

should require the applicants to demonstrate that: 

• The site/premises are no longer suitable or reasonably capable of being 

redeveloped for employment purposes, and 

• The site/premises has been proactively marketed for employment purposes 

for a reasonable period of time (a minimum of twelve months) at a reasonable 

market rate (i.e. rent or capital value) as supported through a documented 

formal marketing strategy and campaign, or 

• There will be a significant community benefit which outweighs the impact of 

losing the employment site/premises. 

 

8.18 For the four Employment Areas graded C/D or D, a more flexible approach could be 

taken to help facilitate a broad range of economic development, which is vital for the 

future sustainability and development of the local area’s economy. In some cases, 

the size, location and characteristics of a site may mean that a development for non-

B Class uses could provide greater benefit to the local community, in terms of 

addressing local needs, than if the site was retained solely in B1/B2/B8 employment 

use.   

 

8.19 Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council should also recognise the increasing level of 

precedents of non-B use employment activity provision within employment areas 

across the UK. Sui generis uses, such as vets’ practices, and D1 non-residential 
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institutions including training centres, nurseries/children’s play facilities and activity 

centres do generate employment opportunities. Such applications within the Borough 

should be treated on their individual merits, including employment outputs, but should 

be restricted to the Employment Areas graded B/C to D.  

 

8.20 It is suggested that in terms of protecting employment sites that do not sit within 

Employment Areas, the redevelopment of employment land and premises for non B-

Class employment uses be allowed in the following circumstances: 

• The present (or previous, if vacant or derelict) use causes significant harm to 

the character or amenities of the surrounding area, and it is demonstrated 

that no other appropriate viable alternative B1/B2/B8 employment uses could 

be attracted to the site, or 

• Mixed-use redevelopment would provide important community and/or 

regeneration benefits with no significant loss of jobs, potential jobs, and the 

proposed mix of uses accords with other planning policies.  

 

8.21 This advice is offered without consideration of other planning, traffic/highways issues, 

etc. which might render some uses or mixed-use developments inappropriate on 

particular employment areas. It is clearly for Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

to judge proposals on their merits taking account of these factors.  

 

Recommendation 7 – Future Reviews 

8.22 This report has shown how market conditions in Blackburn have changed 

significantly in only the four years since the 2015 Commercial Property Market Study 

was completed. In addition, plans are progressing on many local sites, and Frontier 

Park, which may change the supply picture in only a couple of years. Finally, at the 

time of writing, the terms of Britain’s exit from the European Union remained 

uncertain and it appears that this uncertainty is suppressing the growth aspirations of 

large local firms and affecting current views on market demand. In view of these 

factors, the Council should review its employment land portfolio at intervals of around 

3-5 years. This is also in accordance with the NPPF which recommends regular 

monitoring and review of the local land supply to ensure a robust evidence base.  

 

Recommendation 8 – Maintain Awareness of External Influences 

8.23 This Study has not formally reviewed the Functional Economic Market Area of 

Blackburn with Darwen, although HENAS did review the Housing Market Area. 
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However, it is clear that Blackburn with Darwen has overlapping economic links with 

the authorities of Central and Pennine Lancashire, and the wider North West. Key will 

be the eventual delivery of the Cuerden Strategic Site and Samlesbury Enterprise 

Zone. Both will generate job opportunities for Blackburn with Darwen, however both, 

and Cuerden especially, are likely to provide strategic B2/B8 space which will 

compete with equivalent options in Blackburn with Darwen. The Borough’s office 

market also sits in the shadow of Preston’s and ultimately Blackburn’s while larger 

B2/B8 units on the market in Blackburn with Darwen must compete with the major 

offers of Greater Manchester and Merseyside. The Borough is also felt to be losing 

high tech start-ups to high quality workspace schemes in Preston and Manchester. 

Accordingly, a high level of joint working between these authorities and Blackburn 

with Darwen Borough Council is advisable and should be continued. 
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Appendix 1 – List of Consultees 
 
 
Blackburn Enterprise Centre 
Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council  
B&E Boys 
East Lancashire Chamber of Commerce 
Growth Lancashire 
HIVE 
Hansteen 
Hurstwood 
Eanam Wharf Development Centre 
Knight Frank 
Nolan Redshaw 
M Seven Real Estate 
Lancashire County Council 
Robert Pinkus and Co. 
Petty Chartered Surveyors 
Taylor Weaver 
Trevor Dawson 

 

 

 

50 - local businesses were also surveyed. 
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Appendix 2 – Vacant Property Schedules 
 

Schedule of Vacant Industrial Premises 

Unit  Address Settlement Tenure Quality 
Size 

(sqm) 
Rent 

(£/sqm) 
Agents 

Unit 6 Mill Bank Business Park, Lower Eccleshill Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
~ 

~ ~ 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 5 Mill Bank Business Park, Lower Eccleshill Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
~ 

~ ~ 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit G Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 

~ ~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Unit 8B Rosewood Business Park, St James' Road, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 

~ ~ 
Thomas V 

Shaw 

Unit 8A Rosewood Business Park, St James' Road, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ ~ 

~ 
Thomas V 

Shaw 

Unit 1 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 14,375 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

~ Sigma 110, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 10,245 70 B8 

~ Former Optare Premises, Lower Philips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 8,282 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 3-4 Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 

8,003 38 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ L D Centre, Hutton Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 6,272 35 ~ 

Unit 2 Witton Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 5,585 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ Carlinghurst Business Park, George Street West, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 4,488 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building Mill Hill (Eurospec Unit), Stancliffe Street, Blackburn Blackburn FH ~ 4,486 ~ Eddisons 

Unit 1 Stancliffe Street Business Park, Stancliffe Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 4,378 

38 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ L D Centre, Hutton Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 3,923 

35 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 2 Stancliffe Street Business Park, Stancliffe Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 3,444 

38 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit C Tower Business Park, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 2,965 

70 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 3 Mill Bank Business Park, Lower Eccleshill Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
~ 2,787 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 2 Tower Road Business Park, Redearth Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Budget 2,361 

23 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Units 1-3 Hutton street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 2,099 33 BwD BC 

Unit 2 Mill Bank Business Park, Lower Eccleshill Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
~ 2,044 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 4 Mill Bank Business Park, Lower Eccleshill Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
~ 2,044 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 1 Mill Bank Business Park, Lower Eccleshill Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
~ 2,044 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ 
Tower Road, Darwen 

Darwen 
LH Ave. 1,995 27 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

Unit A Tower Business Park, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 1,552 

70 
Taylor 

Weaver 

D Block Glenfield Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 1,524 

27 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ 
Cartmel Road, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH ~ 1,487 POA 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

Unit D Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 1,375 

55 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Entire Building 12-14, Chapel Street, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 1,333 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 5 Tower Road Business Park, Redearth Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Ave. 1,299 

35 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 5 Greenbank Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 1,200 

63 
Taylor 

Weaver 

~ 
Cartmel Road, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH ~ 1,115 POA 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

~ 
Former Travis Perkins, George Street, Darwen 

Darwen 
FH ~ 1,079 POA 

Cushman & 
Wakefield 

~ Whitebirk Enterprise Centre, Lower Philips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 

1075 49 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Ground Wellington Mill, Bolton Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Budget 979 

11 
Petty Estate 

Agents 

Unit B4 Glenfield Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 904 

27 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ Carmel Works, Stockclough Lane, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 795 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 
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Building Q Ribble Business Park, Whitebirk Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 789 

32 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 3 Guide Business Park, Industrial Units, School Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 643 

48 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 2 Guide Business Park, Industrial Units, School Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 641 

48 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Ground Premier Business Centre, Begonia Street, Darwen Darwen LH Ave. 598 27 ~ 

Unit 6 Drumstone Trade Park, Grimshaw Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 571 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Unit M Ribble Business Park, Whitebirk Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 546 

41 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 3 Drumstone Trade Park, Grimshaw Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 504 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

1st Wellington Mill, Bolton Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Budget 490 

18 
Petty Estate 

Agents 

Unit 1 Five Six Five, Duttons Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 483 

52 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit C Greenbank Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 474 

108 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 4a Tower Road Business Park, Redearth Road, Darwen Darwen LH Ave. 466 27 ~ 

Part Metashear Building, Dickens Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 438 

38 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 1 Drumstone Trade Park, Grimshaw Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 384 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Unit C Greenbank Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 372 

44 
Trevor 

Dawson 

~ Elite House, Sharples Street, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 347 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 4 Drumstone Trade Park, Grimshaw Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 310 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Former 
Canteen India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 

~ 308 
~ 

M7 Real 
Estate 

Unit 2 Drumstone Trade Park, Grimshaw Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 300 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Unit A4 Blackburn Interchange, Hulme Court, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 288 

69 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 2 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 279 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Courtyard 2 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 279 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

~ Moorings Close Industrial Estate, Lower Hollin Bank Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 279 

~ 
Whittle 

Jones 

~ 
Philips Road, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH ~ 278 POA 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

Ground and 
1st Guide Business Centre, School Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 252 
56 

Trevor 
Dawson 

Ground and 
1st Guide Business Centre, School Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 247 
59 

Taylor 
Weaver 

Ground and 
1st Rear Of Perseverance Mill, Olive Lane, Darwen Darwen FH 

~ 216 
~ 

Trevor 
Dawson 

Unit 5 Drumstone Trade Park, Grimshaw Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 215 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Unit 5 Hall Moss Business Park, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 215 

54 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit A Florence Mill, Whalley New Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 193 ~ ~ 

Ground Industrial Premises, George Street, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
Good 172 

108 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 4 & 5 Progress Enterprise Centre, Marsh House Lane, Darwen Darwen LH Ave. 166 45 ~ 

Unit 1 Industrial Units at, Cross Fold, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 156 

~ 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Warehouse Vale Mill, Vale Street, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 149 

60 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 103 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 147 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

Unit 28 Darwen Enterprise Centre, Railway Road, Darwen Darwen LH Ave. 142 30 ~ 

Unit H Florence Mill, Whalley New Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 135 ~ ~ 

Unit 1a & 1b The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 135 

107 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 8 Walker Street Industrial Estate, Walker Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 128 

70 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 4-5 Brussels Road, Marsh House Lane, Darwen Darwen LH Good 128 63 ~ 

Unit 20 Darwen Enterprise Centre, Railway Road, Darwen Darwen LH Ave. 125 34 ~ 

Unit 1 Progress Enterprise Centre, Marsh House Lane, Darwen Darwen LH Good 116 65 ~ 

Unit 5 Hogg Mill Business Park, Moorgate Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 100 

70 
Taylor 

Weaver 
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Block D The Hub, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 91 

99 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 3 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 90 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 

~ 
Bolton Road, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Good 90 100 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

Courtyard 3 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Ave. 90 

49 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 8 Darwen Enterprise Centre, Railway Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 85 50 ~ 

Unit 1 Hamilton Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 79 65 BwD BC 

Unit 9 Tower View, Brussels Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 74 97 ~ 

Unit 8 Tower View, Brussels Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 74 97 ~ 

Unit 6 Tower View, Brussels Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 74 97 ~ 

Unit 7 Tower View, Brussels Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 74 97 ~ 

Unit 5 Tower View, Brussels Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 74 97 ~ 

Unit 10 Tower View, Brussels Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 74 97 ~ 

Unit 12B The Hub, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 73 

96 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 16 The Hub, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Good 73 

96 
Taylor 

Weaver 

~ Momentum Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
~ 70 

~ 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 24 Darwen Enterprise Centre, Railway Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 51 82 ~ 

Unit 13 Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 50 

116 
Taylor 

Weaver 

Unit 12 Darwen Enterprise Centre, Railway Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 48 87 ~ 

Unit 6 Moorings Close Industrial Estate, Lower Hollin Bank Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 46 

130 
Taylor 

Weaver 

~ 
Hollins Grove Street, Darwen 

Darwen 
LH Good 41 73 

Heaton 
Estates 

Unit 13 Darwen Enterprise Centre, Railway Road, Darwen Darwen LH Good 40 106 ~ 

~ Workshop at Railway Road Industrial Estate, Darwen Darwen LH ~ 39 POA FlexSpace 

Unit 102 India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 27 

~ 
M7 Real 

Estate 
Source: Agents Websites, Radius Data Exchange, 2019 

 

Schedule of Vacant Office Premises 

 

Unit Address Settlement Tenure Quality 
Size 

(sqm) 

Rent  
Agents (£/ 

sqm) 

Building O Ribble Business Park, Ribble House, Philips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 2,787 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Ground, 1st, 2nd 
Viscount House, Arkwright Court, Darwen Darwen LH ~ 2,404 POA 

Mason 
Partners 

  Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Lower Phillips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 2,119 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn Investment ~ 1,952 ~ Taylor Weaver 

  
Customs House, Chausers Walk, Blackburn Blackburn LH/FH ~ 1,738 POA 

Robert Pinkus 
& Co 

1st Griffin Business Park, Stancliffe Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Budget 1,730 11 Taylor Weaver 

1st and 2nd 
Shadsworth Business Park, Number One The Beehive, Lions 
Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

~ 1,665 
~ Taylor Weaver 

Suite 9&17 The Beehive, Shadsworth Business Park, Lions Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 1,608 POA Whittle Jones 

Lower Ground Ribble Business Park, Ribble House, Philips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 1,115 

54 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building Rawlings House, Exchange Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 895 

108 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building 20-26, Darwen Street, Blackburn Blackburn Investment 
~ 820 ~ 

Kal Sangra - 
Shonki 

Brothers 

Unit 1 (part) Arkwright Court, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Ave. 819 135 

Trevor 
Dawson 

  
Ribble House, Ribble Valley Business Park, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 808 56 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

2nd Ribble Business Park, Ribble House, Philips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 808 54 Taylor Weaver 

1st Ribble Business Park, Ribble House, Philips Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 808 54 Taylor Weaver 

  
Viscount House, Arkwright Court, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 770 135 

Mason 
Partners 

Ground and 1st L D Centre, Hutton Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 757 

86 
Trevor 

Dawson 

1st Floor Office Furthergate Business Park, Chaucers Walk, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 680 65 Taylor Weaver 
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Entire Building Walker Industrial Estate, Ewood House, Walker Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 546 128 Taylor Weaver 

Entire Building 1-2, Richmond Terrace, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 535 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building 35-37, Railway Road, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 520 ~ 

Trevor 
Dawson 

Ground Evolution Park, Fusion House, 2, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 520 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

1st (part) 
Shadsworth Business Park, Number One The Beehive, Lions 
Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

~ 486 
~ Taylor Weaver 

Suite 15 The Beehive, Shadsworth Business Park, Lions Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 485 POA Whittle Jones 

Entire Building Lancaster House, 52, Preston New Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 477 

73 
Trevor 

Dawson 

1st Floor 
Building C, Challenge Way, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 471 85 

Whiteacres 
Property 

Entire Building Former Job Centre, Green Street, Darwen Darwen LH 
Ave. 421 57 

Pearson 
Ferrier 

1st Walker Office Park, Belthorn House, Walker Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 411 124 Taylor Weaver 

Entire Building Walker Office Park, Aspinall House, Walker Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 384 117 Taylor Weaver 

2nd (part) 
Cathedral Quarter, Cathedral Quarter, 1, Cathedral Square, The 
Boulevard, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

~ 316 
~ 

Trevor 
Dawson 

3rd St Johns Court, Ainsworth Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 297 108 

Miller 
Metcalfe 

1st (part) St Johns Court, Ainsworth Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 297 

108 
Trevor 

Dawson 

2nd (part) St Johns Court, Ainsworth Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 269 

108 
Miller 

Metcalfe 

Unit 6 Arkwright Court, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen LH, FH 
Ave. 235 106 

Trevor 
Dawson 

Basement St Johns Court, Ainsworth Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 232 

108 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 1 
Blackburn Interchange Services, Dalton Court, Commercial 
Road, Darwen Darwen Investment 

~ 209 ~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building 18, Richmond Terrace, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 208 

63 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building Gateway House, 51, James Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 204 

68 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Entire Building The Former Veteran Pub, 1, Eanam, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Budget 201 

26 
Trevor 

Dawson 

The Gate House Imperial Mill, Gorse Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 188 

90 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Ground and 1st Anchor Court, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen Investment ~ 186 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Ground and 1st Anchor Court, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen Investment ~ 186 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Ground and 1st Anchor Court, Commercial Road, Darwen Darwen Investment ~ 186 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Offices 
Centurion Park, Dylan Harvey Blackburn Business Centre, 
Davyfield Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

~ 186 
~ 

Petty Estate 
Agents 

  India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 185 POA 

M7 Real 
Estate 

Entire Building 10, Richmond Terrace, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 180 

54 
Trevor 

Dawson 

5th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 173 78 Taylor Weaver 

5th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 172 78 Taylor Weaver 

Entire Building 17, Richmond Terrace, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 172 

54 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Suite 7c The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 155 108 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 15 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 146 96 Taylor Weaver 

2nd (part) St Johns Court, Ainsworth Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 144 

108 
Trevor 

Dawson 

5th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 142 79 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 8 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 142 
102 

Trevor 
Dawson 

1st (part) St Johns Court, Ainsworth Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 142 

108 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Suite 508 
Bizspace, Glenfield Park, Industrial Section, Philips Road / 
Blakewater Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 139 
54 Not Available 

1st (part) Blackburn Business Centre, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 139 ~ Taylor Weaver 

2nd (part) Blackburn Business Centre, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 139 ~ Taylor Weaver 

3rd (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 137 79 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 8 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 135 
107 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 1a/ 1b The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 135 107 Taylor Weaver 

Entire Building Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 134 97 Not Available 

  
Shadsworth Business Park, NJKHouse, Haslingden Road, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Budget 133 31 
Not Available 
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Suite B10 
Shadsworth Business Park, NJKHouse, Haslingden Road, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 133 
86 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 20 Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 133 

150 
Trevor 

Dawson 

1st 102, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
Budget 129 40 

Trevor 
Dawson 

Entire Building 31, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 118 

81 
Trevor 

Dawson 

  
Railway Road, Darwen Darwen FH ~ 117 684 

Pattinson 
Estate Agents 

Entire Building 25, Wellington Street St Johns, Blackburn Blackburn FH 
~ 116 

~ 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 1 (part) 
Blackburn Interchange Services, Dalton Court, Commercial 
Road, Darwen Darwen LH 

Ave. 111 122 Trevor 
Dawson 

5th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 106 78 Taylor Weaver 

  
Appleby Street, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 105 62 

MCR Property 
Group 

Suite B8 
Shadsworth Business Park, NJKHouse, Haslingden Road, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 105 
86 Taylor Weaver 

3rd (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 103 80 Taylor Weaver 

2nd (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 102 78 Taylor Weaver 

3rd (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 102 64 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 28 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 101 

119 
Petty Estate 

Agents 

Unit 18 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH Ave. 101 119 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 8 Blackburn Gateway, Sandpits Lane, Accrington Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Budget 101 28 Taylor Weaver 

5th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 98 84 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 4 The Beehive, Shadsworth Business Park, Lions Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 97 POA Whittle Jones 

  
Appleby Street, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 94 66 

MCR Property 
Group 

1st (part) Blackburn Business Centre, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 93 ~ Taylor Weaver 

3rd (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 92 90 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 15 The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 90 108 Taylor Weaver 

3rd (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 88 93 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 2  Whalley Bank Trading Estate, Whalley Banks, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 87 

63 
Trevor 

Dawson 

1st (part) Bank Chambers, Lord Street West, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 77 58 Taylor Weaver 

4th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 75 94 Taylor Weaver 

  148 High Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH/FH Ave. 74 81 Hurstwood 

Unit 13 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 74 
95 Taylor Weaver 

1st Ramsgreave Works, Pleckgate Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 73 65 Taylor Weaver 

1st Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 73 110 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 6 The Beehive, Shadsworth Business Park, Lions Drive, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 71 POA Whittle Jones 

  
Appleby Street, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 70 67 

MCR Property 
Group 

Suite 7b The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 70 118 Taylor Weaver 

Unit G20 (part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 67 107 Taylor Weaver 

4th (part) Daisyfield Business Centre, Appleby Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 66 94 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 10 The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 65 108 Taylor Weaver 

  
Appleby Street, Blackburn 

Blackburn 
LH Ave. 63 66 

MCR Property 
Group 

Suite 500 
Bizspace, Glenfield Park, Industrial Section, Philips Road / 
Blakewater Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 63 54 
Not Available 

Suite 1c The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 62 119 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 21 Trident Park, Trident Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 62 137 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 7 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH Ave. 60 97 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 2 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 60 97 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 1c The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 60 108 Taylor Weaver 

Unit G21/G22 
(part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 59 
132 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 3 Appleby Business Centre, Eden Street, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 59 

97 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Suite 3 The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 54 118 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 4 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 53 96 Taylor Weaver 

Suite 2a The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 53 119 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 52 

97 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Unit 16 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 52 

96 
Trevor 

Dawson 

  Business Development Centre, Eanam Wharf, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 51 124 BwD BC 
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Unit 22 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 51 

119 
Petty Estate 

Agents 

Unit 13 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 51 

96 
Petty Estate 

Agents 

Suite 3 The Saturn Centre, Challenge Way, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 51 108 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 260c Glenfield Park Two, Blakewater Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Ave. 51 

76 
Trevor 

Dawson 

Ground 7, Lord Street West, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
~ 49 

~ 
Lambert Smith 

Hampton 

1st (part) Blackburn Business Centre, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 46 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Ground (part) Blackburn Business Centre, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH ~ 46 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Suite B9 
Shadsworth Business Park, NJKHouse, Haslingden Road, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 46 
86 Taylor Weaver 

  
Hollins Grove Mill, Hollins Grove Street, Darwen 

Blackburn 
LH ~ 43 POA 

Heaton 
Estates 

Unit 19 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH Ave. 41 97 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 29 Barnfield House, Accrington Road, Sandpits Lane, Blackburn Blackburn LH, FH 
Ave. 41 

118 
Trevor 

Dawson 

1st (part) Bank Chambers, Lord Street West, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 39 64 Taylor Weaver 

Ground Blackburn Gateway, Sandpits Lane, Accrington Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 
Good 33 

161 
Petty Estate 

Agents 

Unit GO8 (part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 32 107 Taylor Weaver 

  Railway Road Industrial Estate, Darwen Darwen LH ~ 30 POA FlexSpace 

Unit G09 (part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 28 107 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 27 
193 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 415b 
Bizspace, Glenfield Park, Industrial Section, Philips Road / 
Blakewater Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Ave. 26 83 
Not Available 

Unit G24 (part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 26 106 Taylor Weaver 

Unit G23 (part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 25 106 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 (part) 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 24 195 Lamb & Swift 
Commercial 

Unit 14 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 24 
203 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 (part) 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 23 203 Lamb & Swift 
Commercial 

Unit 12a Blackburn Business Centre, Roman Road, Blackburn Blackburn FH ~ 23 ~ Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 23 
203 Taylor Weaver 

  India Mill Business Centre, Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH 
~ 22 POA 

M7 Real 
Estate 

Ground (part) 36, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 21 210 Taylor Weaver 

Unit GO3 (part) Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn Blackburn LH Ave. 21 109 Taylor Weaver 

  
3 & 5 Bolton Road, Darwen Darwen LH Ave. 18 87 

Lea, Hough & 
Co 

Ground (part) 16, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 18 246 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 (part) 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 17 184 Lamb & Swift 
Commercial 

1st (part) 16, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 17 229 Taylor Weaver 

Unit 14 
Shadsworth Business Park, Cunningham Court, Lions Drive, 
Blackburn Blackburn LH 

Good 17 
184 Taylor Weaver 

Ground (part) 36, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 16 244 Taylor Weaver 

Ground (part) 16, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 11 307 Taylor Weaver 

1st (part) 16, Wellington Street St. Johns, Blackburn Blackburn LH Good 11 307 Taylor Weaver 
 Source: Agents Websites, Radius Data Exchange, 2019 
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Schedule of Vacant Serviced Office Premises 

Address 
Size 

(sqm) 
Rent 

(£/sqm) 
Agents 

Davyfield Road, Darwen 23 POA Business First LTD 

Davyfield Road, Darwen 92 POA Business First LTD 

Centurion Park, Davyfield Road, Darwen 47-186 POA Petty Estate Agents 

Furthergate, Blackburn 57 177 BwD BC 

Challenge Way, Blackburn 24 187 BwD BC 

Challenge Way, Blackburn 16 236 BwD BC 

Challenge Way, Blackburn 11 253 BwD BC 

Source: Agents Websites, Radius Data Exchange, 2019 

 

Quality Assessment Levels 

Type 

Quality Assessment – 
Rental Levels, sqm 

Good Average Budget 

Industrial >£50 £25-£50 <£25 

Office >£150 £50-150 <£50 

Source: BE Group, 2019 
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 Blackburn with Darwen Council 

Business Survey 2019 
Company Details 

Company Name  

Contact Name  

Position  

Address  

 

Email Address  

Tel No  

Business Activity  

 

 

Employees 

1. Number of: full-time employees ___________ and/or part-time employees ___________ 

 

2. How long has the business been in Blackburn with Darwen ________________________ 

 
3. Does the company export goods or services  

Yes  

No  

  

 
4. Does the company import goods or service 

Yes  

No  

 
 

CURRENT ACCOMMODATION 

 

5.  Type of accommodation (please tick main type/use) 

Office  Serviced office  High-tech/lab  

Industrial/factory  Warehouse  Mill conversion  

Site (undeveloped 
land) 

 Barn conversion/Farm 
location 

 Other (specify) 
_________________ 

 

 

6. Is the property: 

Owned  Rented  

 

7. Size of unit: 

0-100 sqm 

(0-1076 sqft) 

 101-200 sqm 

(1077-2152 sqft) 

 201-500 sqm 

(2153-5382 sqft) 

 

501-1000 sqm  1001-2000 sqm  2001-5000 sqm  
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(5383-10,764 sqft) (10,765-21,529 sqft) (21,530-53,821 sqft) 

Larger, sqm _________________________________________________ 

Site size, hectares/acres _________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

8. Does your property meet all of your operational needs? If no, what are the current issues and 

constraints? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

9. What needs to be done to address those issues and constraints?  

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

10. Are you, or your landlord, able to address those constraints without external support? If no, 

what external support do you need? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
FUTURE ACCOMMODATION 

 

11. Are you considering moving premises within the next: 

12 months? Yes  No   2-3 years? Yes  No  

 

If yes to either of the above, please respond to questions 12a – 12l, otherwise go 

directly to question 13. 

 

 12a. Are any of the issues and constraints discussed above key factors in your decision to seek 

other premises? What other factors are encouraging you to move premises? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

  

12b. What type of accommodation will you be looking for? (please tick main type/use) 

Office  Industrial  Serviced office  

Warehouse  High-tech/Lab  Land  

 

12c. Tenure required?  

Freehold  Leasehold  No Preference  
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9d. Quality of premises preferred? 

Prestigious  Standard/ 

Moderate 

 Basic/Budget  No Preference  

   

12e. Will this be additional  or replacement  to existing property? 

 

12f. Will you need newly built premises? 

Yes  No  

 

12g. Will you require custom built premises? 

Yes  No  

 

12h. What size of unit/site will you be looking for? 

0-100 sqm 

(0-1076 sqft) 

 101-200 sqm 

(1077-2152 sqft) 

 201-500 sqm 

(2153-5382 sqft) 

 

501-1000 sqm 

(5383-10,764 sqft) 

 1001-2000 sqm 

(10,765-21,529 sqft) 

 2001-5000 sqm 

(21,530-53,821 sqft) 

 

Larger, sqm _________________________________________________ 

Site size, hectares/acres _________________________________________________ 

  

 

12i. Location type preferred:  

Town centre  Industrial estate  

Business park  Rural  

 

12j. General location – Where in Blackburn with Darwen would you wish to relocate or expand to?  

If you are seeking to move/expand outside of the Borough, please indicate what locations you  

are considering: 

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

12k. Is premises available in Blackburn with Darwen, at the right price/rent and of the right size and 

quality to meet your needs? If no, what is missing from the current supply? 

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
12l. What other barriers exist to you securing the property you need in Blackburn with Darwen?  

How could those barriers be overcome? 

 

__________________________________________________________________________
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__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
OTHER LOCAL GROWTH ISSUES 

 

13. Are there local factors which presently constrain the growth of your business? Including: 

 

Specific constraints to road or rail infrastructure? 

Yes  No    

 

If yes, please indicate what the issue is: __________________________________________ 

 

 

Specific constraints to ICT and digital infrastructure in the area? 

Yes  No    

 

If yes, please indicate what the issue is: __________________________________________ 

 

 

Specific issues with skills in the local workforce? 

Yes  No    

 

If yes, please indicate what the issue is: __________________________________________ 

 

Access to finance, public and private? 

Yes  No    

 

If yes, please indicate what the issue is: __________________________________________ 

 

 

Other constraints to growth? Please specify 

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

14. Can Blackburn with Darwen Council do more to support the growth of your business? 

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. If you have any additional comments affecting your choice of premises and plans for/constraints 

to, growth, please use the space below.   

 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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Please indicate if you are happy to be contacted for further research   YES / NO 

 

If you would like any further information on this survey please contact Christopher Wilson at BE Group either via 

chriswilson@begroup.uk.com or Tel 01925 822112. 
  

mailto:chriswilson@begroup.uk.com
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Proformas 
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Appendix 4 – Blackburn with Darwen Site Proformas 
 
Allocated Employment Sites (Local Plan Policy 13 and Frontier Park) 
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Site 13/1 Lower Philips Road, Whitebirk Industrial Estate, Blackburn  

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 6.07 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige Site 
Two consents: 

• Pets Choice Production Building (two phases) (App. No. 10/16/1306) – 
4.32 ha of land consented, 19,937 sqm of floorspace. 

• Hippo Cars Garage (App. No. 10/17/0768) – 1.73 ha consented, 1,850 
sqm of floorspace. Estimated take up 2020/21 

Serviced (Yes/No) Servicing underway 

Development Comments Two proposals noted: 

• Pets Choice Production Building - Phase one, 6957 sqm on 1.52 ha 
is now under construction, in the south of the site, following some 
delays over licencing agreements. Phase Two, 13,000 sqm on 2.72 
ha estimated for 2023/24 

• Hippo Cars Garage – Expected to commence shortly in the north of 
the site. Works will include a new an access road, linking the site 
with Hippo’s existing facility, off Trident Way in the south.  Estimated 
take up 2020/21 

Pets Choice are contracted to purchase the site, freehold, upon completion of 
its facilities. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Backland site  
Limited access options 
Pylons cross Site 
Public rights of way cross site 
Former landfill site  
Possible ecological issues 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development now underway 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

21,807 sqm proposed overall, comprising 19,937 sqm of primarily B2 
industrial space along with 1,850 sqm of Sui Generis motor retail. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Wholesale and retail trade 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 13/2 Furthergate Phase 2 – Blakewater Road, Imperial Mill Business Park, 
Blackburn 

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 2.01 

Market Availability Intend to market site in spring 2019 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Links to land to the west, south of Greenbank Road, which is owned by 
Adhan. However, owners are showing limited interest in development, at 
present. 
Council intend to market the site in spring 2019, seeking interested parties. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Irregularly shaped site, would likely require the inclusion of some adjacent 
land to be viable 
Mature trees across most of the site 
Flood risk associated with River Blakewater 
Possible contamination, with heavy contamination on adjacent land 

Overcoming Barriers Blackwater Road frontage could support a modest development, with some 
loss of trees, although a linking of this site and the Greenbank land would still 
be desirable to support a larger development of up to 5 ha. Further 
assessment would be needed to determine the abnormal costs of 
remediating the wider site though and if this inhibits viable development of B-
Class uses. 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Current site could deliver some 7,800 sqm of premises at a standard 
developer ratio of 3,900 sqm/ha. Despite constraints it retains a high value 
frontage onto Blakewater Road which is well suited to accommodate good 
quality manufacturing (likely light industry given site size and shape). Site 
currently too small for storage and distribution. Based on area also unlikely to 
be of interest for offices. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
 
 
 

Availability, years 5+ 
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Site 13/3 Furthergate Phase 1 – New Development Plots, Gorse Street, 
Blackburn  

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 4.19 

Market Availability To be marketed in summer 2019 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway (could become Prestige once 
road is complete) 

Serviced (Yes/No) Infrastructure being delivered 

Development Comments Site will be split in two by the Pennine Reach road scheme, currently under 
construction (expected completion May 2019). Result will be two highly 
prominent roadside development sites on a gateway location into central 
Blackburn 
Upon completion of Road, site will be marketed. Looking to secure a good 
quality B2 development on site. 
Council reviewing options to relocate the allotments to the north east and 
create an additional development plot of some 1.2 ha, along the Road. 
Although this has yet to be agreed or confirmed. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Close to housing and canal 

Overcoming Barriers Road scheme will clear site and address any outstanding constraints 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Emerging gateway sites would suite higher quality uses where prominence 
and customer access are key. Allowing for some land lost to the road, 
14,000-15,000 sqm of floorspace could be delivered here, with another 4,600 
possible if the allotment site was included. 
If some enabling development is needed site would also be suited for 
roadside retail, food or leisure uses, although these uses are now catered for 
at nearby Frontier Park. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Wholesale and retail trade 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 13/4 St Peter’s Quarter, Freckleton Street, Blackburn 

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council. Maple Grove Developer 

Agent Trevor Dawson 

Size, ha 3.30 

Market Availability Partly available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Within the Freckleton Street Masterplan SPD area 
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway (could become Prestige once 
road is complete) 
Land west of Wainwright Way App. No. 10/18/0279) – 1.03 ha of land 
consented, 3,115 sqm of retail floorspace (Home Bargains).  
 

Serviced (Yes/No)  

Development Comments Proposals noted: 

• Land west of Wainwright Way consented for a Home Bargains store – 
1.03 ha of land, 3,115 sqm of retail floorspace. Development expected 
to commence April 2019 

• Land south of River Blackewater – 0.19 ha, 1,000 sqm. Land being 
sold to adjacent business, North West Sweets, estimated take up 
2020/21 

• Land east of Wainwright Way, north of St Peter Street – 0.55 ha, 2,600 
sqm. Land likely to be sold to high value luxury car dealership, 
estimated take up 2023/24 

• Land east and west of Wainwright Way, north of St Peter Street – Land 
occupied by a Cemetery which cannot be developed – 0.40 ha 

• East of Wainwright Way, at the end of Weir Street – One remaining 
plot, with no development proposed - 0.30 ha 

Other land now taken up by road infrastructure of Wainwright Way. Thus, the 
land which appears readily available for/likely to be taken up by, B1/B2/B8 
development is 0.49 ha. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Flood risk associated with River Blakewater 
 

Overcoming Barriers Road scheme cleared the site and addressed most constraints 

 

 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Proposals include: 

• 3,115 sqm of retail 

• 2,600 of Sui Generis Motor retail 

• Approx. 2,170 sqm likely to be, or remains available for, B1/B2/B8 uses 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance activities 
Professional, scientific and technical activities 
Administrative and support service activities 

Availability, years 3-5 
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Site 13/5 The Wrangling, Blackburn  

Owner Network Rail 

Agent - 

Size, ha 1.57 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 

Serviced (Yes/No) Yes 

Development Comments Developed for a mini rail depot for 13-14 trains, of 2-3 carriages in length. 
Depot is used for train cleaning, light maintenance and refuelling, mostly at 
night and employs 20. New development includes small scale offices and 
staff welfare facilities. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

None 

Overcoming Barriers Developed site 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Site is a rail maintenance depot. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Transportation and storage 
 

Availability, years Developed 
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Site 13/6 Evolution Park, Shadsworth Road, Blackburn  

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 3.82 

Market Availability Available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
Previous consent for a 12,020 sqm mental health in-patient facility has now 
lapsed (App. No. 10/14/0930).                                             

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Lancashire Care Foundation Trust (LCFT) have s 5-year option on the site, 
which expires in March 2019, but no progress toward delivery made to date. 
LCFT continue to express interest in the site, with proposals for Health 
Innovation Hub, a combined diagnostic and training centre. The Council is 
seeking a firm commitment from LCFT for site delivery in the next 12-18 
month. 
Alternative interest from other parties including Euro Garages. 
Council is currently bidding for monies from One Public Estate, Round Seven 
to develop a masterplan and complete other site research, expected to know 
outcome in Feb 2019 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Ecological issues 
 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Assumed primarily C2 medical uses (with some B1(a) offices and D1 training 
facilities) or B1/B2/B8 development. Site could accommodate some 14,900 
sqm at standard developer ratio of 3,900 sqm/hectare. 
 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Human health and social work activities 
Education 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance activities 
Professional, scientific and technical activities 
Administrative and support service activities 

Availability, years 5+ 
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Site 13/7 Plot C, Shadsworth Business Park, Blackburn  

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 1.92 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
Consent (App. No. 10/16/1303) for 9,267 sqm proposed on 3.01 ha, 
incorporating existing CAP site to the east. 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments GAP Building Products payed a deposit for the land. Development not 
delivered as GAP lacked the fiancé after several other acquisitions.  
Building licence expired Aug 2018, Council renegotiating with GAP, with the 
assumption of delivery by 2021. 
Delivery expected by 2022/23 
 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Ecological issues 
 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Likely to be used for a mixture of production, trade and storage.  9,267 sqm 
proposed 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 13/8 Waterside Employment Site, Haslingden Road, Blackburn  

Owner Euro Garages (North Plot) Roundhouse Properties (South Plot) 

Agent - 

Size, ha 6.29 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land Allocations  
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
North Plot – Planning sought for offices (App. No. 10/18/0871). 11,495 sqm 
on 4.65 ha 

Serviced (Yes/No) Servicing being provided to northern plot 

Development Comments • North Plot –. Construction underway, despite lack of a planning consent, 
for new HQ offices for Euro Garages, plus a restaurant. Hoping to 
complete by November 2019. 

• South Plot – Purchased by Roundhouse Developments. Proposal for 
4,500 sqm of commercial space on 1.40 ha, comprising small starter units, 
comparable to Roundhouse schemes in South Ribble. Estimated delivery 
2021/22. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Ecological issues 
Agents also report that gas pipelines cross the site 
Adjacent housing and green corridors associated with Reservoir to the west 
also issues  

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development now underway 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

15,995 sqm of overall proposed. 11,495 sqm definitively offices. 4,500 sqm 
may include a broader B1/B2/B8 mix. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance activities 
Professional, scientific and technical activities 
Administrative and support service activities 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 13/9 Premier Way, Walker Park, Blackburn  

Owner WEC 

Agent - 

Size, ha 2.61 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment Land 
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
Previous consent for industrial and office use now lapsed 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments WEC previously sought to deliver a HQ facility for itself and a training 
academy for the wider engineering industry, however, was unable to secure 
funding 
WEC has since been purchased by a foreign investor. 
WEC approached the Council in late 2018 with plans for a B2 manufacturing 
use here, for its own purposes, which it hopes to deliver by 2020. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Ecological issues 
 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Site could provide 10,200 sqm of B2 space at 3,900 sqm/hectare. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 13/10 Commercial Way, Blackburn Interchange  

Owner Alden Green (Solomon Commercials) 

Agent Taylor Weaver 

Size, ha 3.39 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment 
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
Two consents on the site: 

• Phase 1 (App. No. 10/15/0946) -1.60 ha, 5,200 sqm of B1(c)/B2/B8 

• Phase 2 (App. No. 10/17/0429) - 0.60 ha, 3,500 sqm of B1(c)/B2/B8 

Serviced (Yes/No) Yes 

Development Comments • Phase 1 – Now largely complete, most units occupied with occupiers 
including Euro Car Parts 

• Phase 2 – 1,131 sqm is forecast to complete in 2018/19, 2,369 sqm in 
2020/21 

Thus some 0.60 ha remaining as of February 2019. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

None 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development now underway 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

8,700 sqm in total of B1(c)/B2/B8 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 13/11 Hollins Grove Development Site, Darwen  

Owner Pillars Construction 

Agent - 

Size, ha 1.33 

Market Availability Available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment 
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 
Site had outline consent for 48 dwellings and B1/B2 units (App. No. 
10/08/0568). Renewed in 2011 (App. No. 10/11/1128), but now expired. 
Application for housing submitted in 2018 but not supported buy Council and 
subsequently withdrawn 
Council has had pre-application discussions for a mixed-use scheme 
comprising B2 uses and housing, comparable to that previously consented. 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Proposals for B2 uses on site and housing on land to the south. Unclear if 
current owner would seek to deliver this or not 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Adjacent railway line 
Possible contamination 
Site size and shape 
Trees on site 
Distance from M65 
Close to housing 

Overcoming Barriers Proposals for a mixed-use development include housing to cross fund the B-
Class development and seek to overcome constraints. 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

The current site could deliver some 5,070 sqm of premises at a standard 
developer ratio of 3,900 sqm/hectare. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
 

Availability, years 5+ 
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Site 13/12 Chapels Park, Darwen  

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Borough Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 7.00 

Market Availability Marketed by Council 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 13: Employment 
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Site is large and has local prominence, but its distance from the M65 is felt to 
be a barrier to attracting interest 
Past enquiries for waste related uses 
Council have now issued an Expression of Interest to the five developer 
partners under its framework. Responses have been requested by 4th March 
2019. Subject to any interest, and what developers consider the site could 
support, the Council will then tender for a developer partner. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Site shape irregular in places  
Possible contamination 
Mine shafts on site 
Aquafer under site 
Ecological issues 
Pylons cross the site  
Sloping in places 
Trees on site 
Distance from M65 
Close to housing 
Drains cross site 
Site investigations have revealed that half the site is likely to be 
undevelopable 

Overcoming Barriers Site size and shape would favour splitting the site into two parcels, north and 
south of the Controlla Covers unit. The North Plot, some 4.50 ha is heavily 
constrained and likely only suited for storage uses.  The southern plot, 2.50 
ha, appears less constrained as flat grassland but does require some 
diversion of electricity cabling.  

 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Site overall is large enough to accommodate a mix of uses. However, 
position is likely to favour B2/B8 and open storage uses for whom 
prominence and motorway access is less of a priority. 

If north cannot be developed, the south could provide 13,650 sqm of 
premises at a standard developer ratio of 3,900 sqm/hectare. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

Availability, years 3-5 
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Site Frontier Park (Whitebirk Strategic Site), Blackburn 

Owner Euro Garages. Developer is Barnfield 

Agent B8, Trevor Dawson, GVA  

Size, ha 12.8. Part of a wider site of some 34.48 ha extending into Hyndburn 

Market Availability Premises being marketed 
 

Planning Status Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
17 planning consents in Hyndburn over 2015-2018. Original Outline Consent 
was for: 

• A4 Drinking establishments – 585 sqm 

• A5 Hot food takeaways –353 sqm 

•  B2 General industrial – 18,483 sqm 

•  B8 Storage or distribution – 73,932 sqm 

•  C1 Hotels and halls of residence –1820 sqm 
Total – 95,563 sqm 

Serviced (Yes/No) Yes 

Development Comments Development underway, although no completions yet recorded. B-Class 
development nearing completion at February 2019 includes: 

• FP- One – 17,234 sqm industrial/logistics unit 

• Pioneer Court – Unit 1 (1,257 sqm manufacturing unit) complete, Units 
2-4 (7,432 sqm in units of 1,858-2,787 sqm) 

• Non B-Class service station is also operational on the site. 
 

Frontage hotel, pub/restaurant and two design and build units in the north 
(FP2 – up to 19,974 sqm and FP3 – up to 37,161 sqm) have yet to be 
commenced. 
Total site area is 32 ha. It is agreed that 40 percent of the site take up will be 
applied to Blackburn with Darwen, 60 percent to Hyndburn. A quarter of the 
site will be developed for non B-Class uses, leaving 24 ha, of which 40 
percent is attributable to Blackburn with Darwen = 9.60 ha. 
Agents reports a healthy level of enquiries from sub-regional and regional 
logistics operators. Indeed, as this Study was completing, the first deal was 
announced at Frontier Park.  Machinery supplier Tek-Dry Systems has 
agreed a 5,667 sqm pre-let on part of Unit 1, Pioneer Court. 
Rapid delivery of the site ensures it should be complete by the time 
competing locations, such as the Cuerden Strategic Site, South Ribble 
become available. Around five years for full delivery is estimated by the 
agents. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

None 

Overcoming Barriers Assume any issues addressed in development 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Demand assumed to be led by larger B8 requirements although, based on 
comparable sites elsewhere there is likely to be strong overlap between B8 
and B2 operations on the site 
 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Site 28/1 Former Site of East Lancs Coachbuilders, Whalley New Road, 

Blackburn 

Owner Private individuals  

Agent - 

Size, ha 1.50 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 28: Development Opportunities  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 
Residential, employment, community uses, and leisure are considered 
acceptable in Local Planning  

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Cleared site, wooded in the north east 
Felt owner may have high value expectations on the site 
Owner has had pre-application discussions with the Council for retail uses on 
while site – group of 12 shops themed to Asian weddings  

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Trees on site 
River Blakewater adjacent, likely flood risk 
Possible contamination from previous uses 

Overcoming Barriers Constraints would limit residential options here, but it is assumed they could 
be overcome for commercial or industrial schemes 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

As noted, retail and or B8 trade options are most likely. Industrial or 
warehouse businesses may also seek out the affordable development land 
here although it is outside of the core Employment Areas around the 
motorway junctions.  
The current site could deliver some 5,850 sqm of premises at a standard 
developer ratio of 3,900 sqm/hectare. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Wholesale and retail trade 
Transportation and storage 

Availability, years 3-5 
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Site 28/3 Cathedral Quarter Phase II, Blackburn 

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Council. Maple Grove Developments is developer 

Agent Knight Frank, Bradys, Trevor Dawson 

Size, ha 0.11 

Market Availability Space on the market 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 28: Development Opportunities  
Any main town centre use – comparison-led retail; leisure / evening 
economy; offices; hotel; residential – are considered acceptable in Local 
Planning 
Core Strategy Typology: Prestige 
Maple Grove Developments received consent for a six-storey office building 
of 4,331 sqm, including 2,798 sqm of upper floor offices and options for a 
restaurant bar or coffee shop in December 2018 (App. No. 10/18/0957) 
The design will match One Cathedral Square with a glass front looking over 
the square and a brown stone finished back onto Railway Road. It will have a 
more open plan lobby however, allowing people to circulate between the hot 
food uses and entrance to the offices. 

Serviced (Yes/No) Yes 

Development Comments Maple Grove will not develop the building speculatively and are presently 
marketing it to possible occupiers. Given the slow take up of space in One 
Cathedral Square, delivery of this property is expected to be a longer-term 
prospect. The planning consent allows five years for delivery, before it 
lapses, rather than the usual three. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

None 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

2,798 sqm of offices, plus ground floor hot food options. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Information and communication 
Financial and insurance activities 
Professional, scientific and technical activities 
Administrative and support service activities 
 

Availability, years 5+ 

 

http://planning.blackburn.gov.uk/Northgate/PlanningExplorer/Generic/StdDetails.aspx?PT=Planning%20Applications%20On-Line&TYPE=PL/PlanningPK.xml&PARAM0=89450&XSLT=/Northgate/PlanningExplorer/SiteFiles/Skins/Blackburn/xslt/PL/PLDetails.xslt&FT=Planning%20Application%20Details&PUBLIC=Y&XMLSIDE=/Northgate/PlanningExplorer/SiteFiles/Skins/Blackburn/Menus/PL.xml&DAURI=PLANNING
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Site 28/4 Witton Business Park, Preston Old Road, Blackburn 

Owner Adhan 

Agent Adhan Commercial Lettings, Petty Commercial 

Size, ha 10.52 

Market Availability Space on the market 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 28: Development Opportunities  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 
Residential, employment and community uses are permitted in Local 
Planning 

Serviced (Yes/No) Yes 

Development Comments Site comprises 45,290 sqm of industrial/warehouse and office floorspace, in 
seven units of 2,294-14,134 sqm in a refurbished industrial complex of seven 
units, divided in two by the River Darwen. 
Site is active use at present with one unit on the market, to let – Unit 2, 5,585 
sqm 
Although premises are of a low quality, the space remains 88 percent 
occupied by floorspace, 86 percent by premises numbers. Owner is 
continuing to market the current buildings for occupancy, with no known 
plans for redevelopment 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Site in active use a present 

Overcoming Barriers - 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

Subject to changing landowner aspirations or a decline in scheme 
performance, there appears to be no strong need for redevelopment at this 
time 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
Information and communication 
Financial and insurance activities 
Professional, scientific and technical activities 
Administrative and support service activities 
 

Availability, years 5+ 
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Site 12/5 Ewood, Blackburn 

Owner Blackburn Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 4.80 

Market Availability Available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 28: Development Opportunities  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 
Employment-led development, possibly including elements of residential and 
community use is permitted in Local Planning 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Undeveloped land now divided in two by the A666 Alan Shearer Way 
Western site is used for matchday parking by Blackburn Rovers Football Club 
(BRFC) 
Adjacent Albion Mill has been demolished for the construction of a 92 extra 
care apartment development for older people 
Various proposals have been put forward, but were progressed, including:  

• A training ground for BRFC 

• An unmanned Peak Storage Plan for an energy company 

• Options for expansion of the retail offer of the Ewood District Centre to the 
south 

Site is not judged to be viable for employment uses, due to site constraints’ 
One possible alternative use would be development, by the Council, of a 
Household Waste Centre on the western plot, consolidating existing centres 
in Blackburn and Darwen 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Close to housing and Travellers site. Council is completing a Gypsy and 
Traveller Sites review. Relocation of this facility would be an expensive and 
difficult process, however. 
Eastern plot is small, irregularly shaped and partly covered by mature trees 

Overcoming Barriers Development plans will need to realistically consider the impact of the 
adjacent Travellers site on likely demand for land and property here. Without 
relocation of this facility, attracting a high value B-Class use to the site 
remains unlikely.  

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

As noted above uses, such as household waste, open storage and similar 
remain more likely, at this time, on the western plot 
Some 18,700 sqm of floorspace could be delivered here, split across the two 
plots at 3,900 sqm/hectare. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Transportation and storage 

Availability, years 5+ 
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Site 28/8 Sappi Site, Star Drive, Off Preston Old Road, Blackburn 

Owner Black Pearl Capital Partners (Blackburn Waterside Regeneration) 

Agent John R Paley Associates 

Size, ha 1.50 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 28: Development Opportunities  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 
Employment and residential uses are permitted in Local Planning 
The SAPPI paper mill closed in 2008 and the site was cleared in 2012 
Outline planning consent for a mixed-use development (App. No. 10/15/0496) 

was secured in November 2015, for: 

• 500 dwellings 

• 3,224 sqm of B1(a) employment use 

• 9,192 sqm of B1(c) employment use 

• 333 sqm of A1 retail 

• 1,110 sqm community building 

• landscaping, informal open space and associated ancillary works.  
Five Reserved Matters applications covering access, landscape, layout, 
appearance and scale, registered but currently undecided over 2018/19. The 
latest submitted plans indicate an eight-phase development. Phase 3 would 
provide 1,486 sqm of B2 space, with other land used for hardstanding and 
landscaping (relevant App. No. 10/18/1101).  

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Consented for B2 industrial which is expected to comprise four small starter 
units of 370-380 sqm each, 1,486 sqm in total. 
To the south, is the Blackburn Mill Combined Heat and Power and 
Embedded Generation plant, which will remain in use, operated by Scottish 
Power  
The retail and community options, mentioned in the Outline consent, are now 
not expected to be delivered. 
Owners have spent the last two years remediating the site and are expected 
to more toward delivery in the short-medium term, with the B-class uses as a 
later phase of development 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

Various ecological, hydrological, archaeological issues including ground 
contamination.  
Remains of buildings on site 
Footpaths cross the site 
 

Overcoming Barriers Remediation now largely completed. Assume that any remaining issues can 
be overcome through careful planning and design of the wider scheme 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

1,486 sqm of B2 space proposed 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
 

Availability, years 3-5 
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Site 28/9 Former Lower Darwen Paper Mill, Greenbank Terrace, Lower Darwen 

Owner Blackburn with Darwen Council 

Agent - 

Size, ha 5.24 

Market Availability Not available 

Planning Status Allocated under Local Plan Part 2 Policy 28: Development Opportunities  
Core Strategy Typology: Urban Hub/Gateway 
Employment and residential uses are permitted in Local Planning 

Serviced (Yes/No) No 

Development Comments Site was consented for offices in 2006 for a high quality office park, of which 
Phase I was for four three-storey buildings of 476-990 sqm. 
Two were built.  However, development coincided with the onset of the 
recession and the buildings (and the wider site) have stood vacant since. 
The land has been purchased as a joint venture between Blackburn with 
Darwen Council and Barnfield Construction. Current plans, recently 
submitted for Outline planning, are for an education and careers hub, some 
15,000 sqm of industrial space and housing. 

Constraints/Barriers to 
Development 

None 

Overcoming Barriers Assume limited barriers to development 

Likely Premises Delivered – 
Scale and Type 

15,000 sqm of industrial space proposed. 

Sectors which could be 
Accommodated 

Manufacturing 
Transportation and storage 
 

Availability, years 1-3 
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Appendix 5 - Site Scoring Results 
 

Site Name Realistic 
Size 
(ha) 

Site Location and Access Planning 
Status 

Site Conditions Site 
availability 

Total Market 
-led 
Sub-
total 

Constraints  

Road 
Proximity  

Proximity 
to 

Routes in 
the local 
network 

Prominence Public 
Transport 

Services 
Availability 

Constraints Environmental 
Setting 

Flexibility 

Frontier Park 
(Whitebirk 
Strategic 
Site), 
Blackburn 

9.60 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 9 3 92 49 None 

13/10: 
Commercial 
Way, 
Blackburn 
Interchange 

0.60 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 2 6 88 42 None 

28/9: Former 
Lower 
Darwen 
Paper Mill, 
Greenbank 
Terrace, 
Lower 
Darwen  

3.00 9 10 9 10 4 7 10 7 6 6 78 24 Adjacent railway line 
Possible contamination 

Site size and shape 
Trees on site 

Close to housing 

13/9: Premier 
Way, Walker 
Park, 
Blackburn 

2.61 10 6 9 5 4 10 8 10 7 6 75 42 Ecological issues 

13/3: 
Furthergate 
Phase 1 – 
New 
Development 
Plots, Gorse 
Street, 
Blackburn 

4.19 9 10 7 10 4 7 8 4 5 6 70 35 Close to housing and canal 
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28/3: 
Cathedral 
Quarter 
Phase II, 
Blackburn 

0.11 5 10 4 10 10 10 10 10 1 0 70 30 None 

13/4: St 
Peter’s 
Quarter, 
Freckleton 
Street, 
Blackburn 

0.49 5 10 6 10 10 7 8 7 2 3 68 30 Flood risk 
associated 
with River 

Blakewater 

13/8: 
Waterside 
Employment 
Site, 
Haslingden 
Road, 
Blackburn 

6.29 9 6 6 10 4 10 2 9 5 6 67 35 Ecological issues 
Agents also report that gas 

pipelines cross the site 
Adjacent housing and green 

corridors associated with 
Reservoir to the west also issues 

13/7: Plot C, 
Shadsworth 
Business 
Park, 
Blackburn 

1.92 8 6 3 0 10 10 8 7 6 6 64 30 Ecological issues 

13/6: 
Evolution 
Park, 
Shadsworth 
Road, 
Blackburn 

3.82 8 6 4 10 4 7 8 9 8 0 64 35 Ecological issues 
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13/1:  Lower 
Philips Road, 
Whitebirk 
Industrial 
Estate, 
Blackburn  

6.07 7 6 2 5 10 7 0 4 8 6 55 27 Backland site  
Limited access options 

Pylons cross Site 
Public rights of way cross site 

Former landfill site  
Possible ecological issues 

13/2: 
Furthergate 
Phase 2 – 
Blakewater 
Road, 
Imperial Mill 
Business 
Park, 
Blackburn  

2.01 8 10 4 10 4 7 2 5 0 0 50 27 Irregularly shaped site, would 
likely require the inclusion of 

some adjacent land to be viable 
Mature trees across most of the 

site 
Flood risk associated with River 

Blakewater 
Possible contamination, with 

heavy contamination on adjacent 
land 

13/12: 
Chapels 
Park, Darwen 

3.50 7 10 4 10 4 3 0 2 10 0 50 31 Site shape irregular in places  
Possible contamination 

Mine shafts on site 
Aquafer under site 
Ecological issues 

Pylons cross the site  
Sloping in places 

Trees on site 
Close to housing 
Drains cross site                                    

investigations have revealed that 
half the site is likely to be 

undevelopable 
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28/8: Sappi 
Site, Star 
Drive, Off 
Preston Old 
Road, 
Blackburn 

1.50 7 6 1 10 10 3 0 4 3 3 47 21 Various ecological, hydrological, 
archaeological issues including 

ground contamination.  
Remains of buildings on site 

Footpaths cross the site 

13/11: Hollins 
Grove 
Development 
Site, Darwen 

1.33 7 10 2 10 4 7 0 2 3 0 45 24 Adjacent railway line 
Possible contamination 

Site size and shape 
Trees on site 

Close to housing 
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Appendix 6 – Blackburn with Darwen Site Scoring System 
 

 

Site Location and 
Access 

Proximity to strategic 
highway network 

• Site adjacent to primary route – M65 Motorway – 
score 10 

• Site 0.5 km from primary route – score 9 

• Site 1.0 km from primary route – score 8 

• For each further half km distance from junction, 
reduce score by one point, i.e. any site 5.0 km or 
further from primary route scores zero. 

 

Proximity to routes 
within the local 
network 

Proximity to key local highways route (A666, A677, 
A678): 

• Site within 1.0 km from key local highways route 
junction – score 10 

• Site within 5.0 km from key local highways route 
junction – score 6 

• Site within 10.0 km from key local highways route 
junction – score 3 

• Site more than 10.0 km from key local highways 
route junction – score 0. 

 

Prominence 

 

• Site adjacent to, and visible from M65 – score 10/9 

• Site adjacent to, and visible from key routes within 
the local network (A666, A677, A678 – score 8/7 

• Site adjacent to, and visible from other A road – 
score 6/5 

• Site has local prominence, e.g. within its industrial 
location – score 4/3 

• Site located in ‘backlands’ – score 2/1/0 

Public Transport • Site close to bus route (within 0.5 km) and near to rail 
station (within 2 km) – score 10 

• Site within 0.5 km of a bus route – score 5 

• Limited public transport – score 0 
 

Planning Status 

• If site has detailed/full planning status – score 10 

• If site has outline planning status – score 8 

• If site allocated in the development plan – score 4 

• If site is available, subject to planning – score 1 
 

Site Conditions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Services Availability • If all services are provided and in place – score 10 

• If priority services are available with no abnormal 
costs – score 7 

• If all priority services are available, but with abnormal 
costs – score 3 

• Some services are unavailable – score 0 
 

Constraints May be physical (including access). planning, or legal 
Reduce score by 2 for each constraint 

If there are none – score 10 

 

Environmental 

Setting 

Subjective, score 0 to 10, examples: 

• Good quality business park/greenfield location – 
score 10 

• Moderate quality industrial estate – score 5 

• Poor quality industrial estate/in-fill location – score 2 
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Flexibility Subjective, score 0 to 10: Score site in terms of site 
shape and ability to sub-divide to suit smaller occupiers 
Consider the site within its context/category. Score 10 if 
it is flexible, 0 if it is inflexible. 
 

Site Availability 

 

 

• Site available to develop within 0-1 year – score 10 

• Site available to develop within 1-3 years – score 6 

• Site available to develop 3-5 years – score 3 

• Site available to develop 5+ years – score 0  

 
Source: BE Group, 2019 
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Appendix 7 – Blackburn with Darwen Employment Area Maps 
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